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Preface to ”New Water Regimes”

In a time of increasingly unpredictable water supply under climate change, water managers are

struggling to handle the challenges of water supply, allocation, and water quality. Water management

challenges are not only issues of hydrology; they also involve complex legal and political dimensions.

This volume uses a legal geography perspective to examine the role of law and legal systems in water

management. The articles in this collection provide critiques of existing water management practices,

and also explore potential alternatives.

This volume was inspired by research and travels through the American Southwest during the

2012-2016 drought. The struggles to manage water resources during this drought highlighted not only

the region’s vulnerabilities to current and future climate change, but the shortcomings in the existing

legal system’s ability to handle contemporary challenges of water supply and water management

more broadly. Water allocation in the Western United States is based largely on ’first come, first

serve’ principles of water rights developed over a hundred years ago. The legal framework for water

management in the region was created based on a certain set of assumptions about water’s value:

namely, namely, that the ‘highest and best use’ of water was to be put to use by colonial settlers for

economic gain.

However, in recent decades, other political theories such as eco-feminism, posthumanism, post-

anthropocentricism, and decolonialism have produced different ideas about water valuation and

management that conflict with Ameri-Euro imperialist goals and practices. Additionally, newer

scientific knowledge, in particular about climate change, has shed doubt upon the ability of existing

water rights systems to meet users’ needs in an equitable way. In this volume, we explore questions of

the limitations and opportunities of water law from a broad range of theoretical perspectives.

The volume asks a number of important questions, such as: How can we re-imagine entrenched

water laws inaugurated in a period when capitalists and engineers considered rivers and aquifers

nothing but plumbing opportunities to transfer huge volumes of water to agriculture and urban centers,

especially in arid or semi-arid areas such as the western United States? What should alternative legal

structures and principles look like, and what must they take into consideration? What constitutional

reforms and political resistance movements are occurring in countries of the Global South? More

broadly, how can we re-imagine civilizations that live with newer knowledges and more pluralistic

understandings regarding humans in natures?

A variety of themes of water governance are addressed in this volume, including water allocation,

groundwater management, collaborative governance, drought planning, and water quality. The papers

describe and analyze water issues and new ideas in multiple countries, including Australia, Ecuador,

New Zealand, India, and the United States.

The legal infrastructures that shape water management systems can be just as entrenched and

difficult to change as the concrete infrastructures of dams and canals. However, as this volume

illustrates, alternative modes of thinking are possible. Recognizing existing alternatives and proposing

new alternative legal structures and principles that take into consideration Indigenous rights and more

pluralistic understandings regarding humans in natures remains a difficult but important area of work.

The papers in this special issue represent an important contribution towards this goal.

Jacque Emel and Alida Cantor

Special Issue Editors
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Abstract: This editorial is an introduction to the special issue of Resources on New Water Regimes.
The special issue explores legal geographies of water resource management with the dual goals of
providing critiques of existing water management practices as well as exploring potential alternatives.
The papers in the special issue draw from numerous theoretical perspectives, including decolonial
and post-anthropocentric approaches to water governance; social and environmental justice in water
management; and understanding legal ecologies. A variety of themes of water governance are
addressed, including water allocation, groundwater management, collaborative governance, drought
planning, and water quality. The papers describe and analyze water issues and new ideas in multiple
countries, including Australia, Ecuador, New Zealand, India, and the United States.

Keywords: water resource management; water rights; water quality; legal geography;
political ecology

1. Introduction

In this special issue, we critically examine the legal and administrative structures of water control,
with the goal of imagining alternatives to entrenched systems of capitalist and anthropocentric water
governance. While concrete water infrastructure projects such as dams are readily recognized as
difficult to change, the laws and legal principles that shape water management can represent equally
deep-rooted structures that are just as hard to shift. However, as successful dam removal projects
illustrate, even concrete is not immutable; similarly, legal structures can also change and evolve.
This issue focuses on developing a better understanding of how existing laws and administrative
structures shape water management, often in ways that preclude more sustainable and equitable
practices, while also considering alternatives informed by perspectives such as post-anthropocentrism,
decolonialism, and social and environmental justice.

The quantity and quality of water resources throughout the world are increasingly stressed by
many intersecting factors, including climate change, urban and population growth, and economic and
industrial development. The particular dimensions of the many struggles to manage water sustainably
and equitably differ widely from region to region. However, a common thread linking water resource
management challenges around the world is that these challenges are not just hydrological ones—they
are socio-legal in nature as well.

2. Critical Legal Geographies of Water Resource Management

The socio-legal dimensions of water management challenges are readily evident; solutions are
less forthcoming. For example, the struggles to manage the severe drought facing the Western United
States from 2012 to 2016 sharply highlighted not only the region’s socio-ecological vulnerability to
future climate change, but also shortcomings in the abilities of the existing legal system to handle
contemporary challenges of water supply and allocation. Water allocation practices in this region,

Resources 2018, 7, 25 1 www.mdpi.com/journal/resources
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namely the prior appropriation system, are based largely on a century-old set of assumptions about
water valuation and management: that the ‘highest and best use’ of water was to be put to use by
colonial settlers for economic gain, and that water users must continually put their water to ‘productive’
use or risk losing their right. Today, this legal water rights system arguably hampers the ability to
manage water in congruence with contemporary understandings and realities of climate change in
order to meet the diverse needs of human and non-human water users. Yet, changing the system is by
all measures nearly unimaginable; proposals for how to adapt to climate change and contemporary
water needs typically assume the immutability of this system and are limited to imagining strategies
that work within the existing water rights system.

Outdated water rights systems that limit adaptive capacity in the face of socio-ecological
change are not the only problems facing water governance today. Unequal access to adequate
water supplies due to degraded quality, limited quantity, and/or high cost remains a problem
for many water users. Legal systems that have evolved to separately manage water quality and
quantity, as well as groundwater and surface water, also present barriers to integrated and sustainable
water management practices. The rights of Indigenous communities, as well as the rights of
nonhuman water users, have received woefully inadequate consideration in many systems of water
governance as currently practiced. Water management remains deeply rooted in capitalist, colonialist,
and imperialist structures.

Several areas of scholarship contribute to a deeper understanding of these critiques. In particular,
scholarship on critical legal geographies has sought to develop a better understanding of the
interactions between law and place/space [1,2]. Legal geography, which starts from the premise that
law, society, and space are co-constituted, has expanded significantly in recent years [2,3]. Of particular
interest to this special issue, recent scholarship within legal geography has begun to examine
the co-production of law and more-than-human environments [3]. Meanwhile, an often-separate
literature on the “hydrosocial cycle” has examined political economies and ecologies of water resource
governance [4,5]. Within this literature, scholars have developed critiques of modernist water
resource management, which privileges scientific hydrologic expertise and concentrates control and
management of water in agencies of the state [4–8]. Recently, scholars have taken up the challenge of
merging the insights of legal geography with those of hydrosocial perspectives, examining water law(s)
from a critical geographic perspective to better understand the socio-ecologies and socio-environmental
injustices produced through interactions between multiple legal and hydro-social systems [9–12].
This literature emphasizes that water law is not a monolith: often, multiple overlapping socio-legal
orders may exist simultaneously [12–14].

In this issue, we build upon this work, which aims to critically understand practices in modern
water management, focusing on the intersections between water governance and law. We also argue
that not only is it possible, it is necessary to imagine different futures for water governance. In recent
decades, newer political theories such as eco-feminism, posthumanism, post-anthropocentricism, and
decolonialism have produced different ideas about water valuation and management that challenge
capitalist and imperialist goals and practices. This issue engages a variety of theoretical perspectives
in critically examining water governance.

3. Contributions to the Special Issue

The papers in this special issue build upon this scholarship by providing a theoretical and
empirical basis for change toward a more sustainable, less anthropocentric form of water governance,
while also outlining the many barriers and constraints that stand in the way of actually attaining this
kind of water governance. The papers describe and analyze water issues and new ideas in several
countries, including Australia, Ecuador, New Zealand, India, and the United States. Several of the
papers examine water issues in California, the biggest user of water in the United States and a place
with continuing supply and quality problems. By utilizing detailed empirical case studies, the papers
in this special issue examine specific dimensions of opportunities and constraints for new water
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regimes rooted in particular places. In this introduction, we discuss the contributions of the articles in
this special issue in light of several theoretical threads, including non- or post-anthropocentrism, post-
or de-colonialism, social and environmental justice, and legal ecologies. In addition to describing the
many challenges and barriers that are discussed in the articles, we attempt to highlight opportunities
and points of hope within each piece.

3.1. Post-Anthropocentric Approaches to Water Governance

Post-anthropocentrism, a philosophical stance toward the Earth based on ecofeminism, animal
philosophy, deep ecology, Indigenous thought, and certain strands of poststructuralism, envisages a
world or worlds that are not human-centered but multi-centered. In these worlds or ontologies, beings
other than humans may have legal standing [15]. Several of the pieces in this issue, including those
by Jamie McEvoy et al. and Lidia Cano Pecharroman, specifically consider non-anthropocentric
perspectives on water laws and management practices. As the authors of both papers claim,
such recognition is slow to arrive and complex in administration. Yet both provide some optimism
that a more-than-human approach to water governance is indeed possible.

In their article on “Ecological Drought: Accounting for the Non-Human Impacts of Water Shortage
in the Upper Missouri Headwaters Basin, Montana, USA”, McEvoy et al. write of the failure of U.S.
water law to recognize water requirements for non-humans (both animals and plants), explaining that
most drought planning efforts focus primarily on human water users. Where nonhuman water users
are considered, they are given consideration in certain anthropocentric ways; the authors conclude
that most practices in the watersheds of the Upper Missouri in Montana focus on instream flows and
temperatures for certain species of sport fish. This paper illustrates the strong influence of commodity
orientations toward water resources, even though instream flow requirements, which have been
in place in Montana for over four decades, purportedly recognize more-than-human water needs.
The authors suggest that despite these criticisms, drought plans do provide a potential starting point
for recognizing the ecological impacts of drought, and that with a deeper consideration of ecological
processes, a more-than-human orientation toward drought is indeed possible.

In “Rights of Nature: Rivers that Can Stand in Court”, Pecharroman provides a hopeful
perspective, discussing recent legal cases from multiple countries that give legal rights to rivers.
In the article, she discusses numerous legal and philosophical groundings behind granting legal rights
to nature, including several examples of Indigenous perspectives. Pecharroman then describes case
studies that have emerged from New Zealand, Ecuador, India, and Colombia within the past five
years, where mostly tribal or Indigenous groups have fought successfully in court for the recognition
of rivers to possess legal rights. In the paper Pecharroman suggests that while legal recognition of
the rights of nature is still in very early stages, and many uncertainties still exist, we are arguably
witnessing an important process of legal confirmation of ecological values, as non-human subjects are
granted legal rights.

3.2. Decolonial Water Governance and Legal Pluralism

What is sometimes termed decolonial water governance is actually non-European governance
systems that are being asserted in the global south and in settler colonies. These so-called “worlding”
systems of governance do not follow the European legal and infrastructure legacies imprinted across the
imperialist track [16]. Negotiations between settler-colonial and Indigenous groups frequently reveal
problems of “translation” or incommensurability as different ontological perspectives on water prove
to be incompatible [17,18]. In addition, water laws are frequently layered strata [19], with pre-European
systems and settler-colonial laws coexisting sometimes uneasily on top of one another. An approach
of “legal pluralisms” [12,20] acknowledges the existence of these multiple-layered legal systems,
even though the negotiations can, in practice, be difficult.

Lana Hartwig, Sue Jackson, and Natalie Osborne’s article describes the challenges of working
towards decolonial water governance in a settler-colonial state. The article “Recognition of Barkandji
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Water Rights in Australian Settler-Colonial Water Regimes” describes the attempts of Indigenous
peoples in what is now called Australia to have their water rights recognized by Australian
governments. As the paper describes, the river in question is central to the existence of the Barkandji
People. However, recognition has been a long and complicated process given the extent of historical
injustices, not only because of the explicit “loss” perceived by settler-colonists in “giving up” what
they’ve actually stolen, but because ontologies collide in the existing legal system which identifies
“water” as a particular economic artefact as opposed to the multidimensional and subject-centered
conceptualization of water held by the Barkandji. Hartwig et al. describe the ways in which the
misrecognition (i.e., oversimplified, restricted, overlooked, and stereotyped) or even altogether
non-recognition of Aboriginal water rights perpetuates the status quo of colonial power. However,
at the same time, they argue that in so doing, the legitimacy of state water regimes is actually
undermined, as the state fails to generate genuine respect. Thus, there potentially exists a genuine
motivation for settler-colonial governments to genuinely recognize Indigenous rights (and to consult
Indigenous people meaningfully in the process).

3.3. Justice and Equity

While much scholarship and activism in terms of environmental justice and water focuses
primarily on water quality concerns [21], the issue of equity in water allocation is also a long-standing
concern of many water scholars [19,22]. Several papers in this special issue, including those by Ann
Drevno, by Zachary Sugg, and by Andrés Martínez Moscoso, Víctor Gerardo Aguilar Feijó and Teodoro
Verdugo Silva, focus specifically on justice and equity concerns related to water supply allocation
as well as water quality. Sugg and Moscoso, Feijó and Silva focus on equitable water allocation,
while Drevno’s article focuses on water quality. All three of these papers speak to the existence of gaps
between existing laws and equitable on-the-ground outcomes; they also point to the need for more
nuanced and locally-sensitive systems in place of overly prescriptive approaches.

Sugg, in “An Equity Autopsy: Exploring the Role of Water Rights in Water Allocations and Impacts
for the Central Valley Project during the 2012–2016 California Drought”, argues that strict adherence to
a priority system for water allocations produces inequitable socio-ecological outcomes during drought.
In California’s recent drought, thousands of water users had their water rights curtailed, with highly
uneven socioeconomic and ecological impacts. Sugg points out that the current water governance
system is too laden with conflict to be considered effective or well-adapted. The concept of equitable
apportionment, which involves allocating water according to multiple relevant criteria beyond simply
a priority system, is recommended as a more just way of allocating water in drought.

In their paper on “The Vital Minimum Amount of Drinking Water Required in Ecuador”, Moscoso,
Feijó and Silva illustrate the difficulties of implementing a new approach to water allocation in Ecuador.
Ecuador recently recognized water as a fundamental human right, and in doing so, established a
minimum quantity of water that is guaranteed as a constitutional right. However, this raises questions
of how much water is guaranteed, and who will be responsible for paying for the water. The authors
find that the effort to ensure water for all can have counterintuitive results, and may even widen gaps
in equity, as inefficient water providers transfer the costs of providing services to those who are already
economically vulnerable. They note that the water provisioning system must take better account of
regional variations in order to avoid this pitfall.

Drevno, focusing on water quality, also speaks to the need to take into account local specificities
in water management practices. Drevno’s article, “From Fragmented to Joint Responsibilities:
Barriers and Opportunities for Adaptive Water Quality Governance in California’s Urban-Agricultural
Interface”, discusses the consequences of managing urban and agricultural water quality separately
in a location where urban development and agricultural lands are in close proximity to one another.
By examining a case study at the urban-agricultural interface, she illustrates the problems with
California’s current system addressing urban water quality and agricultural water quality under
different systems. Drevno calls for agricultural water quality, in particular, to be addressed more
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rigorously, and for the two systems to be aligned more closely in order to alleviate environmental
justice concerns of poor water quality.

3.4. Legal Ecologies

A final theme of this special issue is that of legal ecologies, which we define as the specific
places and more-than-human ecosystems that are co-produced along with laws, contracts, and their
implementation. The ecologies of water law include the ecosystems and species impacted by the
transfer of water from one place to another, along with the new ecologies produced in urbanized and
irrigated areas.

Julia Sizek’s communication on “California’s Groundwater Regime: The Cadiz Case” discusses a
proposed groundwater extraction project that would transfer water from the desert of Southeastern
California to urban Southern California, with potentially dramatic impacts on fragile desert ecosystems.
The Cadiz project is a notorious one, an idea that has long been considered a failure, only to be
resurrected under the Trump administration. Sizek describes the underlying politics behind the project,
including the role of hotly contested science in justifying/challenging the project. Sizek demonstrates
that in California, groundwater law is fundamentally linked to private property ownership of land,
meaning that legal ecologies are, in this case, not only shaped by water laws but by landed property
regimes—themselves an artefact of settler-colonial states—as well.

4. Concluding Remarks

In conclusion, nearly all of the papers in this special issue illustrate the difficulties of actually
implementing new visions of water governance. They demonstrate the powerful continuity and
hegemony of certain legal systems, particularly in the settler-colonial legal systems rooted in European
traditions. Yet they also provide examples of how water laws are changing—or could change—and are
being pushed in new directions that recognize the rights of Indigenous people, the rights of nature,
and the values of more just, less anthropocentric, and more integrated systems for water management.

Looking forward, we encourage critical scholars to continue to consider legal and administrative
systems of water governance from a broad range of theoretical perspectives. Seeking to transform the
entrenched water laws that were inaugurated in a period when capitalists and engineers considered
rivers and aquifers nothing but plumbing opportunities to transfer huge volumes of water to
agriculture and urban centers is not a light task. Recognizing existing alternatives and proposing new
alternative legal structures and principles that take into consideration Indigenous rights and more
pluralistic understandings regarding humans in natures remains a difficult but important area of work.
Critical scholars can propose legal reforms that go beyond a contemporary fixation with market-based
imperatives as the main solution for prior appropriation water allocation systems. They can also
examine the intersection of water law and governance with other related important issues, such as
climate change, food and water security, and food and water sovereignty. Comparative studies can
contribute to constitutional reform and political resistance around the globe. The papers in this special
issue represent an important contribution, yet there remains much to be done, theoretically, empirically,
and practically.
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Abstract: Water laws and drought plans are used to prioritize and allocate scarce water resources.
Both have historically been human-centric, failing to account for non-human water needs. In this
paper, we examine the development of instream flow legislation and the evolution of drought
planning to highlight the growing concern for the non-human impacts of water scarcity. Utilizing
a new framework for ecological drought, we analyzed five watershed-scale drought plans in
southwestern Montana, USA to understand if, and how, the ecological impacts of drought are
currently being assessed. We found that while these plans do account for some ecological impacts,
it is primarily through the narrow lens of impacts to fish as measured by water temperature and
streamflow. The latter is typically based on the same ecological principles used to determine instream
flow requirements. We also found that other resource plans in the same watersheds (e.g., Watershed
Restoration Plans, Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Watershed Assessments or United States
Forest Service (USFS) Forest Plans) identify a broader range of ecological drought risks. Given limited
resources and the potential for mutual benefits and synergies, we suggest greater integration between
various planning processes could result in a more holistic consideration of water needs and uses
across the landscape.

Keywords: ecological drought; drought planning; prior appropriation; instream flows; Upper
Missouri Headwaters Basin; Montana

1. Introduction

1.1. Overview

Water laws and drought plans are used to prioritize and allocate scarce water resources. Both have
historically been human-centric, failing to account for non-human water needs. We begin this paper
with an overview of water laws that govern water allocation in the western U.S. and the development of
instream flow legislation to redress some of the ecological impacts caused by early water development.
We then provide a brief history of drought planning, which has primarily focused on the agricultural
and socio-economic impacts of drought. Utilizing a new framework for ecological drought, we
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introduce the case study and methods used to understand if, and how, the ecological impacts of drought
are currently being assessed in seven watersheds in southwestern Montana (MT). After presenting
the results of our analysis, we discuss the limitations of legislation and drought plans focused on
minimum streamflows and suggest opportunities for more comprehensive approaches to watershed
drought planning.

1.2. Water Rights in the Western U.S.

Often described as “first in time, first in right,” the legal doctrine of prior appropriation that
governs water allocation throughout most of the western U.S. is a system that gives those who first
made use of water (“first in time”) higher priority rights to the water (“first in right”). Unlike the
common law system used in the eastern U.S. that tied rights to water to land ownership of land
bordering a river, the prior appropriation system allowed users to divert water to properties away
from the river, a key development in an arid environment. Prior appropriation assumes that someone
is diverting water away from a stream to put it to a “beneficial use.” The original 19th century notion
was that beneficial uses included agriculture, mining, domestic use, and other industry; water left in
the river was presumed to be available for someone else to divert and claim [1,2].

The prior appropriation doctrine has three important implications when water becomes scarce.
First, in times of water shortage, the user with the most senior right to divert water (“water rights”)
receives their full allotment before the next user receives any water. Second, prior appropriation
contains a provision (originally designed to prevent speculation and hording of water) that if a water
right is not used regularly, it is considered abandoned; fear of this “use it or lose it” rule provides a
disincentive for keeping water in the stream. Finally, if the number of water rights on a given section
of river becomes great enough, the human needs for which water is being diverted (e.g., agriculture,
mining, urban development) and the needs of species and ecosystems that depend on water being
left in the river can come into conflict. Even in a “normal” year, there can be insufficient water left in
the river for fish and other ecosystem needs during later summer months, especially in places where
stream flows are fed by snowmelt. The scarcity of water during times of meteorological drought (i.e.,
dry weather patterns and below average precipitation) amplifies these tensions. In southwestern
Montana, water shortages have led to the adoption of innovative new mechanisms aimed at keeping
more water instream.

1.3. Mechanisms for Protecting Instream Environmental Flows

The early “beneficial uses” of water in the western U.S. were consumptive uses that diverted
water away from a stream (e.g., mining, irrigation, municipal water use). With increasing recognition
of the benefits of adequate water quantity and quality to ecological and human systems, state and
federal legislation has more recently focused on protecting instream flow values. Federal laws such as
the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 [3] and section 404 of the Clean Water Act [4] provided instream
flow protection for defined purposes and specific reaches of streams or rivers. The first state to give
legal recognition to instream uses of water was Oregon, in 1955. Montana took steps toward instream
flow protection in 1969 by establishing “Murphy Rights” for twelve Montana streams. The Montana
Fish and Game Commission can file to allocate unappropriated water in the amount necessary to
protect fish and wildlife habitat on these blue-ribbon streams [5].

The Montana Water Use Act of 1973 [6] established a mechanism for state and federal entities
to seek limited instream flow protection; these rights are held by Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks
(MFWP). The allowable purposes of an instream flow are broad in Montana and include protection
of existing or future beneficial uses, or maintenance of minimum flow, water quality or water level.
When an existing consumptive water right is changed to an instream flow use, the original date of the
water right applies. For example, in the Blackfoot drainage public recreation water rights exist with
dates as far back as 1928, while public recreation claims in the Bitterroot basin are quite junior, with
priority dates in the 1970s.
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Minimum flow is usually a single threshold beyond which water cannot be withdrawn for
consumptive use, and frequently provides sub-optimal habitat conditions for aquatic species [7].
The “wetted-perimeter” method, which calculates the amount of water needed to sustain critical
habitat for fish migration, spawning and food production at the shallowest part a river (usually a
riffle) is one of the more common ways of quantifying the instream flow needs of fish [8]. As scientific
understanding of the dynamic nature of river ecosystems has increased, some laws and regulations
have shifted to support variable flow regimes, rather than minimum flows. Processes for establishing
instream flow recommendations, especially more comprehensive methods, can be costly, time-intensive,
and require specialized knowledge [9].

Limitations of instream flow policies in Montana include: (1) Instream flows are bounded by
original ‘dates of use,’ making it difficult to transfer to use for a specific time of year; (2) even the
oldest instream flow rights are quite junior and are subject to the “first in time is first in right” rule.
As an example, Murphy rights are junior in priority and can be revoked if a District Court determines
the water should be put to use in a way that is more beneficial to the public; (3) instream flow rights
are subject to reviews and can be modified or revoked if the objectives of the reservation are not
being met [10], if another applicant is deemed to be a “qualified reservant” [11], or if the reservation
may harm future development [12]; (4) rights cannot exceed 50% of the annual flow of the stream,
which may not be adequate to protect some values [12].

Another set of mechanisms for maintaining instream flows include cooperative agreements and
drought planning. In some cases, the threat of an endangered species listing provides an incentive
for water users to proactively develop a plan to mitigate the impacts of water shortage through
a Candidate Conservation Agreement with Assurances (CCAA). These agreements between the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and any non-Federal entity allow the latter to voluntarily
implement conservation activities that remove threats to endangered or threatened species in exchange
for assurance that, if the species were to become listed under the Endangered Species Act (ESA),
the landowner or water user would not be subject to additional restrictions [13]. In the Upper Missouri
Headwaters (UMH), the fluvial artic grayling (Thymallus arcticus) is the target species for CCAAs
which aim to:

1. Improve streamflows;
2. Improve and protect the function of riparian habitats;
3. Identify and reduce or eliminate entrainment threats for grayling;
4. Remove barriers to grayling migration [14].

Beyond these contractual agreements, there are also examples of extralegal “shared sacrifice”
agreements [15,16] whereby neighbors agree to reduce irrigation withdrawals in dry years, typically
based on a predetermined streamflow level and/or water temperature that triggers a reduction in
irrigation withdrawals. In some cases, these “shared-sacrifice” agreements are very informal—based
only a handshake. In other cases, these agreements are made legible through a written and
publically-available document. In the UMH basin, these documents range from a 1988 Plan to Avoid
Dewatering of the Ruby River Project [17] that is primarily focused on ensuring that senior water rights
holders receive their full allotments in dry years to a recent 2016 Beaverhead Watershed Drought Resiliency
Plan [18] that provides a detailed assessment of the regional geography and climate, a relatively broad
list of drought impacts, and an overview of current and potential drought indicators. As discussed
below, the development of watershed drought plans is a priority for the state of Montana.

Other legal mechanisms for protecting instream flows in Montana include leasing or conversions,
authorized by the Water Leasing Bill (HB 707; 1989); purchase or service contracts for water delivery
from water storage projects, and designation of closed basin watersheds. However, it is beyond the
scope of this paper to discuss these mechanisms.
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1.4. History of Drought Planning

Droughts in the United States have a long legacy of devastating agricultural impacts that have
affected crop production and disrupted settlement patterns and livelihoods [19]. The quantification
of agricultural impacts is still the main source of additions to the list of 25 “Billion Dollar” drought
disasters across the U.S. since 1980 [20]. Recently, however, there is a growing awareness of the complex
range of drought impacts that affect a broad spectrum of sectors including natural resources, energy,
recreation and tourism, and public health [21,22]. Although less apt to be quantified [23], the impacts
of droughts on non-agricultural livelihoods and ecosystems are considerable. Past droughts impacts,
and the projections that future droughts may become more frequent and severe in some parts of the
country [24,25], illustrate that planning ahead for drought events at a variety of scales and sectors
is essential.

Drought planning in the U.S. is a relatively recent phenomenon that has lagged behind the
planning for other natural hazards. It first appeared as a concept when Don Wilhite, at the University
of Nebraska, analyzed the federal response to the severe 1976–77 drought event and began advocating
for proactive drought risk management at the state and local levels [26]. Three key elements of drought
risk management include: (1) early warnings of drought risk, based on the continuous assessment
of appropriate indicators, (2) impact and vulnerability assessment, and (3) response and mitigation
strategies [26,27]. Accurate early warning information is essential for drought risk management
because decision makers require this information to implement effective drought response activities,
recovery programs, and proactive drought policies [28]. Impact and vulnerability assessments identify
the principal activities, groups, or regions most at risk and why. The response and mitigation
component should identify both actions that minimize impacts during a drought event (response
strategies) and actions that reduce risk in advance of drought (mitigation strategies). While drought
impacts are increasingly recognized across multiple sectors [21], incorporating the full suite of sectors
into drought planning is a challenge. In particular, the ecological impacts of drought, and the
connections between natural systems, ecosystem services, and societal values (e.g., non-agricultural
livelihoods, public health, recreational opportunities) have not been accounted for in most drought
plans. Case studies from across the globe, including California [29,30], Australia [31,32], Kenya [33],
and Bangladesh [34] have brought attention to the need for assessing and understanding the ecological
impacts of drought.

Following a recent publication by Crausbay and Ramirez et al., highlighting the importance of
considering risks to people and nature from ecological drought impacts [35], we investigated the
extent to which ecological risks are already being incorporated into drought planning in the Upper
Missouri Headwaters (UMH) region in southwestern Montana. Ecological drought is defined as
“an episodic deficit in water availability that drives ecosystems beyond thresholds of vulnerability,
impacts ecosystem services, and triggers feedbacks in natural and/or human systems” [35] (p. 24).
Crausbay and Ramirez et al. [35] pair this definition with a framework (Figure 1) that promotes a
holistic consideration of drought in which natural processes (e.g., precipitation, transpiration by plants)
and human actions (e.g., water use, land management that interact with hydrologic processes) interact
to influence drought impacts [21,36]. The premise behind this definition and framework is that a more
complete accounting of what influences water availability and drought risks to both ecosystems and
people will lead to more effective plans and more sustainable communities (see also [37,38]).
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Figure 1. Ecological drought framework from Crausbay and Ramirez et al. [35].

2. Case Study Description

Drought preparedness and planning are named as priorities in Montana’s 2015 State Water Plan,
which emphasizes that:

Drought preparedness requires a collaborative approach within small- to medium- sized
watersheds. Working together, water users and water management agencies can develop
adaptive management strategies that can yield benefits to water supply, fisheries, and
water quality. Adaptive management also requires effective coordination between state
and federal agencies responsible for managing water supply, water quality, fisheries, and
drought and water supply forecasting. [39] (p. 69)

One region within Montana that has been the particular focus of such an approach is the
Upper Missouri Headwaters (UMH) in southwestern Montana (i.e., Missouri Headwaters HUC
6 Watershed; Figure 2). The UMH was selected as one of two demonstration projects by the Obama
Administration’s National Drought Resilience Partnership (NDRP). The State of Montana and the
NDRP—a “collaborative of federal and state agencies, non-governmental organizations (NGOs),
and watershed stakeholders–are working together to leverage and deliver technical, human and
financial resources to help address drought in the arid West” and particularly in the UMH [40] (p. 2).
The UMH region has experienced frequent droughts, changing land use practices, and population
growth. The landscape holds a variety of ecological values, including connectivity within the northern
Rockies ecoregion, that are important to a variety of species and human stakeholders. The NDRP project
focuses on providing state and federal resources to meet the goal of “empowering local communities
to prepare for and mitigate the impacts of drought on livelihoods and the economy” [40] (p. 2).
It thus builds on Montana’s strong legacy of local watershed groups working to restore and protect
watersheds [41] both within the UMH and farther afield; these groups have pioneered local-scale
solutions to drought preparedness, including “shared sacrifice” agreements between farmers and
anglers [40,41].
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Figure 2. Map highlighting watersheds in the Upper Missouri Basin, and the Blackfoot watershed.

This study focuses on the six watersheds of the UMH basin (Boulder-Jefferson, Big Hole, Gallatin,
Madison, Ruby, and Beaverhead-Red Rock), as well as the Blackfoot watershed (Figure 2). The reasons
for selecting this region as a case study for examining ecological drought are twofold. First, given the
ecological values within the basin, including blue-ribbon trout streams and proximity to National Parks
and wilderness areas, we expected that some drought plans would already address ecological impacts.
Second, as discussed above, this region has been the focus of a pilot project for the National Drought
Resilience Partnership. The Blackfoot watershed, which is outside the UMH boundaries, is included
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in our analysis because it was one of the earliest watersheds to adopt a “shared-sacrifice” model for
addressing water shortages and is often referenced by water planners from the Montana Department
of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC) as an excellent model for drought planning.

3. Methods

Of the seven watersheds in our study area, five have some form of drought plan [17,18,42–44]
(Table 1). Currently, there are no drought plans for the Gallatin River or Madison River watersheds
(The city of Bozeman, the largest town in the Gallatin Watershed, developed a Drought Management
Plan in 2017. However, the scope of this city drought plan is different than a watershed drought
plan and, therefore, was not included in this analysis. Efforts to update or create drought plans for
all six UMH watersheds is currently underway as a part of the UMH-NDRP project). All six UMH
watersheds and the Blackfoot watershed have restoration plans. We collected copies of all available
plans and qualitatively coded and analyzed the plans.

Table 1. List of drought plans, year of publication, and associated watershed.

Plan Name Year of Publication Watershed

Jefferson River Watershed Committee
(JRWC) Drought Management Plan
[Jefferson Plan]

First published in 2000. Updated
in 2007. Jefferson and Boulder Rivers

Big Hole River Drought Management Plan
and Plan Amendments (2002–2016) [Big
Hole Plan]

First published in 2002. Amended
through 2016. Big Hole

Plan to Avoid Dewatering of the Ruby River
Project [Ruby Plan] 1988 Ruby

Beaverhead Watershed Drought Resiliency
Plan [Beaverhead Plan] 2016 Beaverhead and Red Rocks Rivers

Blackfoot Drought Response Plan
[Blackfoot Plan] Revised 2016 Blackfoot 1

1 The Blackfoot watershed is located outside the UMH Basin.

Our multi-disciplinary team (climatologists, ecologists, and social scientists) developed a drought
plan coding scheme through an iterative process [45]. This coding scheme was informed by reviews
of drought impact literature [46], the three pillars of drought management [27] and the framework
for ecological drought [35]. We developed coding categories, co-coded sample plans, and compared
inter-coder interpretations to arrive at common definitions and codes. The full coding scheme for
each plan includes the planning background, overall plan approach, planning process, all drought
impacts, climate change impacts, descriptions of vulnerability factors, indictors and monitoring,
and plan actions. Each plan was coded independently by two team members, using NVivo 11
(QSR International). We assessed inter-coder reliability through team discussion and refinement of
definitions and codes.

In this paper we focus on the degree to which each drought plan (1) identifies ecological
impacts of drought (including mentions of impacts to fish, wildlife, other species, water quality,
groundwater, wetlands, rivers, snowpack, wildfire, forests, grasslands, and ecosystem services),
(2) identifies indicators of drought, and (3) states whether those indicators trigger drought mitigation
or response actions. We summarized coded sections for each of these elements for further analysis,
and recorded every mention of an ecological impact (Table 2) or drought indicator (Table 3) from each
plan. Given that some impacts and indicators were thoroughly addressed while others were simply
mentioned, we developed a scoring system for ecological impacts and indicators (Tables 2 and 3),
following the criteria provided by Steinemann et al. [47]. Drought planning literature [26] emphasizes
the need for specificity in the indicators and triggers portion of a drought plan. Plans should contain
sufficient information about how indicators are measured, and the values used to trigger drought
responses to assist current and future personnel in managing water resources during drought [48].
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To help provide context for understanding the extent to which ecological impacts of drought were
recognized by stakeholders within these watersheds, we also coded a set of Watershed Restoration
Plans for the study area using the same coding scheme. In compliance with Section 319 of the
federal Clean Water Act, these plans identify the causes and sources of water impairment within
the watershed, identify indicators for monitoring water quality, and describe management activities
that can help achieve watershed goals. This analysis allowed us to compare the list of impacts
and indicators (Tables 2 and 3) from the drought plans to another list of ecological impacts and
indicators, highlighting differences in the types of ecological drought impacts addressed. While this is
a preliminary assessment, the comparison allows us to explore additional impacts and indicators used
in other planning processes that could be applied to drought planning.

4. Results and Discussion

“When people say ‘health of the river’, what they really mean is the health of the fisheries
in the river. [It’s a] fairly narrow ecological view.”

—local watershed coordinator, UMH

In our drought plan analysis, we found that some ecological impacts of drought were considered
in all five drought plans (Table 2). Given the dominant focus in drought planning on agricultural and
socio-economic impacts, the recognition of non-human impacts is an important finding. However,
the analysis shows that the scope of ecological impacts mentioned within these watershed plans is
generally limited to fish populations and fish habitat (Table 2) as monitored through two primary
indicators: streamflows and water temperatures (Table 3). While this finding suggests a narrow view
of ecological impacts, it is useful to show some examples of the way ecological impacts and indicators
were discussed in the drought plans to provide more nuance.

4.1. Ecological Impacts

Some plans clearly demonstrate consideration of scientific information from the fields of ecology
and fisheries biology. For example, the Blackfoot Plan discusses how drought affects fish populations,
fish habitat, and briefly mentions native fish recovery and management. The plan provides detailed
biological and ecological information, including the following description of the importance of riffles
(rocky or shallow sections of a stream with rough or rippled water) for fish habitat:

Riffles are critical because they produce the chlorophyll (plant life) and forage (insects and
small fish) that fuels the upper trophic levels (e.g., larger trout) of the ecosystem. In addition
to basic river productivity, riffles provide spawning areas and habitat for juvenile trout
and forage-fish alike. Entire communities—species ranging from midge to salmonfly,
dace, sculpin and juvenile whitefish live in the cracks and crannies of cobbles that form
the riffle. This forage base—the grocery list at the lower end of the food chain—sustains
predatory species like trout as well as dependent wildlife in the upper food chain. When the
wetted-width of the riffle narrows, river productivity rapidly declines and the forage base
that sustains thriving trout fisheries is greatly diminished.

As the habitat base shrinks below minimal flows, it sets in motion a series of complex
biological processes. These involve increased competition within fisheries communities for
food and space; restricted movements between critical habitats (e.g., spawning sites and
refugia); elevated mortality (at all trophic levels) as prey is concentrated; and cold-water
communities become vulnerable to temperatures stressors depending on species and
location. Juvenile fish are highly vulnerable to habitat loss and related stress and are the
first to undergo population-level declines.

As flows decrease, water temperature increases. With elevated water temperature,
metabolic rates increase and dissolved oxygen levels decline, pollutants concentrate
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and coldwater trout become more susceptible to pathogens like fungal infections and
whirling disease. ([44], pp. 2–3)

While this description documents a broad understanding of the ecological impacts of drought
across multiple species and processes in streams, the focus remains tied to the health of specific fisheries.

Similarly, the Big Hole Plan mentions broader ecological processes that can be affected by drought,
such as changes in spring runoff conditions that are important for maintaining stream channels and
moving sediment that would otherwise degrade riffles and other habitat features. This broader lens for
understanding ecological impacts provides the potential for considering other interacting factors, such
as land use near streams that can influence sediment movement. However, this plan, again, focuses
on the relatively narrow objective of protecting to the health of fisheries and fish habitat, rather than
considering how the stream ecosystem, and the watershed as a whole, may be at risk.

The Beaverhead Plan provides the most exhaustive coverage of ecological drought impacts
including not only fish populations, but also wildlife, habitat, forest and range productivity, invasive
weeds, forest fires, and ecosystem services. However, this exhaustive coverage of impacts did not
translate into a high degree of specificity regarding how these impacts should be measured; nor did
the ecological status of non-fisheries impacts trigger action (Tables 2 and 3). As a document designed
to guide decision-making before, during, and after a drought, a drought plan should have specific
indicators and actions. As Wilhite [26] notes:

Drought indicators and triggers are important for several reasons: to detect and
monitor drought conditions; to determine the timing and level of drought responses;
and to characterize and compare drought events. Operationally, they form the
linchpin of a drought management plan, tying together levels of drought severity with
drought responses. (p. 72)

Table 2. Ecological impacts mentioned in drought plans.

Ecological Impacts
Mentioned in
Drought Plans

Blackfoot
Plan

Big Hole
Plan

Jefferson
Plan

Ruby Plan
Beaverhead

Plan

Ecological
Impacts

Fish mortality or fish populations 3 3 3 1 3

Fish habitat 3 2 - 1 1
Water Quality - - - - 2
Native Fish Recovery & Management 1 - - - 1
Aquatic ecosystems 1 - - - 1
Wildlife habitat 1 - - - 1
Concentrated pollution 1 - - - 2
Wildfire or forest fires 1 - - - 3

Forest productivity 1 - - - -
Tree mortality - - - - 1
Wildlife mortality or wildlife populations 1 - - - 1
Non-ag, natural resource-based livelihoods 1 - - - 1
Ecosystem services - - - - 1
Weed pressure - - - - 1
Range and forage productivity 1 - - - 1

Ecological impacts mentioned in drought plans were assigned a numerical value based on the level of detail
provided in the plan and if it was associated with a specific indicator [- = Not mentioned in plan; 1 = Impact
mentioned, but no details provided; 2 = Impact discussed in some detail, but no indicator mentioned; 3 = Impact
discussed with an indicator for monitoring].

4.2. Ecosystem Services Impacts

As emphasized in the Ecological Drought Framework [35], ecological drought affects humans
through its impacts on ecosystems services [49]. While this is a human-centric way of assessing the
effects of drought, it provides a conceptual approach for broadening the range of ecological impacts
considered. We found some examples of this approach in the drought plans we reviewed.

For example, the Beaverhead Plan acknowledges that the blue-ribbon trout fishery supports an
important angling and tourism sector in the area. The plan notes that low stream flows and high water
temperatures affect the fishery and outfitters, as well as “local hotels, restaurants, and other businesses”
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([18], p. 14). The plan mentions that drought conditions can affect wildlife populations and hunting
access (p. 36), forest lands and associated ecosystem services (p. 22), and causes “proliferation of
noxious weeds” which costs time, money and, human resources to control (p. 62).

The Blackfoot Plan mentions impacts to natural resource-based livelihoods and the potential loss
of income and jobs for those who “depend on water and other natural resources” ([44], p. 3). However,
the discussion is limited to impacts on crop production, livestock, outfitters, and “other businesses
that depend on visitors [who will seek] other areas for fishing and recreational opportunities” (p. 3).
While a link could be made between drought and forest-dependent livelihoods (e.g., timber, wildlife
hunting outfitters), this is not explicitly stated; only impacts to agricultural and river-based livelihoods
are mentioned. Given that the water available for streams and agriculture is connected to snow
abundance and related run-off from forested uplands [39], a lack of consideration of forest health could
lead to further degradation of the system. However, the drought plans do not make this link.

4.3. Indicators and Triggers

As shown in Table 3, the most common indicators that trigger some type of drought mitigation or
response action are streamflows (cubic feet per second [cfs] or gage height) and water temperature.
The minimum streamflow requirements established in the Blackfoot Plan, the Big Hole Plan, and the
Beaverhead Plan are based on the same “wetted stream perimeter” (or “wetted-riffle”) method that
is used to calculate instream flow rights for legal purposes (see Section 1.3 above). These plans also
have water temperature thresholds that trigger a response designed to protect fish populations (e.g.,
angling restrictions or river closures). While streamflow and water temperature are the key indicators
used to trigger mitigation or response actions, some plans mention other indicators that are used to
assess drought conditions (Table 3).

The two-page Jefferson Plan is notable for its brevity, as well as its specificity. While it only
uses streamflows and water temperatures as indicators, the plan clearly indicates where streamflow
should be measured, i.e., “Twin Bridges Gaging Station (06026500)” ([42], p. 2). It also specifies what
actions are triggered at the 600 cfs (e.g., voluntary conservation and angler awareness) and 280 cfs (e.g.,
possible fishing closure, voluntary reduction in irrigation and municipal water use, weekly meetings)
stream flow levels. It notes that “the angling closure will remain in effect until flows reach or exceed
300 cfs for seven consecutive days at the Twin Bridges Gage” (p. 2). Additionally, “when maximum
daily water temperature equals or exceed 73 degrees F (23 degrees C) for three consecutive days” the
river will be closed to angling from 2pm to 12:00am (p. 2). These specific streamflow and temperature
indicators are linked to specific actions and therefore score a three (Table 3). No other indicators are
mentioned in this plan.

The Big Hole Plan is notable for the degree of specificity in describing how the wetted perimeter
inflection points, which determine streamflow triggers, were calculated (see Plan Amendments, p. 6).
Interestingly, the plan notes the complicated reality of enforcing ecologically-based minimum flow
requirements, stating:

The wetted stream perimeter (i.e., flow below which standing crops of fish decrease) of
the upper Big Hole River is 60 cfs (DNRC 1992). While this flow may be reasonable to
maintain in ample moisture years and should be the goal for flow preservation efforts, in
most years it is not a realistic quantity. Fish population and flow data indicate 40 cfs
is feasible to maintain while still sufficient to protect the Arctic grayling population.
A minimum survival flow of 20 cfs will provide flows necessary to maintain a wetted
channel, provide connectivity to thermal or flow refugia habitats, and ensure survival of
the grayling population during brief, critical periods. ([43], p. 5)

The Big Hole Plan mentions snowpack and forecasted low stream levels and specifies the agencies
that will provide this information (i.e., Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation
[DNRC], U.S. Geological Survey [USGS], Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks [MFWP], and Natural
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Resources Conservation Service [NRCS]) (p. 2). However, the only indicators that are used to trigger
actions are streamflows (cfs) and water temperature.

Table 3. Indicators mentioned in drought plans.

Indicators
Mentioned in
Drought Plans

Blackfoot
Plan

Big Hole
Plan

Jefferson
Plan

Ruby
Plan

Beaverhead
Plan

Indicators

Streamflow (cfs or gage height) 3 3 3 3 3

Water temperature 3 3 3 - 3

Spring runoff 1 - - - 2
Forecasted water supply, stream levels - 2 - 1 3

Other forecasted information - - - - 1
Wetted-riffle or wetted stream perimeter 1 2 - - 2
Reservoir storage - - - 1 3

Snowpack or Snow Water Equivalent 1 2 - 1 2
Precipitation 1 - - 1 2
CoCoRaHS rain gages - - - - 2
Groundwater levels - - - - 2
Air temperature - 1 - 1 2
Evapotranspiration - - - - 2
Soil moisture 1 - - 1 1
Soil health - - - - 1
Surface Water Supply Index (SWSI) 1 - - - 2
Montana water supply index - - - - 2
Biotic conditions 1 - - - -
Dissolved oxygen 1 - - - -
Forage production - - - - 1
Basin scale wildfire risk indices - - - - 2
Irrigation demand or ditch withdrawals 1 - - 1 1
US Drought Monitor (USDM) - - - - 3

Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) - - - - 1
Drought Impact Reporter - - - - 2
Drought Risk Atlas - - - - 1
Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) - - - - 1
Normalized Vegetation Difference Index (NDVI) - - - - 1
El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) Outlook - - - - 2

Indicators were assigned a numerical value based on the degree of specificity used to describe it and if it was used to
trigger a specific action [- = Not mentioned in plan; 1 = Indicator mentioned, but no description of how indicator is
used; 2 = Indictor mentioned along with specific information about when, where, how and/or how often indicator
is to be used and/or where the indicator information comes from; 3 = Indicator mentioned and used to trigger a
specific action to mitigate or respond to drought].

This plan is unique in listing three different streamflow triggers for each river reach. The first
trigger level is to “prepare for conservation” (e.g., present data, notify water users and anglers of low
water conditions and encourage conservation, etc.), the second trigger level is to “conserve” (e.g., use
Phone Tree to request that anglers limit their activities to cooler hours of the morning, contact media
to inform public, etc.) and the third trigger level is for “river closure” (e.g., MFWP will close river
sections, notify the public of closures, and encourage conservation, etc.).

In the upper and middle reaches of the Big Hole River, a fourth, and much earlier streamflow
trigger is listed. These are reaches where Candidate Conservation Agreements with Assurances
(CCAAs) are in place. The specified streamflow trigger (cfs) requires water users with CCAAs to
implement their plans. Other water users are encouraged to implement conservation measures.
On one particular river section (USGS Gage Number 06024580), a streamflow of 450 cfs triggers
the implementation of CCAA plans. It is not until much lower flows of 170 cfs are reached that
“preparation for conservation” is triggered. “Conservation” actions are triggered at 140 cfs (p. 6).
In other words, the CCAA plans allow drought actions to be taken at a much earlier stage. Arguably,
CCAA plans function as a mitigation strategy, rather than response strategy [50].

The Ruby Plan is the oldest plan, published in 1988. In contrast to the ecologically-based
minimum streamflow levels in other plans, the Ruby Plan specifies that minimum streamflows
levels were established to ensure that downstream senior irrigators receive their full water allotment.
The primary indicator is gage height (i.e., streamflow). While water temperature is never mentioned
in this plan, it does instruct the DNRC to “confer with the [Water User’s] Association to discuss the
snowpack, reservoir storage, streamflow, streamflow forecast, and soil moisture” (p. 7). The concept of
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“dewatering” suggests an early recognition that meteorological drought conditions combined with
irrigation and water management decisions can affect downstream water availability.

The Blackfoot and Beaverhead Plans list a wider range of drought indicators (Table 3). However,
the Blackfoot Plan states, “Stream flows are a primary indicator of drought conditions and can
determine when specific actions under the Blackfoot Drought Plan will be implemented” ([44], p. 6).
It adds that “Water temperature can also trigger drought response measures” (p. 6). The plan directs
the Blackfoot Drought Committee to “examine other factors such as time of year, water demand,
climatic conditions, weather projections and resource conditions” (p. 6). However, no further detail is
provided about how, when or where these measurements will be taken. Interestingly, the plan states,
“When all factors are considered, it is possible for stream flows and water temperatures to exceed
trigger levels without the Drought Response being implemented” (p. 6).

The Beaverhead Plan, published in 2016, is the first drought plan to be completed as part of
the National Drought Resilience Partnership project. While streamflows and water temperature are
key indicators, this is the only plan that uses additional indicators—such as forecasted water supply,
reservoir storage, and information from the U.S. Drought Monitor—to trigger actions. The plan
provides website links and lists specific agencies or other resources where additional monitoring
information can be found (these indicators received a score of two in Table 3). Additionally, the plan
specifies indicators and information sources that are underdeveloped or underutilized in the watershed,
including soil moisture, evapotranspiration, groundwater levels, streamflow gages for measuring
reservoir inflow, and the Community Collaborative Rain, Hail and Snow (CoCoRaHS) network,
which collects and reports precipitation measurements from their backyards of volunteer observers.
The Beaverhead Plan calls for the development of a Drought Early Warning System website that would
serve as a clearinghouse for information from all available climate and hydrology monitoring networks.

4.4. Other Resource Management Plans that Inform Drought Planning

The Beaverhead Plan describes several other resource management plans that identify
drought-related vulnerabilities or have implications for drought resiliency, including, Western
Governors’ Associations Drought Forums, National Drought Forum Reports, State Water Plans,
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Resource Management Plans and Watershed Assessments, U.S.
Forest Service (USFS) National Forest Plans, Watershed Restoration Plans, County-level Pre-Disaster
Mitigation Plans (PDMS), and County Wildfire Protection Plans. As part of a preliminary analysis
of potential synergies between planning documents, we conducted a brief review of the Watershed
Restoration Plans for the seven watersheds in this study area (Figure 2), focusing again on ecological
impacts and indicators. Relative to the drought plans, these plans significantly expand the range of
ecological impacts that could be linked to drought resiliency, including interactions with water quality
(eutrophication from nutrient inputs, sediment and pollutant loads), water temperature, whitebark
pine populations, pest and pathogen outbreaks (e.g., mountain pine beetle outbreaks, white pine
blister rust), invasive species, conifer encroachment, grassland productivity, soil erosion, wetlands,
wildlife, and wildfire. These plans also expand the range of indicators that could be used in drought
planning including measurements of nutrient or pollutant concentrations, macro-invertebrates, and
streambank vegetation and shading, which can help to reduce water temperatures. Future research
should examine a variety of resource management plans (BLM, USFS, DMPs, etc.) to better understand
how, where, and by whom ecologically available water is being managed and how these plans can be
used to improve watershed-level drought planning efforts.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have argued that in the western U.S., water laws and drought plans are used
to prioritize and allocate scarce water resources. However, both have historically failed to recognize
non-human water needs. Recent legislative efforts to establish instream flow rights at the state and
federal levels are one mechanism for redressing the ecological harm caused by early water development.
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Another mechanism is a new framework for drought planning that accounts for the non-human impacts
of drought. Our analysis of five watershed drought plans in southwestern Montana found that while
current plans do consider some of the ecological impacts of drought, it is generally through the narrow
lens of impacts to fish populations and fish habitat as monitored through two primary indicators:
water temperature and streamflow (Tables 2 and 3). The latter is typically based on the same ecological
principles and methods that have commonly been used to develop minimum instream flow legislation.

While minimum instream flow legislation and drought plans that use minimum streamflows to
trigger responses are vast improvements over the status quo, they have two major limitations. First,
minimum flows often result in sub-optimal conditions for aquatic species and do not account for
the dynamic nature of river ecosystems. Legislation that supports variable flow regimes, rather than
minimum flows, can help address this issue. Second, the reliance on streamflow levels as the primary
indicator of drought, encourages individuals and communities to focus on reactive drought strategies,
rather than developing longer-term drought mitigation strategies. One exception is the use of CCAA
plans which require drought actions (e.g., reducing irrigation diversions) to be taken at a much earlier
stage, thus functioning more as a mitigation strategy than a response strategy.

The drought plans themselves have further limitations, including a lack of sufficiently specific
indicators, a narrow consideration of ecological impacts that ignores other drought risks, and a missed
opportunity to link to other resource planning processes. Given that livelihoods in this region are based
on traditional agriculture, as well as angling, river recreation and tourism, it is not surprising that
drought plans focus on the ecological value of fisheries. It may also be that fisheries impacts are more
immediate and visible (e.g., floating dead fish) as compared to forest impacts and drought-induced tree
mortality, which can be more complex, harder to see, and happen over longer time scales. Furthermore,
existing and commonly used drought indicators (e.g., streamflows) are useful indicators for the health
of fisheries. In contrast, indicators that may be more useful for monitoring impacts to rangeland and
forest systems (e.g., soil moisture, Normalized Difference Vegetation Index [NDVI]) may be more
expensive, less available, less familiar to drought planners, and/or less widely used.

Despite these criticisms, our findings suggest that the drought plans from southwestern Montana
provide a starting point to account for the ecological impacts of drought, monitor for ecological impacts,
and identify who manages ecologically available water. As the contrast between the 2016 Beaverhead
Plan and earlier drought plans suggests, a holistic view of drought risk is likely to produce a more
comprehensive approach to drought planning. The efforts of the NDRP have focused on building
ongoing communication and strong relationships between local watershed drought planners and
other resource managers who develop and use plans such as Watershed Restoration Plans, BLM
Watershed Assessments, and USFS Forest Plans. As these efforts continue and synergies emerge,
the hope is the new drought plans will reflect the full range of ecological impacts, include the suite of
indicators available for measuring drought conditions, and focus on mitigation strategies that increase
the resiliency of both human and natural systems. Our analysis of existing drought plans in the UMH
emphasizes the importance of integrating these three elements. Furthermore, it is critical to understand
that watershed communities are composed of humans, as well as the non-human entities that co-habit
this world; both are affected when conditions are hot and dry. Watershed planning efforts in the UMH
are well on their way to incorporating a diversity of drought impacts, but would benefit from a deeper
consideration of the health and functioning of a range of ecological processes that take place within
and around streams, waterways, and riparian areas.

Our findings contribute to recent work by Mount et al. [30] on ecological drought in California
which calls for the development of “watershed-level plans that set ecosystem priorities and identify
trade-offs” (p. 3) and echoes their conclusion that better integration of various planning processes will
likely improve drought preparedness. These findings are applicable to arid and drought-prone regions
across the globe.
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Abstract: An increasing number of court rulings and legislation worldwide are recognizing rights
of nature to be protected and preserved. Recognizing these rights also entails the recognition that
nature has the right to stand in court and to be represented for its defense. This is still an incipient
field and every step taken in this direction constitutes a precedent from which to learn and on which
to base new rulings and legislation initiatives. Within this doctrine, rivers seem to be on the spotlight
and court rulings on the rights of rivers are the ones setting precedent. These cases have taken place
in New Zealand, Ecuador, India, and Colombia. This review looks into what all these rulings and
legislation worldwide say about the rights of nature and what legal and systemic considerations
should be taken into account as the recognition of the rights of nature moves forward.

Keywords: rights; nature; rivers; Yamuna; Ganges; Atrato; Vilcabamba; Whanganui; jurisprudence;
earth centric; deep ecology; law

1. Introduction: The Rights of Nature—What, Why and How?

Recognizing that nature has legal rights and accepting these rights as part of our legal systems
require not only the introduction of new laws observing these rights, but also a shift in paradigm
for them to be fit in a contemporaneous legal puzzle. Referring to a “shift” in paradigm and not the
“introduction” of a newly created one is intentional, as the recognition of rights to nature has been
already part of customary law for many indigenous populations around the world for centuries. These
principles, however, have not been embedded in the development of modern environmental laws,
grounded on an anthropocentric paradigm. This paradigm, has proven to be erroneous, as humans
are irreversibly damaging the natural structures they depend on for survival despite the existence of
environmental laws. The Paris Agreement and the planetary efforts that have been recently undertaken
to move away from this approach and to develop in a sustainable manner point towards the possibility
of a shift towards an earth-centered paradigm, where humans are part of the planetary system and
aim at living in harmony with it. As mentioned before, the idea of making the rights of nature part of
the way humans conceive their reality and rule their community is not new. Neither is the attempt
to introduce this concept in modern legal systems. This essay reviews a suite of philosophical and
practical efforts to recognize the rights of nature over the past 50 years, focusing on several recent cases
involving rivers around the world.

The first scholar to raise the question of whether nature should be recognized the right to stand in
court was Professor Christopher Stone, a professor from the University of Southern California who
in 1972 wrote his famous essay: “Should Trees Have Standing? Toward Legal Rights for Natural
Objects” [1]. To provide some background on the premises of Stone’s essay, the Sierra Club had recently
tried to sue Walt Disney Enterprises to prevent the construction of a ski resort in Mineral King Valley
(in the Sierra Nevada Mountains). The US Court of Appeals in California responded, pointing out that
the Sierra Club itself had not been injured by the project and as a result it did not possess the right to
stand in court to bring a lawsuit against the corporation [2]. In response to the court’s decision, Stone’s
essay expounded a robust set of reasons why the legal system should recognize nature’s right to stand
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in court: to prevent cases like this in which neither environmental groups nor nature itself could be
defended against damages in court. He introduces the topic by admitting that such a proposal might
seem “frightening or laughable” as have any previous attempts to confer rights onto other entities in
the past. A little more than a century ago, he argues, the majority of Americans were not outraged
when a court would argue that Blacks were denied the rights of citizenship because they constituted
“a subordinate and inferior class of beings, who had been subjugated by the dominant race” [3] or
when another responded to a woman’s willingness to become a lawyer that “the law of nature destines
and qualifies the female sex for the bearing and nurture of the children [...] and all life-long callings of
women, inconsistent with these radical and sacred duties of their sex, as is the profession of the law,
are departures from the order of nature” [3]. These statements would sound outrageous if employed
nowadays, but there was a time when they constituted legal jurisprudence. Women, slaves, or African
Americans, were once rightless but as Stone reaffirms it is not “until the rightless thing receives its
rights, [...that we can] see it as anything but a thing for the use of “us”—those who are holding rights
at the time.” [1] A similar argument is drawn by Steven Wise when providing reasons for why animals
should also bear rights. He discusses that women, children, and slaves were once considered “legal
things” and hence did not have the right to stand in court [4]. However, as our legislation evolves, in a
similar fashion, animals with practical autonomy should too have rights. Furthermore, philosopher
Peter Singer adds to this argument, arguing that, when recognizing more rights to humans than to
animals in similar situations, we are being biased in favor of our own species (a phenomenon that he
calls “speciesism”) [5]. In the same manner, it is not until nature is recognized as holding certain rights
that we will realize that nature is deserving of a chance to speak for itself.

Anticipating the counterargument that nature cannot stand in court as it is not a being, Stone and
other scholars have a straightforward answer. Corporations, municipalities, and other entities have
rights and can stand in court in the current legal system, so in the same way nature could be recognized
certain rights and be represented in court. For those who counter that argument by noting that at
least companies and governments can bear duties if asked for it in court, authors like Leimbacher
reject the idea that there must exist a link between legal subjectivity and the ability to bear duties [6].
For instance, children have the right to be represented in court but do not bear any responsibility. Sitter
goes further to clarify that legal subjectivity does not have to be linked to the idea to safeguard rights
personally, as it is the case with nature.

Others may argue that there is not enough ground to justify the recognition of the rights of nature
and that our legal systems were not designed for nature to be a holder of rights. But some authors
have addressed these questions. Nedelsky, for instance, calls for the need for a new system to define
rights. Rights should be defined in terms of relationships rather than the individuals that withhold said
rights. As opposed to the idea that rights are a set of timeless and immutable values that already exist,
instead rights constitute an intricate system of relationships that keep evolving. For instance, until
recently, “great restrictions on the legal rights and opportunities for women were [in fact] believed to
be consistent with a basic commitment to equality” [7]. The evolution of these relationships allows us
to recognize new rights. These relationships do not only exist amongst humans but are also established
when we interact with nature. As a result, we are able to recognize its rights as well as our duties
towards it. Stone goes beyond this to define what it would mean for nature to be a “holder of legal
rights” and establishes three requirements. First, the holder can institute legal actions on its behalf.
Second, a court must take injury to it into account when granting redress. Third, this redress has to be
to the benefit of it [1]. These definitions are nontrivial. They shed light on the basis for the rights of
nature and the extension of these rights if applied.

Beyond the philosophical grounds for the rights of nature to stand in court, it is important to
clarify what it means to hold these rights in legal terms. When venturing into such a debate, it is
important to clarify the distinction between the legal institution of “personhood” and the implications
of holding “locus standi.” In the continental law tradition, holding legal personhood means holding
a set of rights and duties. As individuals, every (physical) person holds legal personhood and has
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the rights and duties determined by the law. Similarly, a legal person, formed by a set of people or
goods, holds legal personhood and is also given rights and duties by the law. Exercising these rights
and duties would be the next step, but not every person holds legal competence to do so on its own.
Some persons both physical and legal are deemed incapable of exercising such rights on their own.
This could be due to their nature, as in the case of a company. It could also be a temporary situation,
such as the case of children who will be able to fully exercise their rights and duties on their own
once they become adults [8]. In both these cases, the full exercise of their rights takes place via a legal
representative. Once a matter is brought to court, the parties interested in participating in the litigation
process must demonstrate that the action challenged or the law put into question is affecting them
directly or has some reasonable connection to their situation. The requirements and regulations in this
regard vary across legal systems, but the overall idea is the same. To stand in court you need to hold
legal personhood, be capable of exercising your rights, or have a legal representative otherwise, and
hold locus standi.

So, where does nature fit into these definitions? As of today, there is no clear answer to this
question. This discussion is currently being held worldwide in debates that courts, legislators, and
international organizations are trying to settle. Many authors have called for a more flexible and
inclusive theory for defining legal personhood that includes animals and nature. Some propose that
the concept of legal personhood moves from a binary system [9] (holding or not legal personhood)
to a system in which somebody or something can hold legal personhood to a certain degree [10].
In Korsgaard’s words “for various, different, kinds of reasons, it seems inappropriate to categorize a
fetus, a non-human animal, the environment, or an object of great beauty, as a person, but neither does
it seem right to say of such things that they are to be valued only as means” [9]. Some authors have
directly attributed the lack of flexibility in the way we define legal personhood to the fact that this
concept “has long been associated with humanity, and even the paradigm of [...] corporations relies
upon analogizing to humanity” [11]. Moving away from this paradigm would mean to “divorce the
capacities-focused definition of legal personhood from the species-based definition of humanity” [11].

Finally, besides more theoretical approaches to whether rights of nature should and can be
recognized by our legal systems, there is a more utilitarian approach to why these rights are needed
to champion a protection of nature that has not been accomplished by the current legal system.
Leimbacher argues that a relationship of dominance between humans and nature can never put a stop
to further damaging nature [6]. The rights of nature from a utilitarian perspective are seen as a way
to guarantee human’s right to exist, as protecting nature, on which we depend, is a way to protect
human interests. Leimbacher and other authors have linked the need to recognize the rights as a way
to protect human rights to existence. Stone also explains that, because the health and well-being of
humankind depend on the health of the environment, these goals will often be so mutually supportive
that one can avoid deciding whether our rationale is to advance “us” or a new “us” that includes the
environment. Other scholars such as Colon Ríos base the need to insert the rights of nature into our
legal system on the theory of constituent power. Rights are the main tool to preserve conditions that
are essential to the future exercise of rights by future generations. The environment will enable the
development of future generations. Considering nature as a means for life has been a way to protect
nature, protecting the right to a “healthful environment” and the human right to health [12]. In other
words, we shall respect and protect the environment in which the next generations will flourish.

The legal and philosophical debates to define the rights of nature, how they should be applied,
and the role they play in our current legal system is still open. However, some countries and
international organizations are already including them in their legislations and debates at a national
and international level.

2. The Rights of Nature at a Local, National, and International Level

Worldwide there is an increasing body of legislation, jurisprudence, and political declarations
challenging the current paradigm and recognizing certain rights to nature. The process is still incipient
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and therefore it is important to examine the work that has already been done: first, to have a sense of
where things stand and how far the rights of nature have permeated our society, second, to have a
sense of how much work needs to be done in this realm, and third, to learn from the precedents when
trying to include the rights of nature in new legislation. It is important to look both at local and national
legislation, as well as the efforts carried out by the international community and the precedents set by
indigenous populations that have embedded their entire legal systems in this paradigm for centuries.

The first place ever to recognize nature’s right in an ordinance to protect the “citizens and
environment [ . . . ] general welfare” was the Tamaqua Borough (PA, USA) [13]. The ordinance sought
to ban the dumping of toxic sewage sludge in the community as a violation of the rights of nature [12].
Indirectly, the regulation hints towards the recognition of nature rights by recognizing that “everyone
has the right to a healthy, protected, and balanced environment” and the exercise of these rights must
be granted to individuals, collectives, and to “other living things so they may develop in a normal
and permanent way.” Only two years later, the country that pioneered the inclusion of the rights of
nature as a constitutional right was Ecuador. In 2008, they approved a new constitution with which
the country aimed at “building a new way of coexistence amongst citizens, in diversity and harmony
with nature” [14]. The constitution has a chapter [14] exclusively dedicated to the rights of nature.
The text states that nature has the right to be respected, and that its existence and the maintenance and
regeneration of its life cycles, structure, and evolving processes must be allowed for. Furthermore,
it gives any person the right to ask public authorities to respect its rights. Moreover, the constitution
states that the state will apply “precautionary” and “restrictive” measures to any activity that may
lead to the extinction of a species, the destruction of the ecosystems, or the permanent alteration of
natural cycles. These rights have already been used as a reference to interpret legislation in other
matters. When a plaintiff asked the constitutional court to rule the Organic Law of Special Regime
for the Conservation and Sustainable Development of the Province of Galapagos unconstitutional for
prioritizing nature protection over Ecuadorians rights to internal migration, the Constitutional Court
used the rights of nature to argue otherwise. The court ruled against the plaintiff highlighting, among
other things, that the constitutional articles on the rights of nature are the basis for every person to
demand from authority the fulfillment of said rights, as well as the encouragement and promotion of
respect for the ecosystems [15], over internal migration rights in this case. The constitution is clear
when it comes to proclaiming nature as an entity that holds rights (the right to be respected, to be taken
care of, etc.). However, as constitutional principles remain broad, it is unclear how these rights would
be exercised, and whether or when nature would hold locus standi to defend these rights. Only a year
after Ecuador made such constitutional changes, Bolivia’s constitution also included rights of nature as
part of its new text: Section I: Environmental Rights (protection of environment) includes the following:
“Article 33: Everyone has the right to a healthy, protected, and balanced environment. The exercise of
this right must be granted to individuals and collectives of present and future generations, as well as
to other living things, so they may develop in a normal and permanent way. Article 34: Any person, in
his own right or on behalf of a collective, is authorized to take legal action in defense of environmental
rights, without prejudice to the obligation of public institutions to act on their own in the face of attacks
on the environment” [16]. In 2010, Bolivia approved the Law of the Rights of Mother Earth [14] and
the Framework Law of Mother Earth and the Integral Development of Living Well (Ley 300 (2012),
Ley Marco de la Madre Tierra y el Desarrollo Integral para Vivir Bien). The 2010 law created an
Ombudsman for the Rights of Mother Earth (Defensoría de la Madre Tierra), an institution in charge
of safeguarding the rights established in the law [17]. Moreover, the framework establishes a set of
institutions that will take action if the rights of nature are violated. This entitles citizens to take legal
action, as long as the government is not doing so first (Article 39 of Law 300 (2012), Framework Law
of the Mother Earth and for the Integral Development for Living Well). Paradoxically, this law, even
though it is dedicated to the establishment of the rights of nature, also states that people have rights to
the exploitation of natural resources as long as permission is granted by the government. Unless these
concepts are further developed legally, this approach continues to perpetuate the conventional legal
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approach where the exploitation of nature is allowed as long as it respects environmental regulations
in place. Indigenous groups in the country have already expressed their disappointment at the lack
of substance of the law [17]. The indigenous leaders of the Isiboro Sécure Indigenous Territory and
National Park (Tipnis) recently presented a complaint before the International Court for the Rights of
Nature against the Government of Evo Morales for the depredation of its territory [18].

In the international arena, this topic is gathering an increasing amount of attention. The efforts
have focused on raising awareness on the topic and creating political resolutions to support the
concept of the rights of nature, rather than getting closer to an actual definition of its legal meaning
and implications. Nevertheless, these political declarations are an important first step towards the
development of legislation at a national and local level. The General Assembly (GA) adopted its first
resolution on Harmony with Nature in 2010, encouraging Member States to make use of the designated
“Mother Earth Day” [19] and including Harmony with Nature as part of the Assembly’s agenda on
Sustainable Development. The Assembly, however, did not mention the concept of “rights of nature”
per se until the following resolution in 2011 [20]; in the resolution, the GA, “Noting the first Peoples’
World Conference on Climate Change and the Rights of Mother Earth,” created an interactive dialogue
to share national experiences on how to approach and measure sustainable development in harmony
with nature [20]. These dialogues have been held annually on Mother Earth’s Day (22 April) as a forum
where scholars, civil society, and diplomatic representatives have discussed the concept of Harmony
with Nature and the Rights of Nature. This constant activity and the interest of some countries to
further deepen the concept of the rights of nature led the GA in its 2016 [20] resolution on Harmony
with Nature to note that “some countries recognize the rights of nature in the context of the promotion
of sustainable development, and express the conviction that, in order to achieve a just balance among
the economic, social, and environmental needs of present and future generations, it is necessary to
promote harmony with nature.”

The rest of the international community has slowly followed through with this concept in the last
three years. In 2014, the G77 [21] signed the letter “For a New World Order for Living Well,” in which
these countries recognized that “Earth and its ecosystems are our home.” In the letter, “some countries
recognize the rights of nature in the context of the promotion of sustainable development” and called
for a holistic approach to development that may include the recognition of these rights to restore
the integrity of the Earth’s ecosystems. The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN),
for instance, seeks to move towards the recognition of the rights of nature. The IUCN Programme for
2017–2020 (approved in 2016) states that it “aims to secure the rights of nature and the vulnerable
parts of society through strengthening governance and the rights-based approach to conservation.”
Doing so sets as part of its Target 6 to “raise awareness of the rights of nature, and the cultural and
spiritual values of nature,” and emphasizes the need to “include urban populations and youth in
understanding nature’s intrinsic and intangible values” and “to advance rights regimes related to the
rights of nature” [22].

The existence of this legal and political precedence is sparking actions for the recognition of the
rights of nature in other parts of the world, both on national and local levels. For instance, Mexico City
recently approved its own constitutional text that recognizes citizens’ rights to a healthy environment,
determines that is the government’s duty to protect nature, and establishes that “a secondary law
will be issued to recognize and regulate the broader protection of the rights of nature conformed by
all its ecosystems and species as a collective entity subject to rights” (See Article 13 of the Mexico
City Constitution.). In Argentina, a senator has proposed a bill to recognize the rights of nature in
the national legislation [23]. Similarly, in Brazil, a draft amendment has been presented whereby
Sao Paolo “will promote the development of environmental policies, considering that members of
nature have inherent rights to life and maintenance of their ecosystem processes” [24]. In Europe,
a group of lawyers, environmentalists, and academics are organizing a so-called “European Citizens
Initiatives” [25] to propose the adoption of a law that “recognizes the right of nature to exist, renew,
and maintain its vital cycles” [26].
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Finally, it would not be fair to talk about the legal doctrine of the rights of nature without
mentioning the traditions and knowledge on this issue that indigenous populations have passed onto
generations. The paradigm that embraces and understands nature as a being with rights has been part
of many indigenous populations’ worldviews for hundreds of years. Their interdependent relationship
with nature has resulted in non-anthropocentric social systems in which human’s harmonious relation
with nature has been always the desirable outcome [27].

This view of the world is embodied by the Sumak Kawsay or living well, a prevalent way of life
across Latin American indigenous populations. These communities see nature as the Pacha Mama,
a being formed by the harmonious interactions of the beings and natural systems on Earth (Article 5.1.
Law 300 (2012), Ley Marco de la Madre Tierra, Plurinational State of Bolivia). For some of them,
Pacha Mama is considered a deity, the mother of humanity that humans should respect and take
care of to continue living in harmony. The understanding of nature as the Pacha Mama is not only
the idea of it as a deity, it is rather a philosophy of life [28]. It is a way of living in harmony with
nature, co-existing with it, caring for it, and allowing for its regeneration to provide for the upcoming
generations [29]. This conception of reality is part of the social fabric [30] and as a result it permeates
all the norms that govern the way these communities live [31]. These deep ecology conceptualizations
of life can be found in every corner of the world. For instance, the Maori in New Zealand express this
reciprocal and equal relation between humans and nature with their saying “Ko au te awa, ko te awa
ko au,” which translates to “I am the river and the river is me” [32].

In the African continent, this philosophy of reciprocity and respect for nature is also ingrained
in the traditions of indigenous populations that conceive nature as sacred and conceive the use of
its resources as long as nature can regenerate. These societies contemplate within their norms the
denomination of a custodian that takes care of the sacred territories and the development of livelihoods
ingrained, dependent and respectful of nature. In 2015, the African Commission on Human and
People’s Rights, acknowledging the critical role of sacred sites and with the input of nature custodians,
adopted resolution 372 [33] for the protection of sacred natural sites in the African continent [34].
In Asia as well there is a deep-rooted tradition amongst indigenous populations existing in almost
every corner. The Asian Indigenous People’s Pact as a representative of indigenous populations
from 14 countries is committed to achieving the “integrity of the environment” and to “enhance the
sustainable resource management systems of indigenous peoples.” [35].

There are many examples of indigenous populations that regard nature with deep respect and
have a strong sense of belonging to it. Much of the indigenous knowledge and livelihoods that have
achieved harmony with nature match up with modern notions of nature conservation [36], and their
effectiveness in being in balance with nature can be explained by modern science. Their knowledge
and experience on how to promote the rights of nature is being heard in international forums and
should be heard as part of the legislative process to include the rights of nature in our legislations.

3. Can a River Stand in Court?

Worldwide legal systems are gradually introducing the possibility of granting rights to nature to
stand in court for protection. Examples of court rulings applying said legislation and recognizing rights
to nature have started to emerge a little more than five years ago. These rulings have granted rights to
rivers across the world in different terms. There is no explanation about why rulings have been more
prevalent regarding the rights of rivers than those of other ecosystems. The first ruling recognizing
the rights of nature was regarding a river, and the existence of this previous jurisprudence could
have provided foundations for other judges to rule in the same way. The nature of rivers as a distinct
mass of water elapsing across terrain with a quasi-permanent shape and presence may make it easier
to legally define a river as an “object” that can become a “subject” with rights. To date, rivers have
been recognized as holding rights by a court ruling in Ecuador, India, New Zealand, and Colombia.
These cases are the first judicial attempts to apply legislation that recognizes the rights of nature or to
set precedence in recognizing such rights.
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The first ruling was delivered in Vilcabamba, Ecuador. A public contractor started building a
road next to the Vilcabamba River using dynamite and heavy machinery and depositing rocks and
other construction materials in the river banks. The accumulation of these materials caused floods
along the river and polluted the waters. After some affected citizens brought this case to the courts,
the river’s right to stand in court was admitted and those citizens representing the river continued
in the process. The judge determined that the rights of nature had been violated—more specifically
nature’s right “to exist, to be maintained and to the regeneration of its vital cycles, structures and
functions.” This legal sentence did not stop the construction of the road, however. Instead the court
ruled that the contractor should follow a set of environmental guidelines and recommendations that the
Ministry of Environment had issued following a previous legal complaint against the road construction.
It was then, on 30 March 2011 [37], that the rights of nature were recognized by a court for the first
time. The ruling recognized the plaintiff’s right to sue on the basis of Article 71 of the constitution,
which establishes every citizen or nation’s right to demand the authorities the compliance with the
rights of nature. The ruling recognizes the rights of nature as a constitutional right to be observed and
emphasizes that every citizen can defend such rights in court when violated. However, it does not
further elaborate on when nature should hold locus standi per se. The court applies the precautionary
principle deeming necessary to order the halt of any construction “until it is objectively demonstrated
that there is no likelihood or danger” of environmental damage. Finally, to defend the construction
works, the provincial governments alleged that respecting the rights of nature would mean the
violation of the local’s human right to development. To this allegation, the court responded that both
rights are recognized by the constitution and should be pondered in the light of the constitutional
principles. For this specific case, the court concluded that these rights are not colliding since the road
can still be constructed while respecting nature’s rights [38].

In New Zealand, members of the indigenous Maori tribes have disputed with the Crown the
status of the Whanganui River for the last 140 years in the framework of the interpretation of the
Treaty of Waitangi, a treaty declaring British Sovereignty in 1840 and defining Maori’s land ownership,
generally considered the founding document of New Zealand as a nation. Despite this, many Māori
feel that the Crown did not fulfill its obligations under the Treaty and have presented evidence of
this before sittings of the Waitangi Tribunal. In 2014, a settlement was finally reached [39] that would
grant the river its own legal identity, with the rights, duties, and liabilities of a legal person. By this
settlement, “the river becomes an entity in its own right, Te Awa Tupua” [39]. This settlement was
turned into the Te Awa Tupua Act in 2017 by which the Whanganui becomes a legal person that will be
able to be represented in court proceedings [40] and would have two guardians, one from the Crown
and one from the Whanganui iwi [41] (see Part 2, Article 14, of the Te Awa Tupua 2017 Act: Te Awa
Tupua is a legal person and has all the rights, powers, duties, and liabilities of a legal person). This
has been so far the clearest legal reference to the way the rights of nature should be delineated and
should be exercised. In this case, the Act, beyond declaring that nature has rights, explicitly grants
legal personality to an entity within nature, i.e., the Whanganui River. It goes even further by naming
those who should legally represent the river in court. The act makes a reference to the “Whanganui
Iwi standing” (in Part 3, Subpart 2, named Ko au te Awa, ko te Awa ko au—Whanganui Iwi standing).
It specifies that, for the purposes of the Resources Management 1991 Act, the trustees “are entitled to
lodge submissions on a matter [...] affecting the Whanganui River” and are “recognized as having an
interest [...] greater than any interest in common with the public generally.” Given the novelty of this
declaration, it will be a matter of time to see how these norms applied to practical matters.

Almost at the same time as the Te Awa Tupua Act was made official, the Uttrakhand High Court
in India recognized that both the Ganges and its main tributary, the Yamuna, as well as “all their
tributaries, streams, every natural water flowing with flow continuously or intermittently of these
rivers” would be “legal and living entities having the status of a legal person with all corresponding
rights, duties and liabilities” [42,43]. The case was brought to court when officials complained that
the governments of Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh states were not cooperating with the federal
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government to set up a panel to protect river Ganges. The ruling [43] mentioned New Zealand’s
decision to recognize the Whanganui River as an ancestor and appointed legal custodians that would
be the ones in charge of protecting the rivers (Paragraph 19 states: “The Director NAMAMI Gange,
the Chief Secretary of the State of Uttarakhand and the Advocate General of the State of Uttarakhand
are hereby declared persons in loco parentis as the human face to protect, conserve and preserve Rivers
Ganga and Yamuna and their tributaries”). The court draws on the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence
regarding personhood for Hindu deities and reaffirms that Hindu deities as juridical persons are to be
managed by those entrusted with the possession of their property. The court bases its decision on the
need to protect the recognition and the faith of society given that both of these rivers “support and
assist both the life and natural resources [...] of the community.” The court regrettably did not elaborate
on what the implications of such a declaration of rights would be, since the main focus of this ruling
was actually on the nature of Indian federalism and the water management duties of federal and state
governments and not on the rights of nature per se [44]. As aforementioned, three representatives
are declared persons in loco parentis, as the persons in charge to protect the river. However, it is
not discussed whether the river will hold locus standi whenever damaged or only under specific
circumstances could these guardians defend the river’s rights in court. This same court ruled in
April of the same year that Himalayan glaciers Gangotri and Yamunotri are legal persons. However,
the Indian Supreme Court later overturned both rulings [45] after the state of Uttrakhand argued that
the ruling could lead to complicated legal situations given that the consequences of providing rights
to these rivers were not clearly defined. The case has not been settled, as the petitioner intends to
appeal [46], but it is reflective of many of the questions that are raised by those opposing the legal
doctrine of the rights of nature. Uncertainty is certainly a challenge to overcome.

Also based on the need to protect the river from human activity was the Atrato River ruling in
Colombia. Illegal mining activities near the Atrato River and its tributaries were polluting the river
and damaging the livelihoods and health of those living in the area. Given the situation, the Center of
Studies for Social Justice “Tierra Digna” [47] demanded the Government action to stop these activities
and to protect the river. After this request was denied by the government, the case was brought to
court. The judges noted the existence of a “serious violation of the fundamental rights to life, health,
water, food security, the healthy environment, the culture and the territory of the ethnic communities
that inhabit the Atrato River basin and its tributaries, attributable to the Colombian State entities.” As a
result, the court ordered that the river Atrato, its tributaries, and its basin have the right to be protected,
preserved, and restored by the State and the communities. To safeguard these interests, the court
mandates the government to appoint two representatives of the river, one would be a member of the
community and the other a member of the government. Similarly, in this case, the river is provided
with legal personhood and with representatives. However, when the river would have locus standi to
be defended against any harm is unclear and has been left to be decided on a case-by-case basis.

The existence of this legal precedence is sparking actions for the recognition of the rights of nature
in other parts of the planet. In fact, recently in September of 2017, Jason Flores-Williams (a lawyer
in Denver) filed a suit in the Colorado Federal District Court seeking to hold the state of Colorado
liable for the violation of the river’s right to exist, flourish, and regenerate. The plaintiff in the suit is
the river ecosystem, and, because the river itself cannot appear in court, Deep Green Resistance filed
the suit as a “next friend” of the river (an individual who acts on behalf of another individual who
does not have the legal capacity to act on his or her own behalf) [48]. The court has not ruled anything
thus far but it is expected that similar cases will start sprouting all over the world. The movement
supporting the rights of nature, and especially of rivers, to stand in court has found ground and
encouragement on the existence of these precedents. Both the existence of political declarations and
actual legislation make more plausible the idea of supporting the introduction of the rights of nature
in other legal systems, and the existence of courts’ rulings are setting a precedent by materializing the
abstract idea of rights of nature into enforceable verdicts.
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4. Conclusions and Challenges Moving Forward

Introducing an earth-centered paradigm in our legal systems and providing nature with the right
to stand in court is only the first step towards the actual integration and enforcement of the rights of
nature. In this process, there are still roadblocks, dilemmas, and unresolved questions.

First, it is not yet clear what the legal implications and meaning of providing legal personhood to
nature might be. The definition of legal personhood [49] varies across legal systems and it has even been
an issue of dispute among academics as the rights, duties, and powers to be exercised by a legal person
are not easily definable by the law. Critics of the doctrine of the rights of nature have expressed concern
over the attribution of legal personhood to nature as a source of legal uncertainty. This uncertainty is
even more accentuated when it comes to defining when nature holds locus standi and on what basis.
The debate remains whether the traditional theories that define both legal personhood and locus
standi need to become more flexible to adapt to new paradigms and the way society perceives
animals and nature. There is still a great deal of confusion in this sense, even within the legal spheres.
For example, the India Supreme Court suspended the court order that declared the Ganges and
Yamuna rivers to be “legal persons,” arguing that rivers cannot be considered as “living entities” [50].
However, being a “living entity” should not be the focus of the legal debate. Especially since our
current legal theory and practice support a system where businesses and governments go to court on a
daily basis even though they are not “living entities.” While enough evidence could be provided both
in favor and against the fact that ecosystems are living beings, this discussion should be held outside
of the courts. Legally speaking, a unified argument that ecosystems can be provided legal personhood
similar to the one provided to private entities and governments would overall contribute to a better
and unified understanding of the objective of the rights of nature doctrine, providing nature with the
right to stand in court. This process to redefine legal personhood should also include an attempt to
define whether, and under which circumstances, nature holds locus standi. Revisiting the debates that
human rights experts have held could offer a good start in the process, even though different legal
system requirements will have to be taken into account. Finally, even if the meaning of both legal
personhood and locus standi for nature are clarified, further cogitation and plausible arguments on
the value added to providing rights to nature will be needed to foster the expansion of the rights of
nature. For some, it is clear that the traditional environmental legislation approach, in which nature is
a passive being protected by the law, is not working. From a deep ecology perspective, our current
anthropocentric approach should be shifted to have the Earth at the center of the system if we want to
achieve an actual sustainable future. However, the question still remains whether providing rights to
nature is the way to go.

Second, once a ruling has recognized certain rights to nature, it must be complied with. However,
the enforcement of the rulings has proved challenging given the lack of precedent and of compliance
mechanisms to protect nature once its rights have been recognized. For instance, in Vilcabamba
(Ecuador), even though the ruling recognized the rights of the river and condemned the local
government to apply a set of mechanisms to protect the integrity of the river, the plaintiffs noted
how the enforcement of the ruling proved very challenging after the legal victory. As a matter of fact,
while the ruling arranged that the Provincial Government of Loja (Gobierno Provincial de Loja) would
deliver a remediation plan within thirty days, many months passed before the plan was submitted to
the Ministry of Environment for approval. Moreover, while the local government partially complied
with the ruling, the plaintiffs complained that they had to pay for the execution of certain works
that would protect their property and the river because the local government would not deliver on
its duties [51]. In the case of the Atrato River, the ruling ordered the creation of a “Commission of
Guardians of the Atrato River” within three months of the ruling (the commission should count on two
designated guardians and an advising team with members from the Humboldt Institute and WWF
Colombia, both organizations with prior experience in the protection of other rivers in Colombia).
While the ruling is from November 2016, the panel was only recently formed in October of 2017 [52].
Other uncertainties regarding the meaning and enforcement of the ruling were brought up when
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the state of Uttrakhand brought the ruling to India’s Supreme Court seeking, amongst other things,
clarification on whether the newly appointed custodians of the rivers or the state government were
liable to pay damages (declarations of the Highest court in the Himalayan state of Uttarakhand).
Trying to prevent this problem, recent rulings such as the one on the Atrato River (Colombia) have
attempted to provide a more detailed ruling to ease its enforcement. The ruling defined in detail the
institutions that would be in charge of watching the ruling’s compliance and diversify this task rather
than giving it to one institution. In this case, the Attorney General would be in charge of it, with the
support of the Communities, the Ombudsman, and the General Comptroller’s Office [53]. Future
court rulings and national legislation should follow these steps and define more carefully how the
recognition of the rights of nature have to be enforced once recognized.

Third, if this legal approach was actually adopted, the question of how much should we give up in
terms of development in order to respect the rights of nature remains. Several different philosophical
approaches provide different answers to this question. According to the Sumak Kawsay or “living
well” approach to development, we only need to develop enough to live well and in harmony
with nature. This perspective challenges the current approach to development, associated with a
perpetually increasing pattern of natural resource exploitation and growth. In an earth-centered
paradigm, the rights of humans do not clash with the rights of nature because they have the same
objective: to live in harmony. Therefore, if this paradigm was followed, the human approach to
development would also shift. However, in practical terms, establishing the right balance between
human development and the respect of nature’s rights will prove challenging for the courts. Many fear
that a shift in paradigm could lead to mountains or forests to sue over the depletion of their natural
resources or the pollution of ecosystems and that this could stop the development of housing complexes,
or roads, or other infrastructures. This process, however, already happens on a daily basis, when courts
make decisions to allow or restrain corporations and governments’ actions that affect a community.
Nonetheless, we are still far from an ultimate answer in this regard.

So far, the governments of Bolivia [54] and Ecuador [55], which have strongly pushed for the
declaration of the rights of nature at an international level, have adopted a very pragmatic approach
within the country [56]. While their legal systems have adopted the rights of nature doctrine, these
countries’ extractive industries are blooming to the detriment of the ecosystems surrounding them.
Social conflicts with the indigenous population attempting to protect nature in these areas are still
prevalent, and there are ongoing debates on the tradeoffs of natural protection over resource extraction
and the benefits of one or another at a national level. Nevertheless, the fact that, in these countries,
the rights of nature are contained in their constitutions at least presents an opportunity to rethink and
re-politicize the environmental debate [57].

All in all, the recognition of the rights of nature is still a very incipient movement within formal
legal systems. It is a movement that brings along many uncertainties, but also the potential to fully
develop and become the rule instead of the exception. When rethinking our current legal system
and attempting to introduce an Earth-centric paradigm and its enforcement in court, these challenges
should be kept in mind. History has proven that law often lags behind social change. As Leimbacher
said, “legal standing for nature is nothing but a consequential continuation of a century-long process of
expansion of the group of legal subjects.” [6]. This is, arguably, the process that we are witnessing right
now. The legal doctrine of the rights of nature is still being developed and changes in our paradigm are
still underway. However, the rights of nature are here to stay. As the planet strives to achieve a more
sustainable way of living, the rights of nature will offer a legal tool to regulate our relationship with
nature from a different and more harmonious perspective. The court rulings, regulations, and political
declarations discussed in this paper, even though still filled with uncertainties, play an important role
in confirming and materializing the new values of deep ecology that are slowly growing within society.
Legal uncertainties must be addressed by jurists, but reaching the right balance and building a robust
system will only be reached through a trial and error process. What has been described in this review
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are the foundations over which we are building a new paradigm and the first steps towards a robust
legal approach to recognizing the rights of nature, both in theory and in legal practice.
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Abstract: The passage of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) brought with it much anticipation—though in
reality, quite limited means—for recognizing and protecting Aboriginal peoples’ rights to land and
water across Australia. A further decade passed before national and State water policy acknowledged
Aboriginal water rights and interests. In 2015, the native title rights of the Barkandji Aboriginal People
in the Australian State of New South Wales (NSW) were recognized after an eighteen-year legal case.
This legal recognition represents a significant outcome for the Barkandji People because water and,
more specifically, the Darling River, or Barka, is central to their existence. However, the Barkandji
confront ongoing struggles to have their common law rights recognized and accommodated within
Australian water governance regimes. Informed by literature relating to the politics of recognition,
we examine the outcomes of government attempts at Indigenous recognition through four Australian
water regimes: national water policy; native title law; NSW water legislation; and NSW water
allocation planning. Drawing from the Barkandji’s experiences in engaging with water regimes,
we analyze and characterize the outcomes of these recognition attempts broadly as ‘misrecognition’
and ‘non-recognition’, and describe the associated implications for Aboriginal peoples. These
manifestations of colonial power relations, whether intended or not, undermine the legitimacy
of state water regimes because they fail to generate recognition of, and respect for, Aboriginal water
rights and to redress historical legacies of exclusion and discrimination in access to water.

Keywords: Indigenous peoples; Aboriginal peoples; native title; politics of recognition; Indigenous
water rights; water governance; water planning; New South Wales; Darling River

1. Introduction

‘ . . . when the government came out and gave us our native title rights, it was recognition we are
Barkandji People . . . They gave us our native title rights and took our water and that’s the most
valuable thing: the water and the land.’ (Barkandji Prescribed Body Corporate Director D,
13 February 2017)

Much of Australia’s colonial wealth has been built on exploiting water resources for irrigation,
mining and urban water supply. This exploitation has involved encroachment of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples’ rights and interests in water, in addition to rights to land [1,2]. The existence of
Aboriginal customary water law and management systems prior to British occupation in 1788 was
denied by European settlers for more than two centuries, as was Aboriginal title to land [3]. In 1992,
the Mabo decision of Australia’s High Court precipitated a ‘judicial revolution’ [4] that radically revised
the explanation of the law that had evolved from foundational colonial acts of occupation. As a
consequence of Mabo, Australian law responded with the passage of Commonwealth legislation in
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1993, the Native Title Act (NTA hereafter), which recognizes: that there were legal systems in place
at the time of European occupation; that Indigenous peoples’ rights to land survived colonization;
and that a form of native title could exist in situations in which it had not been extinguished [5].

With the passage of the NTA, a means was provided for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples to legally claim unalienated land in those places where they could prove continuity of customs
and traditions and uninterrupted connection to customary estates. The scope of the NTA was defined to
include rights over waters located within traditional estate boundaries. It confirmed Crown ownership
of water and minerals, while guaranteeing rights to customary use of resources for sustenance (hunting,
gathering and fishing). In addition, a right to protect sites or areas of cultural significance that include
waters has been recognized as a native title right. A native title right to take and use water for
commercial purposes is yet to be recognized by the courts.

It took Australian water policymakers a further decade to acknowledge Indigenous water interests
in the series of water governance reforms called National Water Initiative (NWI) of 2004. These
reforms included the creation of legally tradeable and transferable water use entitlements, pricing of
water, and, in more recent legislative change, the re-allocation of substantial amounts of water from
agriculture to the environment in Australia’s south-east. These neoliberal reform initiatives included
recommendations to improve Aboriginal access to water for ‘traditional, cultural, spiritual and
customary’ purposes and for increased Aboriginal participation in water planning and management [6].
In creating these legislative and policy institutions, Australian governments deployed the concept
of customary practice to signal culturally distinctive forms of water rights (cf. [7]). Policy and law
reform has since admitted only ‘very limited, narrowly prescribed, and externally defined spaces for
Indigenous Peoples to influence decisions about water use and management’ [8].

As a result of the historical legacy of Australian colonization, the current distribution of water
entitlements to Aboriginal peoples remains transparently unjust [3]. This injustice stems from the
fact that Aboriginal peoples had free access to use and benefit from water until their lands and
waters were taken without consent or compensation. As of 2013, there have been at least 34 land
redistribution measures introduced by Australian governments since 1966 to redress Aboriginal land
dispossession, which together have returned over a third of Australia’s landmass with varying degrees
of control and influence to Aboriginal peoples [9]. By comparison, however, as of 2012, Aboriginal
peoples held less than 0.01 per cent of Australia’s water diversions and, as we will show in this
article, recent government efforts to improve Aboriginal water access have had negligible effect on
increasing Aboriginal-held water allocations [3]. Moreover, Aboriginal peoples continue to hold a
weak legal position in Australia’s water governance frameworks, which constrains their influence in
water planning and the allocation or sharing of water resources [10,11]. In regions where Aboriginal
people face a high degree of contestation and competition for water, such as in the south-east of
Australia where much of the country’s irrigated agriculture occurs, policy and legal frameworks fail to
address their rights and interests, which are seen as outside of, or irrelevant to, the formal economy.
Governments may issue water licences or permits to take and use water to other parties, and Aboriginal
communities are denied any opportunity to object or to negotiate commercial benefits in relation to
this third party access [12]. Commercial uses and benefits from the limited instances where Aboriginal
communities are specially accorded water rights are also prohibited [3]. In addition, the diversion
of water and over-allocation of entitlements has resulted in severe environmental degradation that
jeopardizes Aboriginal peoples’ lifeways [13].

Australia’s settler-colonial water regimes have now espoused recognition of Aboriginal water
rights and values for over 15 years. In this article, we aim to explore (a) the recognition-based regimes
used by the state to acknowledge and accommodate Aboriginal water rights claims in New South Wales
(NSW); (b) the nature and extent of water rights and control that is actually conferred to Aboriginal
peoples under these water regimes; and (c) the consequent outcomes and implications. To do this,
we draw on the struggle over water rights in the Australian State of NSW by Barkandji Traditional
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Owners (a Traditional Owner is defined as an Aboriginal person who is a member of a local descent
group, having certain rights and responsibilities in relation to an area of land, water or sea).

As we will elaborate, the Barkandji’s water rights struggle (and indeed, this article) is not a
comparison of the treatment of the Barkandji People and their water rights with other water users,
such as local farmers. Instead, their struggle centers on the NSW Government on the one hand
recognizing that the Barkandji People have particular rights to be included in decision making
about and accessing water with the provisions associated with native title, while on the other hand
also failing to acknowledge, honor, or uphold those rights within its water regimes. We examine
four regimes that determine the nature and character of Aboriginal water rights in NSW, including
the Barkandji’s: national water policy, native title legislation, NSW water legislation, and NSW
water allocation planning. Drawing from post-colonial literature concerned with the politics of
recognition, we problematize the forms of state recognition that underpin these regimes. Struggles for
recognition reflect ‘deeper, more fundamental material and structural inequalities that block equal
participation’ [14] (p. 14); thus, we find recognition to be a useful lens for understanding the power
relations and asymmetries that shape and underpin water governance. For the purposes of this article,
‘the state’ in a generic sense, is composed of the ruling governments, institutions and agencies that
operate, govern and oversee society within that state’s territory [15]. Therefore, ‘the state’ is not
inherently synonymous with the nation state, but can also refer to self-governing political entities or
jurisdictions within Australia such as at the Federal, State or Local Government levels. Additionally,
the use of ‘State’ (capitalized) is used when describing States of Australia as stipulated under the
Constitution of Australia, such as the State of NSW.

Our analysis suggests that under these current water regimes, states commit to recognizing
Aboriginal peoples and their water rights via a set of institutional practices and that these attempts at
recognition can have problematic outcomes that fall well short of progressive transformation. These
processes require that the relationships and engagements Aboriginal peoples had, have, or seek to
have with water, are made legible to—and thus, governable by—the state. The translation processes of
making something legible such that it can be known and governed by the state without transforming
its apparatuses or epistemologies distorts by flattening complexity, decontextualizing practices
and relationships, and seeking to integrate knowledges and practices into existing frameworks
without transforming those frameworks [16–18]. These processes reflect what might be called
‘incommensurability’ [19]. The ensuing outcomes can have the effect of misrecognizing Aboriginal
rights to water by circumscribing and distorting them, or can completely ignore them through what
we call non-recognition. It is our conjecture that these outcomes, resulting from settler state attempts
at recognition, can serve to defer and diffuse more radical Aboriginal challenges to state sovereignty in
that power and control remain firmly in the hands of the state [18]. This article aligns in some ways
with the work by Behrendt and Thompson [1], who, as independent advisors to a NSW Government
agency, analyzed and examined ‘ways to recognize Aboriginal interests in NSW rivers’ (p. 41) at
the time most of the NSW-based water regimes examined in this article were implemented. Nearly
15 years later, this article and its findings build on and substantiate many of their early concerns about
how the then-new water regimes might restrict and misrecognize Aboriginal water rights, showing
how this has played out in a specific case.

This article is structured as follows. After briefly canvassing the literature relating to the politics of
recognition, we establish our case study—the recent water rights struggle of the Barkandji People—and
detail the methods used to inform this article. Next, four water regimes that generally shape the
recognition of Aboriginal water rights (particularly within the State of NSW) are delineated, followed
by an account of the Barkandji’s attempts to have their rights and interests recognized through these
regimes. We analyze recognition attempts by governments through these regimes, and argue that the
outcomes of such efforts can be conceptualized as ‘misrecognition’ and ‘non-recognition’. We further
show that misrecognition and non-recognition both serve to undermine the legitimacy of state water
regimes. We conclude with recommendations to redress these deficient outcomes.
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2. The Politics of Recognition

Water is a mobile substance that is subject to multiple and sometimes competing demands, as well
as increasing state control and development [20]. There is therefore often a need for Indigenous
peoples dispossessed of their territories by colonial powers to seek state recognition of their legitimate
authority over water, their normative constructs, and quotidian water use practices. In response to the
civil rights movements of the 1960s, many liberal states developed mechanisms for recognizing these
kinds of group-based claims of oppressed minorities, and granting them special rights (e.g., affirmative
action and limited sovereignty) [21,22]. Recognition has since evolved as the leading framework
through which to redress historical legacies and injustices of exclusion, racism and other forms of
discrimination, and to enhance the freedom of Indigenous minorities. This is particularly so in settler
states [23,24], where the logic of colonization and invasion ultimately seeks to secure access and
complete control over territories and resources (including water) for the benefit of the settling colonies,
and thus justifies the coercion, dispossession and elimination of Indigenous peoples [25,26].

Recognition proponents anticipated that the expansion of legal and cultural norms to Indigenous
peoples would ‘achieve greater equality of recognition as legal persons within a political community
understood as legitimate and pre-existing’ [27] (p. 6). Recognition politics has been envisaged as a
‘philosophical and institutional remedy to matters of “historical injustice”’ [24] (p. 20). For Ivison [28],
historical injustice refers not only to

acts of injustice that occurred in the distant past, but also how consequences of these injustices
persist. These are enduring injustices—ones that continue to shape the conceptual, legal, political
and institutional frameworks within which states and their citizens act. (p. 119)

Institutional expressions of recognition manifest in the ‘political projects of reconciliation,
multiculturalism and development, including the granting of land rights, constitutional recognition,
or social, political or material entitlements’ [27] (p. 1). The recognition of Indigenous water rights
represents one such institutional expression [29].

The concept of recognition has been the subject of ongoing debates over the past three to four
decades, with some taking issue with its tendency to dramatically simplify, reify and essentialize group
characteristics, and its encouragement of intolerance and separatism [21]. Others point out the power
and resource asymmetries present in forms and practices of recognition at both individual and societal
levels [30]. Political theorists like Ivison [28] identify the disempowering paradox that lies at the heart
of recognition politics:

to seek recognition is to seek to be valued by others, which invites a critical evaluation of the beliefs
and practices of the person (or peoples) making the claim. The “recogniser” thus exercises power
over the “recognisee” in having the capacity to grant recognition. (p. 121)

Where states hand down single-directional, pre-determined offers of recognition like this, they
reassert their presumed power and fail to discuss or listen to those demanding recognition, an approach
to recognition that Tully has termed a monological orientation [30].

Within the literature on water rights and justice, Boelens [31] and Boelens et al. [32] argue
that institutional recognition of Indigenous peoples similarly poses enormous conceptual challenges
and important social and political consequences for those working on water justice projects. These
challenges stem from the complexities associated with identifying, recognizing and formalizing diverse
and dynamic Indigenous water rights and water claims by the state. Recognizing and practicing legal
pluralism by states that are fundamentally hierarchical presents significant challenges [31], as does the
possibility that these rights could be re-defined and possibly over-simplified to fit within the state’s
own frameworks [33].

Writing in response to North American settler colonialism, Indigenous scholars Simpson [24] and
Coulthard [34] question the authority of settler states to ‘recognize’ Indigenous peoples, and their
pre-existing and ongoing rights to govern themselves. They argue that relationships between
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Indigenous peoples and (North American) settler states cannot be significantly transformed through
recognition, and theorize alternative strategies that do not reinforce state dominance [34], including
the option of ‘refusal’ [24]. Povinelli [18] suggests state recognition of Indigenous identity in this way
generally ‘supports and strengthens the nation and capital, not [I]ndigenous peoples’ (p. 56). This is
because this recognition is premised on a ‘fantasy’ of ancient laws and traditions that serves as ‘a form
of otherness that . . . does not violate the core subjective of social values of settler society’ [18] (p. 65).
Her work serves to illuminate the deep interconnections of how power operates and is configured
through specific recognition approaches by settler states, namely those which emphasize Indigenous
‘tradition’ as one among many types of cultural difference within the multicultural state [18].

In Australia, where there has yet to be any form of treaty between any arm of the state and
any group of Aboriginal peoples, arguably the extent to which Aboriginal people must submit to, or
abide by, the ‘recognition’ or legitimization by the state is unclear and contestable [35]. As Australian
Aboriginal scholar Watson [36] notes, ‘many of us affirm our sovereignty as people who have never
entered into consensual relations with any state or British Crown to surrender our international status’
(p. 13). Notably in the context of Australia, where sovereignty is asserted by Aboriginal (and/or
Torres Strait Islander) peoples it is usually in the context of desire for negotiation, or an agreement or
a treaty-making process, rather than an assertion, for instance, of unilateral decision-making to the
exclusion of the state. A very recent example of this is the Uluru Statement from the Heart, a declaration
and recommendation from the First Nations Constitutional Committee that in 2017 asserted Indigenous
sovereignty—their pre-existing and ongoing rights to govern themselves [37].

Fraser [21] argues that not all types and instances of recognition politics are equally pernicious,
and Hunt [23] comments that ‘strategically, it does not seem that outright rejection of all forms of
recognition are politically viable’ (p. 29). There may be symbolic and material benefits attached to
some forms of recognition, and, although these structures may uphold asymmetrical colonial power
relationships and systems of governance, in some contexts they might provide the only feasible means
for Indigenous peoples to pursue secure access to their territories, including to water and waterways.
This is particularly so in Australia, where, as mentioned, no arm of the state has ever attempted to
gain the consent of Aboriginal peoples (through treaties, for instance) [35]. Thus, the tension between
contesting the dominance of the settler-colonial state through decolonial politics, and securing some
form of access, rights, and material benefits through state-based recognition processes, is particularly
significant and warrants scrutiny.

In the analysis to follow, we review how the politics of recognition is playing out with respect
to Aboriginal water rights in Australia, as illuminated by the experiences of the Barkandji People,
a cluster of related tribes from NSW. Next we establish the historical and regional context of this
case study.

3. Case Study and Methods

The Barkandji People’s name derives from the Barka (the Darling River), meaning literally people
of or belonging to the river [38]. Europeans called the Barka the Darling River in 1829 [39] after the
then Governor of NSW, Sir Ralph Darling. Barkandji country is comprised of this major river system,
together with the surrounding largely arid lands in most of far-western NSW between the Murray River
in the south and parts of southern Queensland in the north [40]. European occupation of Barkandji
country began as early as the 1830s, as settlers used the Darling River as a transport corridor [40] and
imposed British riparian law to enable expansion of the pastoral frontier [41,42]. Like many other
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island groups across Australia, the Barkandji faced severe disruption to
their way of life, having to contend with policies of displacement and relocation, even eradication.
Many Barkandji were coerced into church missions and government reserves and were exploited by
the regional pastoral economy [39,43]. (In Australia’s colonial history, a reserve served as ‘a place for
the exclusive occupation by native tribes’ (OED), while reserves were declared to manage Aboriginal
peoples. Their declaration did not entail the grant of any rights to land to Aboriginal people and their
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use was paternalistically determined by colonial authorities.) As a consequence, Aboriginal peoples
from this area (and other closely settled regions of south-east Australia) now have low rates of land
ownership and experience other forms of socio-economic disadvantage [39]. These factors have left a
legacy of ‘low educational and employment outcomes, poor health and housing’ [44] (p. 325), as well
as spiritual, cultural, social, community, and familial impacts including intergenerational grief and
loss [44,45]. These legacy issues are compounded by low availability of, and access to, support services
and employment options [44], a common characteristic of Australia’s regional and remote areas.

Seeking to have their unceded ancestral and customary rights and interests to these landscapes
recognized by Australia’s common law, the Barkandji submitted a native title claim soon after the
introduction of the NTA. In October 1997 they lodged a claim to an area of lands and waters exceeding
128,000 km2 (Figure 1). Nearly 18 years later, in June 2015, the Federal Court determined that the
Barkandji held native title rights and interests to parts of the lands and waters within the area
claimed [46]. While it is the largest claim of its kind in NSW [47], native title rights and interests were
determined to be extinguished in the majority of the area [46]. More detail on the rights and interests
recognized through their native title determination are provided in Section 4.2 below.

 

Figure 1. Map of western NSW showing the Barkandji Tradition Owners (#8) native title claim area
and the water management areas it traverses. Note: Thick brown line denotes boundary of the area
claimed by the Barkandji People. The lower reaches of the Darling River were excluded from this claim
but surrounding lands were included.

Within the Barkandji native title claim area, the Darling River traverses two surface water
management areas constituted under NSW water legislation (Water Management Act 2000 s 11). These
are the upstream Western Water Management Area, in which the Barwon-Darling River runs mostly
free of dams, and the downstream Lower Darling Water Management Area, which is affected and
controlled by numerous dams and other water regulation infrastructure (Figure 1). The Menindee
Lakes, which are approximately in the middle of Barkandji country and are particularly rich with
Aboriginal cultural heritage [38,48], separate these two water management areas. The Lower Darling
provides much-needed water resources to southern NSW water users and to the downstream States of
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Victoria and South Australia, but it receives low rainfall and runoff, and is reliant on declining flows
from the Barwon-Darling and other upstream tributaries [49].

In addition to suffering from decades of colonial control and exclusion, as well as ongoing
intergenerational impacts stemming from these injustices, Barkandji must today contend with the
pressure exerted by competition from other water users and dramatically declining river health. Indeed,
NSW arguably has the most over-allocated water systems in Australia [11]. Tan and Jackson [11]
suggest that embargoes on issuing new licences in NSW from as early as 1976 precluded substantial
Aboriginal access to water. Moreover, the management of the Darling River and its upstream
intersecting rivers, has been subject to ongoing controversy particularly over the past 20 years during
which time the future of cotton production has been debated. Public discussion about water use in this
region reached a pinnacle in July 2017, when a national investigative television program alleged that
upstream cotton irrigators had been stealing billions of dollars of water [50]. Numerous government
and criminal investigations into these matters are now underway (for example [51,52]).

To consider Barkandji experiences as a case study for this article, we rely on a mixture of sources
for evidence. We draw on relevant government policy, legislative, and public inquiry documents
pertaining to water regimes, native title law, and their overlap, at the NSW and Australian jurisdictional
levels. We also draw from 17 interviews with 21 individuals, including Barkandji Traditional Owners,
their legal representatives, and former NSW Government water agency employees, all of which were
conducted by the lead author between February 2017 and January 2018. Interviews were conducted in
accordance with the human ethics guidelines of Griffith University (GU Ref Nos: OTH/02/15/HREC
and 2016/387). Barkandji Traditional Owner interviewees were identified through a snowballing
strategy [53] beginning with the Directors of the Prescribed Body Corporate (PBC), which is the
corporation set up under the NTA to hold and manage native title in trust for all Barkandji native title
holders. Interviewees are named throughout this article in line with their preferences specified during
consent procedures. We note that Barkandji language does not have distinct ‘p’ and ‘b’ sounds, nor ‘t’
and ‘d’ sounds. For this reason, Barkandji words—including the word ‘Barkandji’—can have many
spellings [38]. In this article, we generally take the spelling ‘Barkandji’ as used in legal native title
processes. We are also sensitive to other spellings from sources and as requested by interviewees.

4. Barkandji’s Water Rights Struggle

The Barka is of great significance to the Barkandji People in interconnected cosmological and
material ways. Central to Barkandji culture, spirituality, and teachings, the Barka is home to the Ngatji
(Rainbow Serpent), who created the lands and the rivers. The Barkandji are responsible for the Ngatji’s
health and wellbeing, although they find this increasingly outside of their control under contemporary
water governance arrangements [45,54]. Barkandji Traditional Owners’ physical, mental and social
health is linked to the health of the River [43,45], with many Barkandji interviewees convinced that
improved river health leads to lower occurrences of crime (see also [44]). As Barkandji PBC Director A
phrased it, ‘Without this water, we will never survive. We will be all ‘bukali’ . . . ‘Bukali’ means we’ll die!’
(7 February 2017). While the Barkandji People’s ways of thinking about and experiencing the Darling
River have changed over time, partly in response to the displacement of their People and alterations to
their country brought about by European occupation, the River has consistently remained central to
their cultural identity [43,45].

Issues of growing water scarcity, compromised Darling River health, and the serious resulting
impacts for the Barkandji Peoples, their landscapes, and other Darling River communities has
motivated some Barkandji to take action. In 2016, water concerns sparked two Barkandji-led protests.
Dissatisfied with the declining health of the river and lack of sufficient government response to the
critical situation, these organized protests aimed to raise awareness with governments, politicians,
and the broader Australian public [55,56]. The subsequent lack of government action in response to
the protests was disappointing for Barkandji protestors (Barkandji Person C, 17 February 2017).
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To take action and seek recognition, the Barkandji People, like many other Traditional Owners,
‘have to argue for their rights and responsibilities to be recognized within the introduced European
systems of law and governance’ [57] (p. 182). We now turn to consider the four key regimes that
determine the extent to which Barkandji’s legal rights to water are recognized.

4.1. National Water Policy

Australia’s National Water Initiative (NWI), an intergovernmental agreement negotiated by the
Federal, State and Territory Governments in 2004 [6], established a nationally consistent approach to
water reform, including a water entitlements framework and mandatory water planning. The NWI has
been described as the most significant change in water policy since Australia’s Federation in 1901 [58].
Building on previous national water reform commitments, the NWI called for clear entitlements to
water, trade in water entitlements, transparent statutory-based water planning and environmentally
sustainable management of water.

Although Aboriginal peoples played no part in its negotiation [41], the NWI represents the first
national attempt to recognize Indigenous specific water rights and interests in policy [59]. By providing
the impetus for Indigenous water needs to be recognized and accommodated by State and Territory
water access entitlements and planning frameworks, the NWI therefore also set the scene for more
significant recognition of Indigenous water rights opportunities across Australia’s water governance
mechanisms. Specifically, the NWI calls for Indigenous access to be achieved through:

• including Indigenous representation in water planning, wherever possible;
• incorporating Indigenous social, spiritual and customary objectives and strategies for achieving

these objectives, wherever they can be developed;
• taking account of the possible existence of native title rights to water in the catchment or

aquifer area;
• potentially allocating water to native title holders; and
• accounting for any water allocated to native title holders for traditional cultural purposes [6]

(cls 52–54).

The NWI guidelines stipulate that water plans should immediately include the consideration of
Indigenous water uses [59].

The emphasis these clauses place on ‘traditional cultural purposes’ have been criticized for
inadequately including Aboriginal peoples’ understandings, uses and relationships with water, and for
precluding economic development options [59]. Tan and Jackson [11] additionally argue the NWI’s
goals are prejudiced by delay and difficulties in native title determinations, and that a low priority
is given to Aboriginal needs in over-allocated catchments. Alongside these criticisms, reviews have
consistently commented on the poor implementation of these actions [11,60–62]. The National Water
Commission’s 2014 review [62] found that after more than ten years there had been ‘no substantial
increase in water allocation for Indigenous purposes—social, economic or cultural’ (p. 5). The most
recent assessment of water reform progress notes some improvement in processes of consultation and
engagement, but still calls for governments to better identify Indigenous objectives in water planning
frameworks [63].

As the NWI remains the current instrument guiding legislative reform and water management
across Australia, State and Territory Governments are required to comply with the aforementioned
principles. However, no penalties are imposed on State Governments for poor or non-compliance;
therefore, there is little incentive to really drive change that meaningfully recognizes Aboriginal water
rights [11,64]. Regardless, the NWI sets the context in which the Barkandji Peoples—and indeed
all Aboriginal peoples—can seek to have their legal rights to water recognized. Before considering
the water legislation and water sharing planning regimes specific to the Barkandji in NSW, we first
consider the native title framework and the associated water rights opportunities it offers within the
context of the Barkandji’s native title claim.
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4.2. Native Title Law and the Barkandji Native Title Claim

The Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) (NTA hereafter) is the Australian legislative response to the
landmark Mabo High Court decision of 1992 that rejected the colonial falsity that Australia was terra
nullius (meaning ‘land belonging to no one’) at the time of European occupation. The Mabo decision and
NTA offered hope to those seeking recognition of the existence of two tenure systems: the introduced
colonial system, from which land titles and water rights regimes flow, and the pre-existing and oldest
surviving system of land tenure in the world, from which native title rights derive [65].

Native title is defined by the NTA as the communal, group or individual rights and interests of
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander peoples in relation to land and waters (s 223). To have native title
rights and interests in relation to a particular area of land (and waters) formally recognized, Traditional
Owners register a native title claim that then goes through what is called a native title determination
(NTA s 225). This is where the court ‘determines’ whether or not native title exists on a case-by-case
basis, and if it does, then specifies the nature and extent of the native title rights and interests (as well
as any other non-native title interests in the determination area). This recognition occurs after either
litigation or the conclusion of an agreement between the native title claimants, relevant government
parties and others with interests in that particular area, which is called a ‘consent determination’. These
processes are complex and costly, and can take many years to prove and settle [66]. Some or all native
title rights and interests in a given claim may be found to have been extinguished in whole or part by
past valid government acts (as defined in the NTA). The extinguishment of native title is permanent
and cannot be revived even if the act(s) that caused extinguishment cease to have effect (NTA s 237A).
Native title rights and interests vary from rights of exclusive possession in land to minimal rights of
access for limited purposes [67].

As at January 2018, 375 litigated and consent determinations have been made across Australia,
while just under 300 claims await determination [68]. The Barkandji’s 2015 successful determination
was only the sixth of its kind in NSW since the introduction of the NTA [47]. Settling native title claims
in NSW is noted to be a slow process compared to other State and Territory jurisdictions [69].

The trajectory of native title law and its practical outcomes has proven disappointing to Aboriginal
peoples and their advocates [35,65]. The regime’s emphasis on pre-European ‘traditional’ rights and
interests and the requirement for claimants to prove the ongoing and unbroken existence of these rights
in a demanding evidentiary process has created substantial hurdles, as well as precluded the evolution
of native title rights [29,70]. In addition to protecting these Aboriginal rights and customs, the NTA
also protects and upholds existing land and water title holders, validates past actions which may
impair native title interests, and regulates future ones [35]. Thus, in intensively colonized areas such as
the State of NSW, the difficulty of proving ongoing and unbroken continuity to place required through
legal native title determination processes is heightened [1,71]. Furthermore, State Governments have
been slow to accommodate and protect native title rights, if at all, in their land and water management
legislation and policies [35,64,72]. As a result, there are concerns about the effectiveness of native title
in protecting Traditional Owners’ abilities to exercise their inherent rights, enforce their traditional
laws and governance institutions, and control their resources, including water [64].

Limitations in the treatment and recognition of Aboriginal water rights by the native title regime
have been well documented [3,11,12,29]. O’Donnell [12] argues there are two propositions that are
clear in relation to Aboriginal native title rights to water. The first is that native title does not include
ownership of natural waters on the assumption that the common law’s position is that water in its
natural state is not amenable to ownership. The second proposition is that where native title can be
proven to exist, it generally includes rights to take and use water for only personal, social, domestic
and cultural purposes. It can include a:

• right to teach the physical and spiritual attributes of places and areas of importance on or in the
land and waters;
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• right to have access to, maintain and protect places and areas of importance on or in the land and
waters; and

• right of access to take water for those purposes.

These rights have been found to apply to flowing, surface and subterranean waters. To date,
a native title right to take and use water for commercial purposes has not been recognized [12],
an interpretation that, as many commentators observe, constrains native title holders’ water access
and utility [3,29,64,72]. While the possibility for economic uses and benefits of native title rights to
natural resources, including water, has emerged in recent years, including as a recommended area for
legislative reform [66], this has not yet eventuated.

Similar to many native title determinations [12], the Barkandji have a right to take water for
drinking and domestic uses. Their water use right is specified as being:

for personal, domestic and communal purposes (including cultural purposes and for watering native
animals, cattle and other stock, and watering gardens not exceeding 2 hectares), but not extending
to a right to control the use and flow of the water in any rivers or lakes which flow through or past
or are situated within the land of two or more occupiers. [46] (para 6)

The term ‘cultural purposes’ in this water use right was also prescribed in the Barkandji’s court
determination to include the purposes of performing activities of a cultural nature that ‘involve the
use of insubstantial quantities of water’ such as ‘cleansing ceremonies’; ‘the preparation of food or
bush medicines’; and ‘activities involving the teaching of native title holders about traditional laws,
customs and practices’ to list just a few (see [46]). Ancillary rights and interests that indirectly relate to
water were also recognized, including (though not limited to) the right to hunt and fish; the right to
take and use natural resources (other than water); the right to engage in cultural activities; and the
right to have access to, to maintain and to protect from physical harm sites and places of importance or
significance under traditional laws and customs [46] (para 6).

These and the Barkandji’s other native title rights and interests can be enjoyed in specified areas
alongside others’ existing (non-native title) rights. Notably, a 400 km stretch of the Darling River,
and several water courses and lagoons in the south of the claim are part of these specified areas.
Other Barkandji river country was excluded from the Barkandji Traditional Owners #8 claim [46]
(para 13), such as the lower reaches of the Darling River (see Figure 1), because at the time this
1997 application was made, another native title application covered these areas and the NTA regime
prohibits overlapping claims (F. Russo, 27 June 2017).

The NTA also makes specific provision in relation to native title rights to water by:

• confirming Crown or government rights to the use, control and regulation or management
of water;

• validating any water management legislation that was enacted between 31 October 1975 and
1 July 1993 (the period between the introduction of the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth) and
the NTA);

• confirming ‘existing’ public access to and enjoyment of waterways, beds and banks or foreshores
of waterways, coastal waters and beaches where native title exists;

• preserving certain native title non-commercial activities in relation to water from some types of
government regulation in Section 211 (meaning no licences are required); and

• providing a future act regime to regulate how government and third parties can affect or impact
native title rights to water including procedural and compensation rights in Section 24HA [73].

Under these future acts measures, any registered native title claimants and native title holders,
like the Barkandji, have the right to be notified prior to the grant of any water management or
regulation related lease, licence, permit or authority that might affect their land or waters. Native title
holders and claimants are given the opportunity to comment on—though not object to or prevent—any
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proposed action/s. Significantly this does not apply in the making, amendment or repeal of water
management or regulation legislation. Native title holders also have the right to compensation
where these acts affect native title. While compensation may take the form of financial payments
and/or include opportunities for employment, training and education, or cultural site protection,
rehabilitation or monitoring, claiming and payment of compensation is still an emerging aspect of
the NTA regime [35,74]. In any combination, these weak measures can constrain Aboriginal peoples’
participation in water resource management in that they create ‘legal certainty for States and third
parties at the expense of native title’ [11] (p. 140).

Indigenous Land Use Agreements (ILUAs) offer a potential vehicle for addressing and leveraging
these water-related procedural and compensation rights [11,72,74,75], but assessing their effectiveness
is difficult as ILUAs are generally reached in-confidence [75]. At the time of writing, Barkandji native
title holders are in the early stages of ILUA negotiations with the NSW Government, which may at
some stage include measures to address their water rights and management concerns.

As the previous section showed, national water policy includes specific provisions relating not
only to native title holders but also, the possible existence of native title [6] (cls 52–54). We now turn to
the NSW State-based water legislative regime, which is expected to comply with this national policy,
to see how these native title specific requirements have been implemented.

4.3. NSW Water Legislation

Bringing about significant change to the previous State water legislation, the NSW Water
Management Act 2000 (WMA hereafter) is a legislative response to over twenty years of national
water reform [76,77]. The WMA notably includes a broad objective to ‘recognise and foster the
significant social and economic benefits . . . to the Aboriginal people in relation to their spiritual, social,
customary and economic use of land and water’ (s 3). To meet this objective, several provisions are
included in the legislation, some of which have been described as relatively more progressive and
advanced compared to other jurisdictions [61,62], though cautiously so by some [3,11,78].

First, the WMA provides that the Minister can establish multi-stakeholder catchment-level water
management committees of at least 12 but no more than 20 members, of whom at least two are
Aboriginal persons (s 13). Across Australian jurisdictions, NSW is the only State that stipulates
provisions for Aboriginal representation in this manner [11]. This measure was an improvement
on previous legislation that barely recognized Aboriginal water rights [76] and tended to limit
consultations to existing water licence holders only. However, this model of consultation nonetheless
raises numerous problems and challenges unique to Aboriginal contexts. The prevailing power
imbalances between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples broadly within Australia and in
water resource management specifically, as well as the related comparatively recent recognition of
Aboriginal peoples’ water rights and interests in Australian water policy, largely underpin these
Indigenous-specific obstacles, as does Aboriginal peoples’ ontological foundations and sense of
obligation to country and community [10]. For example, one or two individuals face difficulties
in representing numerous Aboriginal Nations with rights and interests within a legislated water
management area [79]. Without adequate support, Aboriginal representatives may find it difficult
to fulfil their responsibilities and obligations to other members of their Nation, particularly amongst
widely dispersed populations like those of the Barkandji. The technical and legal complexity of many
of the hydrological issues and entitlement frameworks addressed by advisory groups may also inhibit
effective participation [1,10,79].

While these legislative provisions for water management committees including Aboriginal
representation remain in the WMA, they are no longer used (B. Moggridge, pers comm, 22 December
2017). In fact, these committees were only used until 2004, four years after the introduction of
the Act, when water planning policy and practice changed [78] to ‘mainly involve bureaucratic
coordination and bargaining’ within government departments [76] (p. 80, emphasis in original).
This practice is compliant with the WMA legislation given it is the Minister’s discretion to use these
water catchment committees.
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More recently, in 2016 and 2017 as part of ‘new governance arrangements’ to inform future
water resource planning in parts of NSW, Stakeholder Advisory Panels (SAPs) have been established,
each with 14 or 15 members [80,81]. This change was part of a multijurisdictional coordinated water
planning exercise for the Murray-Darling Basin. Explicit discussion of this overlapping water regime is
beyond the scope of this article. The provisions of the NSW Government’s WMA including WSPs and
water licensing processes operate independently of this overlapping regime [82]. Aboriginal input into
water planning for these areas now occurs via individual representation in such Panels [83]. Regardless
of how many First Nations’ lands and waters each water planning area traverses, there are provisions
for one Aboriginal community representative member on each surface water SAP [80], and two on the
single State-wide groundwater SAP [81]. This model is akin to the individual representation of the
WMA’s water management committees and thus suffers from deficiencies similar to those discussed
above. Management of water resources within Barkandji country will be informed by at least three
SAPs, two of which currently have one Barkandji representative each.

Second, the WMA and its supporting regulation introduced Aboriginal specific licences for the
first time [77]. Such licences include (a) cultural access licences; (b) Aboriginal community development
licences; and (c) Aboriginal environment licences. While the availability of these specific purpose
licences have been celebrated [61,62], they are not all available in all areas of NSW. For example,
while the cultural use licences are available in all surface water and groundwater management areas,
the community development licences are only available in catchments where water extraction is not yet
over allocated, namely in coastal water management areas [77]. The Aboriginal environment licences
are for supplementary water, the name given to periods of high river flows, and to date, are only
available in relation to the Barwon-Darling River [84] (cl 50). All of these Aboriginal specific licences
are conditioned with limits to volumetric entitlements, use options, and restrict or outright prohibit
trade, and the actual uptake has been low for a number of possible reasons [3,11]. Barkandji native
title holders have not applied for any Aboriginal specific purpose licences.

Third, NSW water legislation provides for native title rights. NSW is one of very few jurisdictions
to have done so despite the NWI expectation that native title water rights be accounted for by all
Australian State and Territory water regimes [72]. Under Section 55 of the WMA, water required to
exercise native title rights are reserved as ‘Basic Landholder Rights’ and so are afforded the same
priority as domestic and stock rights of riparian land owners or occupiers. Accounting for native
title water rights as Basic Landholder Rights notionally positions them in the highest category of
water rights as these water requirements must be met first, prior to any other consumptive water
uses, even in extreme drought conditions [11,72]. Duff [72] notes that this outcome is a consequence
of recognition of the native title holders’ rights in relation to land; it is not dependent on any native
title rights specifically in or to water. While Macpherson [29] notes that Aboriginal water rights
have been ‘shoehorned’ to fit within this framework, perhaps as a means to reduce conflict between
Aboriginal peoples and other water uses, this provision is nonetheless the mechanism for accounting
for and recognizing water-dependent native title rights in NSW. Perhaps most fundamentally though,
an Aboriginal group must first have overcome the hurdles of the Commonwealth native title legislation
and have their rights determined for these, albeit limited, native title provisions to apply [1].

Commentators have raised three other criticisms about these NSW native title allocations. The first
is that Basic Landholder Rights—including domestic and stock rights and native title rights—do not
require a water access licence to take and use water (WMA s 55). As mentioned earlier though, the NTA
already provides licence exemptions for native title holders, and so this specific legislative allowance
is insignificant [72]. Second, as Behrendt and Thompson [1] point out, ‘an entitlement to extract water
does not ensure that there is any water to extract or that the water is of consumable quality’ (p. 97).
Thirdly, the majority of Water Sharing Plans (the regulatory water management instrument in which
Basic Landholder Rights are quantified and protected—discussed below) have zero allocations for
native title, rendering any apparent priority for Aboriginal water allocations as illusory [11].
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The legislative provisions discussed here are implemented and operationalized through the NSW
water allocation planning regime (also referred to as water sharing), which we now consider.

4.4. NSW Water Allocation Planning Regime

Water sharing, a key element of the National Water Initiative, is considered to be a fundamental
tool for achieving sustainable water use. In NSW under the WMA, water sharing has been regulated
through the progressive development of over 80 Water Sharing Plans (WSPs) for surface water and
groundwater systems [85]. WSPs are regulatory instruments that contain enforced ‘rules for sharing
water between different types of water use such as town supply, rural domestic supply, stock watering,
industry and irrigation and ensures that water is provided for the health of the system’ [86]. As a
regulation under the WMA, any breaches to WSPs attract possible litigation and/or monetary penalties
(WMA s 336). WSPs are generally in operation for ten years, after which they are replaced or extended,
and may be suspended in times of severe water shortages (WMA s 49(a)).

Under the NSW State water legislation, WSPs can be made via two processes, either as
‘Management Plans’ with the involvement of the above mentioned multi-stakeholder water catchment
committees (WMA Part 3), or as ‘Minister’s Plans’ without their involvement (WMA s 50). The initial
31 WSPs—which covered about 80% of water extracted within NSW—were prepared through water
management committees. Once prepared, however, the majority were over-ridden and re-drafted
as Minister’s Plans by the NSW Government [78]. This over-ruling attracted much frustration [76]
and litigation against the Minister [78]. Minister’s Plans are not a secondary or subordinate form of
WSP as determined in the aforementioned litigation cases (see particularly [87] at para 35), and as
such, both formats comply with the NWI. Our review of the WSPs currently in operation reveals
that all are Minister’s Plans. Significantly, when preparing this type of Plan, the Minister retains
discretion regarding stakeholder engagement and which notification provisions to adopt (WMA s
50(2A)) (see also [78,79]). While Aboriginal people contributed to the development of Minister’s
Plans through a dedicated Aboriginal unit within the NSW water agency (which existed from 2012 to
2016) [88], overall, the reliance on Minister’s Plans limits opportunities for Aboriginal peoples, as well
as the general public, to provide sustained and comprehensive input. This is compared to planning
processes that directly involve multiple stakeholders and contain opportunities to deliberate over
water-use scenarios and impacts while considering trade-offs amongst competing uses [89].

Native title water-related rights in NSW, established under the three regimes discussed
above—national native title legislation, national water policy and NSW water legislation—are brought
together and operationalized in WSPs as Basic Landholder Rights. All WSPs must deal with certain
matters, regardless of Plan development method, of which protecting Basic Landholder Rights is
one (WMA s 20(1)). WSPs identify and specify Basic Landholder Rights, including domestic and
stock rights and native title rights, so they can be satisfied first before other water needs in each water
management area (WMA s 20(1)). One WSP in coastal north-east NSW, for example, specifies that native
title holders, being the Yaegl People, the Bandjalang People, and the Githabul People, ‘are entitled
to take [water] pursuant to their native title rights’, without specifying volumetric limits [90] (cl 20).
In contrast, another coastal WSP reserves a volumetric amount—26.6 megaliters per year—for native
title requirements [91] (cl 21). As mentioned, however, the majority of WSPs have zero allocations to
satisfy native title rights [11].

Although all WSPs can be updated to give effect to successful native title determinations that
are handed down through specific amendment allowances, Behrendt and Thompson [1] call this a
‘don’t worry about it until it arises’ approach, which they regard as ‘far from satisfactory’ (p. 104).
Exactly how the accommodation and protection of native title water rights are incorporated into
WSPs—either during initial development, or once a WSP has commenced and a native title claim is
determined—is difficult to ascertain. Policy and government document requests offered negligible
clarification. Only three former employees could assist, explaining that the procedure to incorporate
native title depends on NSW Government employees first knowing a native title claim exists and the
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outcome of the determination, and second, notifying the appropriate water planner for the relevant
management area so that it can be accommodated in the Plan. In other words, it is an ad hoc, manual
process that one former official acknowledged ‘didn’t work very well’ (L. Betterridge, 16 June 2017).
This is evidenced by the fact that, where native title rights have been included in WSPs, this only
occurred because legal representatives of native title claimants or holders raised the matter with the
NSW Government and not through any government-driven process [11,92]. There is, therefore, little
transparency or accountability, which complicates monitoring and reviewing, or indeed contesting,
the NSW Government’s approach to the protection of native title.

In the Barkandji’s case, five WSPs overlap with the areas where their native title rights and
interests have been recognized (including a 400 km stretch of the Darling River). Four of these
overlapping WSPs commenced at various times throughout 2012 [84,93–95], several years prior to
Barkandji’s native title determination of 16 June 2015, but nonetheless, during the time their claim was
being negotiated by the NSW Government. The fifth WSP, the WSP for the New South Wales Murray and
Lower Darling Regulated Rivers Water Sources 2016 (‘2016 Murray and Lower Darling WSP’ hereafter),
commenced on 1 July 2016 [96], more than one year after the Barkandji’s native title determination was
handed down. Yet, as of January 2018, more than 2.5 years after the Barkandji’s native title rights were
affirmed by the court, all five WSPs state: ‘At the commencement of this Plan, there are no native title
rights in these water sources. Therefore the water requirements for native title rights are 0 ML/year’ [84,93–96]
(emphasis added). Despite the existence of amendment mechanisms designed to reflect changes to
native title during their operation and the Barkandji’s best efforts to bring this error to the NSW
Government’s attention (see further discussion below), none the five WSPs has been updated, and so
they violate the native title provisions in both the NSW Government’s WMA and national water policy.

In particular, we wish to focus briefly on the 2016 Murray and Lower Darling WSP which, again,
was introduced one year after the Barkandji’s native title determination. When introduced (and still at
the time of writing, 18 months later), it stated incorrectly that there are ‘no native title rights’ in the
area [96] (cl 19). Arguably, this Plan was, then, invalid when written and gazetted. The initial Murray
and Lower Darling WSP commenced in July 2004, with the 2016 Plan only a ‘replacement’ [97]. Some
‘minimal changes’ were made though, including ‘updating share components and Basic Landholder
Rights estimates’ [97], which, as established above, should encompasses native title water requirements
but did not. While there was ‘no formal public consultation process undertaken’, the NSW Government
claims to have ‘consulted with key stakeholder groups to seek feedback on changes required in
the plan’ [97]. It is possible that the flexibility and selectivity of this stakeholder engagement and
consultation method stems from the discretion allowed for through Minister’s Plans under regulations.

Interviews verified that the Barkandji People were not consulted about these changes to the
replacement 2016 Murray and Lower Darling WSP despite the occurrence of this active, though
limited, stakeholder engagement process. Consultation activities with ‘key stakeholders’ listed online
reveals no specific mention of the Barkandji People either [98]. Ultimately, the Barkandji only learned
about the 2016 Murray and Lower Darling WSP and its failure to recognize and accommodate their
established rights once it was implemented. Failing to meaningfully engage with the Barkandji and
accommodate and protect their native title rights, as they are entitled to, raises serious questions
about the validity of the updated estimates of Basic Landholder Rights and undermines the claimed
‘consistency with the current legislative framework’ [97] of the updated WSP.

The practical implications from not recognizing or accommodating Barkandji native title rights
in these WSPs have not yet been tested. It would seem from secondary analyses of native title
legislation [72] that failure to recognize native title rights does not prevent the Barkandji People
from exercising their rights over water because Commonwealth laws (i.e., the NTA) prevail over
State and Territory laws (i.e., the NSW’s WMA). The WSPs are, however, regulatory instruments,
and non-compliance can attract fines and prosecution. It could be possible that Barkandji People,
in exercising their native title rights to take and use water that is not allocated for their use in the WSP,
may be perceived by compliance officers as breaching the regulation. While such a situation may seem
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surprising or unlikely, this has, in fact, occurred in relation to cultural fishing rights in South Australia
(see [99]), and to an extent in NSW (see [100]), and cannot be ruled out as a possibility in relation to
water. As is evident from these cultural fishing cases, such prosecution certainly can be challenged
successfully using a native title defense, but is a time- and resource-intensive exercise. The need to
defend a right that has already been recognized appears to be superfluous.

Perhaps, though, the biggest impact these exclusions from the WSPs has had is the failure to
protect water and maintain sustainable water levels that support Barkandji’s enjoyment and exercise of
their other water-related native title rights and interests (detailed earlier in Section 4.2). This includes,
for example, the right to maintain and protect sites and places of importance or significance from
physical harm, which could require significant water volumes [72]. Water needed for this kind
of activity is likely to be unavailable due to complete or over-allocation of water resources in the
water management areas, and would thus require the acquisition of water from existing water users,
and potentially trigger compensation claims (Aboriginal Water Planning Specialist, 22 January 2018).
Barkandji themselves do not have the power to reallocate this water—this lies with the State of NSW.
It seems the NSW Government faces a most difficult challenge in ensuring native title rights and
interests are accommodated and protected in accordance with water regimes discussed here when
all available water is already allocated to existing water users (Aboriginal Water Planning Specialist ,
22 January 2018).

4.5. Barkandji Experiences and Perspectives

The Barkandji Traditional Owners have made several attempts to challenge this disregard by
the NSW Government. NTSCORP Limited (‘NTSCORP’ hereafter), the Barkandji Peoples’ legal
representatives, have been assisting in these attempts, which initially focused only on the 2016
Murray and Lower Darling WSP, but expanded to include other WSPs following further inquiries
and research [101]. In addition to representing the Barkandji, NTSCORP has statutory responsibilities
under Part 11 of the NTA to protect Traditional Owners’ native title rights and interests across the State
of NSW (and the Australian Capital Territory), including assisting, servicing and representing native
title claimants and holders. The Barkandji first approached the NSW Government about the issue
via email in July 2016 soon after the 2016 Murray and Lower Darling WSP commenced. The details
of the Barkandji’s native title rights and interests were set out in this correspondence, including
the waters within their determination, and their overlap with this WSP (F. Russo, 27 June 2017).
The NSW Government advised the matter would be investigated and the WSP updated if needed.
As of November 2017, no further formal response had been received.

The issue was again raised later in 2016 as part of a NSW Parliament Inquiry into water supply
for rural and regional NSW. Among other matters, NTSCORP’s formal submission highlighted the
cultural insensitivity and misleading nature of NSW’s water sharing regimes that do not respond
to legal recognition of native title rights. NTSCORP, from the position of representing the Barkandji
People and other Traditional Owners across NSW, noted,

it is extremely distressing for Traditional Owners when the NSW Office of Water publishes Water
Sharing Plan[s] that do not acknowledge successful native title determinations or pending claims of
native title rights and interests within the area covered by the Plan. [102] (p. 15)

As part of this inquiry, Barkandji native title holders were invited to present at a regional public
hearing on these matters as well. The above-mentioned frustrations are captured in Barkandji PBC
Director Mr Badger Bates’ opening statement: ‘Our Barkandji native title gave us recognition but not
much else . . . we hoped that our recognised native title will give us the right to manage our river
for future generations’ [92] (p. 2). This inquiry is ongoing and due to be reported on by 30 March
2018. Again, no feedback or advice from the NSW Government has been received in response to these
matters. (We have also made our own inquiries with the NSW Government on this matter. Our original
inquiry was submitted on 21 November 2016, to which we received a response suggesting, incorrectly,
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the Barkandji’s native title determination ‘excluded the waterways and therefore they [the Barkandji
native title rights] are not reflected in the WSP’ on 28 February 2017. Clarification on this response was
sought on 31 July 2017, and as at January 2018 we are awaiting a response.)

According to NTSCORP, this lack of recognition in the water allocation planning regime is
affecting the exercise of Barkandji’s native title procedural rights concerning water regulation and
management (under s 24HA of NTA). The Barkandji seek to communicate their opposition to further
water extractions via their right to comment on proposed actions that may affect their native title rights
to water, including the granting of new, and extensions to existing, water use and extraction licences.
While acknowledging this procedural right is not a right to object or veto, an NTSCORP representative
noted that the relevant NSW Government department disregards the native title holders’ comments
and grants the water use licences (F. Russo, 27 June 2017). The NSW Government instead:

. . . pointed out that the method to deal with any such objections is through the public submission
process for the Water Sharing Plans. So it’s a circular argument—the Water Sharing Plans are
already in place, and they haven’t been updated in light of the determination of native title. Yet our
clients’ rights are meant to be factored in through those Plans rather than through objections to
individual licences being granted. (F. Russo, 27 June 2017)

The Barkandji have also commented on water extraction approvals for the construction and use
of infrastructure like pumps, bores and jetties, requesting that conditions be applied to these licences
to protect and monitor Aboriginal cultural heritage in ways that align with NSW’s existing cultural
heritage management guidelines. The NSW Government—a different department—has been more
agreeable to these requests, imposing the requested conditions on new licences, including ‘even in
instances where we haven’t responded to a particular notice, they’re now starting to include conditions to
ensure that licence holders are aware of their responsibilities to protect Aboriginal cultural heritage’ (F. Russo,
27 June 2017). The discretionary and ad hoc nature of government responses to Aboriginal peoples’
(and specifically, native title) water and water-related rights, which is at least partially underpinned by
a lack of constraints to guide these responses, is indicative of asymmetrical power relations.

Interviews with Barkandji spokespeople and Traditional Owners reveal that they regard
these events and ongoing struggles to have their native title rights appropriately recognized and
accommodated as frustrating, disrespectful and insensitive. Barkandji native title holders feel that
while they are expected to respond to various government requirements they receive little to no
government response to their own requests. They perceive there has been little attempt by governments
to provide meaningful opportunities for their engagement, demonstrating the limitations of these water
governance processes to generate opportunities for mutual recognition, collaboration and partnership
in governance, no matter how difficult satisfying such aspirational goals may be in a settler state.
As Barkandji PBC Director B suggested, ‘We never got no contacts or nothing from the government about the
river! Didn’t even come out and sit down with us’ (7 February 2017). Importantly, this frustration extends
beyond water allocation planning discussions and encompasses a wide range of other Barkandji
water-related concerns.

Many Barkandji interviewees see continued government control as a central obstacle to the
appropriate recognition of their legal water rights. As one interviewee passionately described, ‘At the
end of the day, whatever we want put in place, the governments have already got their agenda’ (Barkandji
Person B, 15 February 2017). By extension, some express disappointment in the level of respect they
have been shown, as native title holders. These overlapping issues were highlighted by Barkandji PBC
Director C:

Now that we’ve got our native title claim, they should be negotiating with us and consulting with
us. We are the experts and the land managers . . . [But] we have to put everything up to them. They
sit in their offices and make decisions from there. We want them to come out here and consult with
us. (7 February 2017)
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These observations of power asymmetries are not limited to water, but spread across natural
resource governance. As one interviewee noted, ‘The government’s always got an ulterior motive with
Aboriginal people. They say one thing and do another’ (Barkandji Person C, 17 February 2017). Another
noted, ‘The water seems to be a different issue to the land issues, and they [government] want to keep it that
way because it’s about control’ (Paakindji Man, 9 February 2017). A parallel issue is the influence and
seeming dominance of other (usually agricultural) interests over those of the Barkandji, particularly
the interests of upstream cotton growers and foreign investors. Barkandji PBC Director E went as far
as to say they see their native title determination as a ‘flimsy agreement’ that is ‘not real good’ due to the
little power it affords their community when negotiating with other interests, including governments
and other water users (10 February 2017).

Despite having been recognized as the native title claimants for nearly 18 years, and then since
June 2015 the native title holders, the Barkandji feel they face an unfair and ongoing struggle for
recognition and representation in water resource planning processes affecting their country. We now
turn to more explicitly reflect on the Barkandji’s experience in light of the insights elicited from the
politics of recognition literature, and to consider wider implications for the recognition of Aboriginal
water rights within Australia’s water regimes.

5. Discussion

Ivison [14] argues that to dislodge the dominant focus on recognition, institutions must be open to
processes of critical reflection and challenge regarding the outcomes they produce. Here, we illuminate
some of the unjust outcomes resulting from attempts by the state to recognize Aboriginal peoples and
their water rights, or make them legible and visible, through Australia’s water regimes; outcomes
which we suggest serve to defer and diffuse more radical Aboriginal struggles and challenges of
state sovereignty, in that the power and control remains in the hands of the state [18]. For the
purposes of analysis, we have broadly grouped these outcomes into two forms; ‘misrecognition’ and
‘non-recognition’, which are discussed in turn. Notably, while these outcomes are likely unintentional
and possibly a result of failed bureaucratic processes, as we will discuss, determining or proving
intentionality is a demanding task that exceeds the evidence obtained during the course of this study.

Building on James C. Scott’s [16] work on legibility, we argue that forms of misrecognition can
be understood as a process that renders Aboriginal peoples more governable: to frame any rights
within existing, colonial systems of management, governance, and engagement so as to support,
rather than challenge or subvert those systems. We identify two ways in which Aboriginal peoples
are misrecognized through, or as a result of, recognition processes in Australia’s settler-colonial
water regimes. The first is what we term stakeholder-based misrecognition, which has the effect of
rendering Aboriginal peoples as no different to other water users, with ‘equal rights granted to all
groups in the multicultural nation’ [18] (p. 57). This politico-legal process has effectively allowed
governments to allocate ‘water entitlements with little regard or knowledge of Indigenous interests’ [3]
(p. 109), a course of action which many Aboriginal peoples believe has amplified their historical and
contemporary inequities.

Consequences associated with stakeholder-based misrecognition include the possibility that the
state and other actors may overlook custodial rights and responsibilities or special rights of access and
management arising from international Indigenous rights norms. This then, has the effect of eliding
and hampering the legitimacy afforded by others to Indigenous peoples’ rights and responsibilities.
Questions of sovereignty, justice, and reparations are wholly sidestepped by emphasizing the liberal
conception of multicultural ‘inclusion’, and thus there is no platform from which to challenge the
(colonial) logic of planning and management structures. Overall, stakeholder-based misrecognition
has the effect that all stakeholders are positioned as, theoretically at least, ‘equal’, and this can weaken
the political merit of any particular claims flowing from Indigeneity. It also has the effect of obscuring
any structural and power imbalances that may exist between and across parties. Additionally, such an
approach also effectively situates the state as arbiter of different sets of (often competing) interests,
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making decisions from a position of constructed neutrality after weighing up input from many parties,
obviating the state’s own interest in particular outcomes, or affinities with particular stakeholders or
sectors of society.

Over the past 15 or so years, an alternative type of misrecognition of Aboriginal peoples has
resulted through water regime recognition processes. Under this alternative, Aboriginal peoples’
rights to and interests in water are conceptualized as unique and different from other stakeholders’,
but only within the confines of (what the state mediates to be) tradition and culture. In this way,
Indigenous knowledge—and indeed, values and rights—are shaped and must adhere to established
and recognized forms of knowledge and representation, and in turn, remain on the periphery [23],
or in a highly compartmentalized category of interest referred to in resource management discourse as
‘cultural values’ [103]. While this outcome from recognition strategies is in some ways progressive
compared to the aforementioned stakeholder-based misrecognition outcome, and in part addresses
Traditional Owners’ demands for recognition, it has the effect of perpetuating a reified, narrow and
essentialist conception of Aboriginal peoples [18] in ways akin to those seen in other environmental
and land governance mechanisms, such as native title and land rights [3] and cultural heritage
legislation [17,103]. Again, this process of flattening out complex ways of knowing, being and relating
can be understood as a way to render a population knowable and legible—a way of making or
keeping them as governable subjects of the state [16]. This misrecognition outcome turns formerly
fluid, dynamic, and relational modes of identity and community formation into disciplined, fixed,
simplistic and essentialized categories that existing forms of settler-colonial politico-legal processes
are more equipped to deal with [16–18,21,33]. Thus, we refer to this outcome as an essentialist form
of misrecognition.

Under Australia’s current water regimes, the capacity of Aboriginal people to obtain and use
water is greatly influenced by typologies of water use, which underpin water entitlements and use
permits. This use-based interpretation and implementation that is central to Australia’s water resource
governance frameworks can be understood as another practice of legibility by the state. That is,
it is a construction applied to water resources as a way to make water itself more knowable and
governable. Attempting to translate their own diverse water needs, rights and objectives into the
language of water regimes so that they may be recognized and accommodated, Aboriginal people have
also generated proposals for water redistribution based on cultural-difference [3,13,42]. The concept of
‘cultural flows’, for example, has been proposed, which is defined as ‘water entitlements that [would
be] legally and beneficially owned by the Indigenous Nations of a sufficient and adequate quantity
and quality to improve the spiritual, cultural, environmental, social and economic conditions of those
Indigenous Nations’ [104]. This complex cultural flows proposal, however, has been simplistically and
restrictively translated by policymakers in essentialized ways to concern only what the state recognizes
as ‘cultural’ water uses, which bureaucrats and policymakers have assumed will require insubstantial
water volumes (for example, NSW Aboriginal specific licences, discussed in Section 4.3) (see also [3]).

The proscriptions underpinning essentialist misrecognition and the (restrained) rights it affords,
ultimately curtails the emancipatory or transformative potential of recognition. As a consequence,
those Aboriginal views or objectives that differ from what the state perceives and constructs as
legitimate ‘traditional cultural’ practices are difficult to recognize or accommodate [18,103,105].
Moreover, some have recognized that entrenching reified constructions of Aboriginal peoples into
governance structures in this way, even if unintended, can have the effect of marginalizing their
voices [103,105,106]. These outcomes can severely limit the capacity of recognition to strengthen
Aboriginal claims for self-determination and economic self-reliance, or the capacity to respond to other
powerful stakeholders. Essentialist misrecognition does result in some recognition, but it does so in
ways that fix, limit, and proscribe; it does not emancipate or transform and it remains mediated and
determined by the settler state, making it incomplete [18].

From examining the Barkandji’s water rights struggle case study, we can also see outcomes that
we term non-recognition. Non-recognition describes situations where Aboriginal peoples and their
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rights go unrecognized—perhaps unintentionally—as a result of institutionalized and bureaucratic
systems. The outcome of non-recognition forecloses opportunities to access and benefit from respect
and possible acts of redistribution that could flow from due recognition. If misrecognition ‘is a form
of disrespect, and more strongly, denotes an absence of genuine mutual esteem’ [14] (p. 14, emphasis
in original), then outcomes of non-recognition are even more harmful and oppressive—regardless
of intentionality.

Several possible and likely overlapping factors can help to explain this kind of failed recognition,
as seen with the Barkandji’s experience with the NSW water allocation regime (Section 4.4 above).
There may be issues with inadequate system and notification processes across NSW Government
departments during negotiations and once native title claims are determined. These failings may lead
to gaps in, or delays to, departmental awareness and responses to successful determinations (see [107]).
There may also be an issue of protecting and accommodating possible and actual native title rights
specifically within the water-related bureaucratic agencies of the NSW Government. For instance, even
though native title rights are positioned notionally as an upfront component to NSW’s water allocation
planning regime, these rights are only accommodated when detected through ‘manual’ and ‘ad hoc’
processes, based on imperfect governmental staff knowledge. Thus, the absence of an approach in
NSW water planning and practice that systematically, consistently and thoroughly identifies and
protects native title rights and interests and is tailored to each determination [1], likely contributes
to non-recognition. It is important to identify that this disconnection between the legal arm of the
state that recognizes native title rights, and the bureaucratic arm that ought to acknowledge and
protect them, has the effect of limiting and undermining the (arguably, essentialist and already weak)
recognition of Aboriginal peoples’ water rights conferred through the native title regime [35].

If resources and expertise within government agencies are insufficient, this can also contribute
to the ability of bureaucracies to grant due recognition. NSW Government water agencies and
departments have faced political water cycle changes and undergone widespread restructures over the
last several years, including the dismantling of the once 11-person Aboriginal-specific water unit [88].
Such changes have reduced the capacity of government to address these issues, according to Aboriginal
people previously employed in that unit (B. Moggridge, 4 May 2017). Beyond individuals and teams
of bureaucrats, though, political will from departmental leaders and governments is also needed to
respond to complex and new issues of water sharing and allocation, particularly in areas where water
resources are already completely or over-allocated. Meeting broader Aboriginal peoples’ water needs
will more than likely require the politically controversial commitment of reallocating water away
from existing users [3]. There are also technical challenges, as Jackson and Morrison [59] note, in that
‘there are substantial conceptual and technical difficulties facing water resource managers seeking to
calculate and allocate water to meet these ‘native title’ needs,’ (p. 30) irrespective of the water volumes
that are actually available, and the political will for these changes. The failure of the NSW Government
to respond to the Barkandji’s requests could represent a deliberate strategy to withhold or deny due
recognition of their rights, but it can just as equally be interpreted as the bureaucracy not knowing
how to handle these complex issues, an indicator of the inadequacy of existing structures and systems,
and/or a lack of commitment to prioritizing and addressing these issues.

Overall, though, by the virtue of the fact that settler states have claimed exclusive responsibility
for overseeing the management and allocation of water resources, it similarly holds the responsibility
to respond to and address these difficult challenges. This exemplifies the asymmetrical power relations
in Australia’s water governance between Aboriginal peoples and the colonial state. Under current
water regimes, the Barkandji People hold neither the power to allocate themselves water, nor the
power to force the state to protect and accommodate their rights. For this reason we argue that state
failure to recognize and protect Barkandji native title rights in its water resource regimes challenges
the legitimacy and justice of contemporary water governance in Australia. Furthermore, it also reveals
the settler state’s unjustified power to allow their institutions to continue to produce outcomes that
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benefit certain constituent actors while simultaneously and unfairly denying power and agency to
Aboriginal peoples.

6. Conclusions

Ivison [14] advocates that disrupting the dominant focus on state-recognition requires greater
attention to ‘the ways in which current social and political arrangements manifest distinct forms of
unjustified exercises of power’ (p. 17). Heeding this call, we have critically examined the settler-colonial
water regimes that are currently used by states to recognize Aboriginal peoples’ water rights and
control water in NSW. In doing so, we see that state attempts to recognize, or make legible, Aboriginal
peoples and their water rights can produce outcomes that have the effect of actually misrecognizing
Aboriginal peoples’ claims to water either through overlooking and ignoring them (stakeholder-based
misrecognition), or oversimplifying, stereotyping and restricting them (essentialist misrecognition).
Intentionally or not, states may also outright fail to recognize any kind of claim, an outcome we
have called non-recognition. It is concerning that non-recognition is possible following affirmation by
the legal arm of the state, as is the experience of the Barkandji. Ultimately, the effect of state-based
recognition perpetuates the status quo where existing water users hold the power to continue to enjoy
and benefit from access to highly valuable water resources, while power and agency for Aboriginal
peoples to do similarly remains obstructed. These manifestations of colonial power relations fail to
generate genuine recognition and respect, and in turn undermine the legitimacy of state water regimes.

To conclude, we wish to reiterate several suggestions to enhance Indigenous water resources
governance in Australia that have been recommended for more than a decade by both academic
(for example, [10,11,59,64]) and government reviews (for example, [62,63]). Specifically, at the NSW
State level, we argue that the NSW Government needs to instigate a more systematic network
notification process to inform and engage all relevant departments and agencies—including water
bureaucracies—during native title negotiations and once determinations are passed. Complementing
this, specifically within water planning and practice, there is a need for greater commitment and
obligation ‘to identify ‘and engage with’ all beneficiaries and interests affected by planning up
front’ [108] (p. 256), a step which we argue should include both native title claimants and holders in
line with national water policy guidelines. Ideally, this would require an institutional response that
departs from current ad hoc and manual processes and moves towards establishing and operating a
clearer, though flexible, process to accommodate and protect native title rights to water [1]. As detailed
above, however, this will necessarily be a complex, political and time consuming feat. We also agree
with the suggestion from Mould and colleagues [105] for individuals within organizations to adjust
their work styles where possible to place a stronger emphasis on informal dialog and relationships
with landholders and water users, including Aboriginal peoples. This provides a means of practicing
and influencing more holistic and collaborative water and river management, and potentially makes
colonial vestiges of water management more visible and readily addressed. While these lessons
apply particularly to the NSW Government, they could similarly improve planning practice in other
Australian State and Territory Governments.

Beyond these changes to native title implementation and water planning practice and policy,
we see the need for action on other fronts. As mentioned earlier, there is an increasing recognition that
Aboriginal rights to water should include commercial rights. The Australian Law Reform Commission
has handed down a report on reform to the Native Title Act in which it recommends changes that could
see economic benefit accrue native title holders from the use of natural resources [66]. Any efforts to
expand the currently narrow definitions of customary rights to water in either native title or water law
will be welcome. While the Federal Government is yet to respond to this inquiry there is nonetheless
considerable support for its recommendation amongst Aboriginal advocates [3,64,88,109]. Aboriginal
lawyer Tony McAvoy sees such a reform as critical to Indigenous water rights struggles: ‘real impact
on the commercial market in water and therefore river management will only occur when Indigenous
people are water owners themselves’ [109] (p. 97). To that end, suggestions have been made for the
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establishment of an independent Indigenous Water Fund or Trust to allow Indigenous peoples to
participate in the water market and allocate water to meet self-determined objectives [29]. Those funds
could be used to purchase licences and would be managed to provide for necessary infrastructure and
other costs associated with accessing water entitlements. Purchases and use costs could be funded on
an ongoing basis from a small levy on water trades [109]. Under such an arrangement, Indigenous
peoples might choose to direct water to the environment and could also pursue other water use
strategies to underpin contemporary livelihoods [29].

In conclusion, it is these kinds of improvements that urgently need the attention of policy
makers and practitioners. A fitting arena in which to debate and develop progressive change is the
renegotiation of the National Water Initiative, raised as a realistic outcome for 2020 by the national body
oversighting implementation of the current national policy [63]. There can be little doubt that unlike
the first time national water policy recognized Indigenous rights and interests in water in 2004, the next
time around, Indigenous people will at least be consulted. It is hoped that the recognition afforded
Indigenous Australians in that most important exercise goes further than consultation and engages in
good faith negotiation and thereby breaks with the pattern of misrecognition and non-recognition seen
in recent decades.
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Abstract: Entrenched Western water rights regimes may appear to function relatively well in wet
years, but extreme drought events can expose the kinds of harsh ecological and socio-economic
outcomes that the hard edges of prior appropriation inherently generate. During the 2012–2016
California drought some irrigators received little or no water at all in consecutive years while others
received comparatively large allocations. This paper focuses on the role that California’s water rights
priority system and its administration via Central Valley Project contracts have played in generating
disproportionate water allocations and impacts during the drought. The analysis is structured around
two key questions: (a) in what ways does strict adherence to a priority system of water allocations
produce inequitable socio-ecological outcomes during severe drought? (b) how might the system be
changed to foster outcomes that are more equitable and fair, and with less costly and less serious
conflicts in a non-stationary climate future marked by extreme events? Using an equity perspective,
I draw from the doctrine of equitable apportionment to imagine a water rights regime that is better
able to create a fairer distribution of drought impacts while meaningfully elevating the importance of
future generations and increasing adaptive capacity.

Keywords: water law; California; drought; equity; Central Valley Project; water rights;
prior appropriation

1. Introduction

From 2012–2016 California experienced the most severe drought—including the driest single
year, 2014—in the last 1200 years [1]. Statewide costs to California’s agricultural sector in 2015 were
estimated at $2.7 billion, along with some 21,000 workers impacted by either direct or indirect job
losses [2]. Agriculture largely rode out the drought by continuing to deplete the already vastly
overdrafted groundwater, but at a cost of $590 million in that year alone. Statewide figures mask the
uneven socioeconomic impacts of the drought, which fell disproportionately on agricultural areas
south of the Sacramento/San Joaquin Bay Delta in the San Joaquin Valley [3–5].

An important factor affecting these impacts was curtailment of surface water supplies from
federal managers, with many growers receiving 0–5% of their contracted maximum allocation for three
consecutive years [6]. Much of California’s surface water is managed by the federal Central Valley
Project (CVP), an expansive system of 20 reservoirs, 11 powerplants, and over 500 miles of canals that
facilitates interbasin transfers from the Sacramento River Basin south into certain parts of the relatively
drier San Joaquin Basin [7]. USBR administers CVP water supply contracts totaling to some 9.5 million
acre-feet (AF), though average actual deliveries are about 7 million AF [8]. About 5 million AF is used
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to irrigate about one-third of all the agricultural land in the state, with the rest divided up between
municipal and industrial (M&I) uses, in-stream flows, and wildlife refuges and wetlands [8]

CVP allocations are shaped by the underlying state water rights system which, while a hybrid
system of riparian and prior appropriation rights, has a defined hierarchy based largely on chronology
of right establishment [9]. CVP contracts reflect this hierarchy and dictate to some extent how the
negative impacts of shortages are distributed among different groups of contract holders [9,10].

While water rights are only one factor affecting “acquisitions and allocations” within the universe
of CVP contractors, they take on especially significant importance during times of relative scarcity [10].
This particular drought was severe enough that observers began broaching the sacrosanct third rail of
Western water: the prior appropriation system [11–18].

Although this drought was unprecedented in the last millennium, tree ring records show that
there have been longer and more severe natural droughts within the climate system [1]. Given robust
modeling estimates of increasingly higher mean and extreme temperatures [19], reduced snowpack [20],
and increased risk of droughts that are both hot and dry [21], it would be a mistake to fail to attempt
to learn from it.

Western states like California must adapt to new climate realities in ways that do not exacerbate
already existing inequities or create new ones. Recent studies of equity and drought in California
have focused on the uneven access to domestic water supplies in marginalized communities [22,23].
In this analysis I seek to expand such analyses by turning the equity lens to the state’s water rights
system and how it dictates uneven outcomes for communities of water users who receive water from
the CVP. I ask two questions: (1) in what ways does strict adherence to a priority system of water
allocations produce inequitable socio-ecological outcomes during severe drought? (2) how might the
system be changed to foster outcomes that are more equitable and fair, and with less costly and less
serious conflicts in a non-stationary climate future marked by extreme events?

I argue that evidence from the drought supports critiques of the fairness of the priority system of
water allocation and that the equitable apportionment approach would be an alternative system more
conducive to meaningfully incorporating equity dimensions of drought response. I focus in particular
on how severe curtailments to CVP allocations exacerbate the groundwater overdraft problem in the
Central Valley. The paper is organized in the following sections: (1) introduction; (2) short review of
literature on water resource equity; (3) historical and legal background for CVP contracts; (4) analysis
of the 2012–2016 drought and impacts for the CVP contractors; (5) discussion (6) conclusion.

2. Equity and Water Resources in the West and Beyond

In the context of the Western U.S., the “equity perspective” arose amid the broader shift from large
water storage projects to water transfers in the 1980s after federal support for dams and diversions
tapered off during and after the Carter administration [24]. Some scholars recognized in the 1980s
that subjecting control and access to surface water supplies to a market economy had strong potential
to exacerbate already unfair water access among Indian tribes and traditional Hispano communities
throughout the Southwest for whom treating water as a tradable commodity has been considered
morally unacceptable [25].

How can the equity perspective be characterized in the context of water resources? Ingram et al. [26]
(p. 6) contend that equity has no single universal objective definition, but rather is more properly
understood as

“ . . . complex and contingent on circumstances, varied and nuanced, and cannot be fully understood
until put back into the life cycle of living things. Consequently, there is no simple principle or set of
principles, like those guiding efficiency, which can be set out as rules and universally applied in all
places and circumstances. Instead, equity is a complex and protean idea.”

Many western water observers know that in the West, equity is meted out very differently within
states compared to among states. Within states, the seniority system dominates, while interstate
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agreements usually rest on the doctrine of equitable apportionment [27,28]. Similarly, water markets
may be seen by officials as a fair allocation mechanism to use within states, but unacceptable at the
interstate level [29].

Because equity is a somewhat nebulous concept, scholars have investigated empirically how
equity has been operationalized and acted out by communities of water users in a range of contexts,
including poor water access in indigenous and Hispano communities in the U.S. Southwest [25]; a wide
variety of case studies across Mexico, Spain, the American Southwest, and Pacific Northwest [30]; and
the Global South [31–35]. Recent work has also explored the “climate gap” between disadvantaged and
more affluent communities in relation to the degree of vulnerability to climate change and resources for
mitigation and adaptation in communities near the Arizona and New Mexico border [36]. Much of this
recent work weaves equity concerns into broader discourses about water justice and climate justice.

During the 1990s the Australian government funded a series of seven social scientific studies
spanning a decade to determine what exactly people think constitutes equity and fairness in water
allocation. The researchers found that “ . . . people have universal fairness criteria for judging the overall
fairness of water allocation systems at a general level, and these are useful for systematic derivation
of accountable solutions at a local or situational level,” though may shift towards greater emphasis on
situation-specific fairness criteria depending on the perceived urgency of a problem [37] (p. 67).

More empirical work is needed to elicit social understandings of equity in different water
user communities in the Western U.S.; a long-term study like the Australian one just mentioned to
systematically determine the understandings of water allocation equity across the various stakeholder
and user groups connected to the CVP would be particularly valuable. However, in the absence of such
a study, an operational definition of equity is needed for the sake of argument and clarity. I borrow
Dunning’s [38] (p. 77) definition of equity as “an attempt to fairly share limited water resources, often
by taking into considerations many factors”.

More definitional specificity is required to meaningfully evaluate a given case study using the lens
of equity, but this is challenging for at least two reasons: (1) equity is always situation-specific to some
extent, and (2) there is not just one kind of equity but rather multiple forms or types (socioeconomic,
procedural, intergenerational, etc.). Rather than argue for a single definition, scholars have specified
the meaning of equity in terms of sets of principles [39,40]. Constitutive principles can be understood
as necessary and sufficient conditions, a qualitative balancing test for evaluating equity in water
policy [40] (p. 186).

To further clarify the operational meaning of equity for this analysis I draw from the five equity
principles articulated by Ingram et al. [40] in their analysis of the allocation of the Colorado River.

1. Reciprocity means “distributive advantages and costs should be shared by all members of the
relevant community” [40] (p. 186). It is a balancing principle that recognizes the fairness of prior
appropriation in its original 19th century setting, while also recognizing that in certain conditions
it can result in intolerable effects, such as waste and inefficiency resulting from the “use it or lose
it” provision, or harm to the rights of third parties.

2. Value pluralism means “users’ rights to employ water to pursue whatever values they consider
legitimate should be respected, provided use does not degrade the resource or harm others” [40]
(p. 187). Ingram et al. recognize that the conditions of no degradation and no harm could restrict
certain activities and uses of water and thus must be balanced by the principle of reciprocity.

3. Principle 3 is ensuring the accommodation of multiple value claims in resource allocation and decision
processes. This principle entails widening the diversity of communities involved in decisions
and rejects sacrificing participation in the pursuit of technically efficient decisions, even if it
makes deliberation and decision-making messier and more complicated. For Ingram et al., such
inconveniences ought to be tolerated because the alternatives are even less likely to satisfy the
public interest in water resource decisions.

4. Principle 4 is to obey promises agreed to in good faith. Past negotiated agreements about the
apportionment of water resources should be respected to the extent possible. Two special
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problems with this principle are that (a) promises can conflict with each other, and (b) the
circumstances under which promises were made can change over time to such an extent that the
original agreements become highly problematic. Since there is no single “unambiguous rule of
equity” for resolving such conflicts, flexibility, adaptation, and the acceptance of unavoidable
ambiguity in decision making are especially important [40] (pp. 188–189). Any renegotiation of
contracts in light of changed circumstances must be qualified by the other four equity principles.

5. Intergenerational equity is the principle that “the present use of water resources should take account
of future generations” [40] (p. 189). Importantly, because water is fundamentally a social good,
intergenerational equity is an inherently value-laden, ethical idea and thus cannot be satisfied
by relying only on economic logics which rationalize the risks that short-term depletion and
degradation may pose to future generations [39–42]. Intergenerational inequity is inextricably
tied to sustainability [43–46] and is especially elevated in importance by climate change, as the
most pronounced effects will be visited upon generations not yet born.

3. Background: How the Priority System is Embedded in Central Valley Project Water Supply
Contracts

Understanding water impacts of drought in California requires also understanding the contracts
water users have with the federal government through the CVP. In the 1920s, a basic issue for the
state was that none of the then-recent actions (e.g., regulating post-1914 water rights, adjudications,
creating irrigation districts) had generated any “new” water [47]. Political support had grown for
a large storage project to significantly expand agriculture on the fertile but unirrigated soils of the
Central Valley. Originally a state project approved by California voters, the state could not sell the
bonds it needed to fund construction of the CVP during the Depression and it was taken over by the
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR).

The project involved a complex system of dams and canals to store and divert water from the
relatively water-rich Sacramento River Valley south to the drier San Joaquin Valley, and from the San
Joaquin headwaters mainly to growers in the southern part of the Valley. A huge volume of water
rights was needed to make the two massive transfers possible but both rivers were already grossly
over-appropriated and the water rights to those rivers were largely very senior, monopolized, and
unregulated. A major problem, therefore, was how to get adequate and secure rights to make the
project legally and operationally feasible.

Two main things occurred to make it work. First, the state made major filings for new water rights
for itself in 1927 and assigned them to USBR. However, since a priority date of 1927 was far junior
to the existing users who collectively already had rights to more than twice the natural flows of both
rivers, they also had to do something to make their rights more secure. Rather than push the state
for adjudications of the San Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers, USBR opted to negotiate with the senior
rights holders in both basins.

There are three main groups of CVP irrigation contractors–San Joaquin River Exchange
Contractors, Sacramento River Settlement Contractors, and water service contracts, with each falling
somewhere in the larger hierarchy of state water rights and CVP contracts in this general order:

(1) Riparian rights (includes Settlement and Exchange Contractors)
(2) Pre-1914 appropriation rights (rights acquired before state regulation)
(3) Post-1914 appropriation rights (rights acquired after state regulation, including USBR’s rights for

the CVP storage)
(4) CVP water service contracts

The geographic locations of the different CVP divisions and user groups are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Geographical distribution of CVP and State Water Project infrastructure and water supply
contractor divisions. Map modified from Cody et al. [10] (p. 36).

3.1. San Joaquin River Purchase and Exchange Contracts

The most senior water users within the CVP universe are the so-called Exchange Contractors
who are the corporate descendants of the old Miller & Lux cattle company. The CVP plan entailed
damming and diverting practically the entire flow of the San Joaquin River north and south along
the Madera and Friant-Kern Canals (Figure 1), but this could not be done without infringing on the
downstream riparian rights of Miller & Lux. Rather than pursue a water rights adjudication, USBR
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opted to strike an agreement to provide the senior San Joaquin diverters with a substitute supply from
the Sacramento River in exchange for permission to store and divert the water they would otherwise
use at Friant Dam.

In a Purchase Agreement signed in 1939, USBR acquired outright 623,000 AF from Miller &
Lux, a mixture of riparian flood flows and pre-1914 appropriation rights to waters that flow through
grasslands. This water would go to farmers along the Madera and Friant-Kern Canals to the north
and south of Millerton Lake near the headwaters of the San Joaquin River. USBR also executed a
separate Exchange Contract [48] in 1939 for 840,000 AF of cropland water rights that had originally
belonged to Miller & Lux, but which had since been bequeathed to the four private canal companies
that were created as Miller & Lux was waning: Central California Irrigation District, Columbia Canal
Company, San Luis Canal Company, and Firebaugh Canal Company. The Exchange Contract lays
out the substitution agreement under which these users agreed to forego diversion of San Joaquin
River water in exchange for substitute supplies from the Sacramento River stored at Shasta Dam.
Importantly, the agreement did not require the Exchange Contractors to relinquish possession of their
water rights.

According to the contract, in a “typical” year, the Exchange Contractors are to receive 100%
allocation (840,000 AF). In a critical dry year, the substitute Sacramento River water deliveries can be
reduced to 650,000 AF (about 78% of the maximum allocation) [48]. In the event of a shortage severe
enough that USBR is unable to send the exchange contractors at least that amount from the Sacramento
River, the Exchange Contractors may request that the deficit be made up with water from their original
source, which is stored in Millerton Lake. When this happens, CVP contractors with more junior rights
may lose access to water that would otherwise come to them. This is how the priority system can come
into play, and why it is possible for the Exchange Contractors to receive most of their contracted water
while many other irrigators go completely without.

Stroshane [47] (p. 16) likens the purchase and exchange contracts to the way the U.S. Constitution
relates to the union of states: “[t]he contracts provide a framework and a point of departure for water
project operations every single year. Their effect is nothing if not constitutional and foundational for
the Central Valley Project.” The Exchange Contract enshrines the priority system and specifically the
old Miller & Lux monopoly’s control over San Joaquin River basin land and water in perpetuity.

3.2. Sacramento River Settlement Contracts

The Purchase and Exchange Contracts made it possible to distribute water stored at Millerton Lake
to contractors in the Friant Division and along the Madera Canal, but USBR still had a major problem,
which was that they had no way to protect “their” water in the Sacramento River from being intercepted
by the several hundred diverters along the mainstem after it was released from Shasta Reservoir but
before it could reach the pumps in the Delta that move the water to the Exchange Contractors.

Again, rather than pursue an adjudication of Sacramento River rights, USBR opted to negotiate
some 145 Settlement Contracts, altogether totaling some 2.2 million AF of face water [49]. As with the
Exchange Contract, these contracts preserve seniority. They divide up water allocation between “base
supply” and “Project water.” Base supply is the amount of water the contractor is allowed to divert for
free, in deference to these users’ senior rights. Project water is an amount over and above the base
supply that can be purchased from USBR. Glen-Colusa Irrigation District, for example, is allowed to
divert 720,000 AF a year of base supply for free and also are entitled to purchase 105,000 additional AF
of “Project water,” for a total of 825,000 AF per year, doled out in monthly maximums specified in the
contract [50].

The Settlement Contracts have the same critical year trigger criteria as the Exchange Contract but
the shortage provisions are different. The Settlement Contracts simply state that in a critical year, their
total water will be reduced by up to 25%. This reduction is assessed monthly from April to October.
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3.3. Water Service Contracts

At the bottom of the CVP hierarchy are the Friant Division contractors and those south and north
of the Sacramento/San Joaquin Delta with regular water service contracts. Water service contracts
comprise 16% of the total contracted volume of water in the North-of-Delta (NOD) CVP users, dwarfed
in volume by the Settlement Contractors (Figure 2). In the South-of-Delta (SOD) section, the water
service contracts comprise 71% of the SOD grand total, with the Exchange Contractors having rights to
28% of the total contracted SOD volume. SOD group of water service contracts includes the Westlands
Water District, the biggest irrigation district in the U.S.

Water service contracts may be for agricultural or municipal and industrial (M&I) uses. There are
clear rules about what happens to the M&I contracts in the event of a “condition of shortage” [51].
When a contractor has both agricultural and M&I uses, irrigation has to decrease by 25% before any
M&I reductions are required.

The Friant Division of the CVP includes irrigators withdrawing water from either the Madera or
Friant-Kern Canals, stored at Millerton Lake. The Friant Division’s contracts were started in 1951 when
Friant Dam and Madera Canal were finished and have a term of 40 years [28] (p. 779). Their water is
divided into Class 1 and Class 2, the former being more reliably available than the latter.

Most of these contractors receive water from the Friant-Kern Canal; the Madera group is just
two districts, Chowchilla Water District and Madera Irrigation District. However, these two districts
have contracts for 18% of the total Friant Division Class 1 water. The other 83% is distributed among
some 30 other entities with contracts for water for M&I, agriculture, or both. Most of the water either
belonged or still technically belongs to the four Exchange Contractors.

Allocations for the Friant Division are based on a formula specified in their contracts (see, for
example, the water service contract for Tulare Irrigation District [52]). The maximum contracted
volume of Class 1 water is reduced by the ratio of actually available water divided by the total claims
for that water. In times of shortage, however, the junior status of the Friant Division and the NOD and
SOD water service contractors means they can be reduced even to 0%.

 

Figure 2. The proportional distribution of CVP’s 9.5 MAF of total maximum contracted water supplies
among the different user groups. Percentages derived from data reported by U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
for 2016 [53].
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4. Impacts and Outcomes for CVP Contractors during the 2012–2016 Drought

In their 2016 Drought Contingency Plan for the CVP and State Water Project (SWP), USBR and
California Department of Water Resources took stock of the unprecedented nature of the drought up
to that point:

“California has just ended its fourth consecutive year of below-average rainfall and snowpack, and
Water Year (WY) 2015 was the eighth of nine years with below-average runoff. This extended
drought has produced chronic and significant shortages to municipal and industrial, environmental,
agricultural, and wildlife refuge water supplies and led to historically low groundwater levels.
This recent dry hydrology has set many new statewide records, including the driest four-year period
of statewide precipitation (2012–2015). In calendar year 2013, many communities recorded their
lowest-ever levels of annual precipitation; calendar year 2014 saw record-low water allocations for
the Central Valley Project (CVP) and State Water Project (SWP) contractors; and January 2015
was the driest January on record for precipitation Statewide. WY 2015 also produced by far the
lowest snowpack in the Sierra Nevada since records have been kept, and by some estimates based on
tree-ring analysis, was the lowest over the past five centuries”. [54] (p. 4)

In this section, I unpack how these impacts were distributed through the CVP’s user groups and
how they were mediated by the underlying system of water rights and contracts.

4.1. Allocations and Curtailments for Central Valley Project Water Users, 2012–2016

Although I focus here on CVP allocations, it should be noted that thousands of water rights
were simultaneously curtailed by the California State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) based
on §1058.5 of the California Water Code which allows SWRCB to implement temporary emergency
water regulations [55]. This is noteworthy because these senior rights had not been curtailed since the
1976–1977 drought [56].

The hierarchy of state water rights embedded in the CVP contracts is evident from the allocations
made to various user groups during the drought years. Table 1 presents water allocations to the
various CVP water user groups by Project division during the drought years 2012–2016 based on data
reported by USBR [6].
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In the first two years of the drought, the Settlement and Exchange Contractors received full
or nearly full allocations. In 2012, the first official year of the drought, all NOD users received full
allocations while South of the Delta, agricultural service contracts were reduced to 40%; the Friant
Division received 50% of Class 1 water and zero Class 2 water; and the Exchange Contractors received
full allocations.

The next year, NOD agricultural water service contracts were curtailed to leave water for
urban uses, wildlife refuges, and the Settlement Contractors, which all received full allocations.
The agricultural water service contractors were reduced by 25% for all of 2013. SOD agricultural
contractors were also cut back to around 20% for all of 2013. Friant Division curtailments varied from
45–65% from early late February to mid-July, with an average of 56% allocation, while the Exchange
Contractors received 100% allocations.

2014 is notable for being the first time in history that SOD senior rights holders received allocations
less than 75%. When USBR was unable to provide the Exchange Contractors with the minimum
contracted amount from the Sacramento River, the Contractors exercised their rights to the San Joaquin
River. With the exception of 2014, the Exchange Contractors received at least 75% allocations in every
other year of the drought. Both the Friant Division and SOD agricultural water service contractors
received no water two years in a row (2014–2015), and the latter group only received a 5% allocation in
2016 even as hydrologic conditions improved relative to the previous years. The NOD agricultural
water service contractors also received 0% allocations during 2014–2015 while the Sacramento River
Settlement Contractors generally received their contracted 25% maximum reductions.

In 2016, hydrologic conditions improved in the Sacramento Valley and starting April 1 all NOD
users received full allocations. However, conditions remained severe for most SOD users who received
only 5% for agricultural water service contracts, 55% for M&I, and 30% for the Friant Division.
In reaction to this disparity between north and south, the director of the California Farm Water
Coalition said in spring 2016: “you’ve got Lake Shasta at 90 percent capacity and probably going to
be full by the summer, and Folsom reservoir filling up, and south of the Delta farmers are getting
almost no water–it’s a screaming headline that the system is broken” [11], a sentiment echoed by a
representative of the Westlands Irrigation District [57].

These disproportionate allocations and impacts are not because Friant Division has much larger
acreage and thus a much larger water allocation in a maximum year. On a per-acre basis, senior water
rights holders’ maximum allocations are much larger than the Friant Division. Settlement Contractors
are entitled to about 4.7 AF/ac (2.12 million AF for 450,000 acres) and the Exchange Contractors
3.5 AF/ac (840,000 AF for about 240,000 acres), while the Friant Division contracts are for between 1.9
and 0.71 AF/ac depending on whether the unreliable Class 2 water is counted (much of which is used
for groundwater replenishment rather than field crops). In other words, the baseline of maximum
allocations is uneven. As explained earlier, this is related to the relatively late addition of these acres in
time relative to the senior rights holders elsewhere in the San Joaquin Valley.

4.2. Socioeconomic Impacts of CVP Curtailments

The California agricultural economy survived the drought in relatively good shape overall [58],
but not without serious costs. Estimates of the total direct costs drought-induced water shortages on
the statewide agricultural economy ranged from an estimated $1.5 billion in 2014 to $1.8 billion in
2015, to $550 million in 2016 [2,4,59].

However, the statewide metrics mask the geographical unevenness of the negative impacts of the
drought. The worst impacts among CVP contractors were visited most heavily upon people in certain
parts of the San Joaquin Valley (Table 1) [3,4]. In each of the years 2014, 2015, and 2016, among the
three CVP basins (Sacramento, San Joaquin, and Tulare Lake) the 0% allocations had the greatest effect
in the Tulare Basin where the Friant Division is located. The effects of fallowing and lost crop revenues
were most severe in that region, where surface water losses were 3 million AF [59]. In 2014, fallowing
was somewhat evenly distributed across the basins, with the Sacramento basin having the most at
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151,000 acres fallowed compared to average; Tulare Lake Basin growers removed 133,000 acres from
production. However, in the Tulare Lake Basin where fruit and nut trees are prevalent, crop revenue
losses were greater than in the Sacramento Valley, Delta, and East of Delta regions at $373,400,000 [59].

The disparities increased in 2015; over half of all the fallowed acres in the Central Valley were in
the Tulare Lake Basin (an estimated 80,000 acres relative to average water supply conditions), along
with 67% of the total crop revenue losses for the entire state [2]. This is less than 1% of all irrigated
land in California, but about 90% of the drought-induced fallowing is in the Central Valley south of
the Delta. In 2016, 100% of the fallowing in the Central Valley occurred in the Tulare Lake Basin [4].

Fallowing is associated with unemployment and underemployment. Agricultural job losses in
2014 were estimated to be over 17,000, significantly greater than in the 2009 drought; in fact, 2014
drought impacts were estimated to be up to 50% more severe than 2009, which has been attributed to
the much lower water supplied by CVP and the SWP, notably the Friant Division’s 0% allocation [59].
In 2015 there were more job losses in the Sacramento Basin than Tulare Basin (5480 compared to
3850). In 2016 an estimated 1815 full and part-time agriculture-related jobs were lost in the Central
Valley (4700 when indirect effects on other sectors are included), with about 75% in the Tulare Basin.
Medellin et al. (2016) reported that 57% of the $6.5 million in direct assistance provided through the
state’s Drought Emergency Assistance Program (DEAP) went to farm-related workers in the San
Joaquin and Tulare basins in 2016. This is unfortunate given that it is already one of the poorest regions
of the state. Kern, Tulare, Kings, and Fresno Counties (as well as Merced and Madera) all have poverty
rates between 20–25% [60].

4.3. Groundwater Impacts of CVP Curtailments

Surface water deficits experienced by some irrigators were largely made up for by increasing
groundwater pumping [61]. Groundwater substitution appears to have been greatest in South of Delta
regions (Tulare Lake Basin in particular) with the greatest surface water deficits to make up as a result
of severe surface water curtailments. In fact, new wells proliferated during the drought in areas with
major surface water reductions; over 5000 were drilled in the San Joaquin Valley between 2012–2015,
more than in the previous 12 years combined [62]. In 2015, the most wells went in in Tulare county
(904) and Fresno county (627), followed by Merced county with 304 [62].

Negative impacts of groundwater overdraft include increased pumping costs, land subsidence,
and permanent loss of storage capacity. Exacerbating declines in local water tables may contribute
to dry domestic wells in marginalized unincorporated communities such as East Porterville and
Woodville [62].

4.4. Conflict over CVP Operations during the Drought

The 2012–2016 drought is notable for the ways in which distribution of CVP water generated
informal tensions between senior and junior growers within the system [63]. One formal conflict
stemmed from the release of water from Millerton Lake in May 2014 to fill the rights of the Exchange
Contractors when USBR could not provide them with their contracted minimum substitute supply
from the Sacramento River [64]. This occurred while Friant Division received 0% allocations.

In May 2014, Friant Water Authority led 21 plaintiffs in legal action to stop USBR from releasing
water from Friant Dam to wildlife refuges and the Exchange Contractors but were denied [65].
The plaintiffs contended that in allocating water to the Exchange Contractors and wildlife refuges but
not to them, USBR breached their water service contacts, in addition to taking property (water rights)
without compensation in violation of the 5th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution [66]. Intervening
in the case on the side of USBR were not just the refuge management organization, but also the San
Joaquin River Exchange Contractors Water Authority, the San Luis and Delta-Mendota Water Authority,
and the Westlands Water District [67].
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After this, the case was dropped [67] but re-filed in 2016 [68]. The revised complaint did not
specifically question the USBR’s interpretation of the Exchange Contract; rather, it requested $350
million in compensation for the alleged taking of their property under the 5th Amendment [69].

How did the Friant Division respond to the outcomes of the drought? The Friant Water Authority
identified protection of water rights and agreements and the development of a sustainable water supply
as their primary goal [70]. The protection of existing water rights and supplies included the resolution
of “ . . . issues caused by the Bureau of Reclamation’s (Reclamation) interpretation of the Exchange
Contract” which the Authority listed as one of several threats to their water supply, particularly to
their ability to ensure some minimum surface water allocation during drought periods [70] (p. 4).
The legal conflict and internal response by Friant Water Authority is evidence of the drought and the
priority system embedded in the contracts causing tension between not just environmentalists and
agriculture, but between different groups of irrigation communities.

5. Discussion

Based on the foregoing analysis, we can see the important role that water rights play in dictating
uneven water allocations and their ripple effects. While water rights are not the only factor affecting
allocations, they are an especially important one during shortages. Because there is a definite hierarchy
based on chronological order of rights and contracts acquisition strongly affecting CVP drought
allocations, it is worth revisiting earlier critiques of the equity dimensions of prior appropriation before
considering a more equitable alternative.

5.1. Fairness Critiques of Priority in Relation to the CVP Drought Allocations

On its face, priority (in time) is not an unfair basis for allocating water resources. It arguably
provided a greater degree of certainty to the individual making risky investments of money and labor to
irrigate the desert than did the correlative rights of the riparian doctrine. As water law scholar Samuel
Wiel wrote, “the pioneer gambles for high stakes, and unless those large stakes are secure to him
after he succeeds, he will not gamble, and there would be no pioneering” [71] (p. 534). Dunning [38]
reminds us that the priority principle was described as a “maxim of equity” in Irwin v. Phillips (1855),
the influential early California case of competing appropriation and riparian rights claims.

Today, even junior rights holders see the priority system as a generally fair one. For example,
when the Friant Water Authority took action to block USBR from sending water from Millerton Lake
to the Exchange Contractors and wildlife refuges in May 2014, an Authority spokesperson was careful
to clarify that they were not attacking the priority system itself or the Exchange Contractors, but rather
USBR’s decision-making [66].

However, critiques of California’s water rights system proliferated during the drought [12–15,17,72],
echoing a long history of critiques of the fairness of the priority system of allocation and curtailment.
Late 18th and early 19th century critics of reliance on the relatively narrow criterion of chronology of
rights establishment for determining winners and losers included Elwood Mead, Frederick Newell,
John Wesley Powell, as well as a number of western judges, scientists, and engineers [24,73]. A minority
of 20th century scholars have carried forward these earlier critiques of the equity and fairness aspects
of seniority as a water allocation scheme (e.g., [73–75]).

Samuel Wiel argued that the fairness of the priority system was conditional on whether a basin
was (a) not fully appropriated and there was considerable risk to a pioneering individual in attempting
irrigation development versus; (b) a system long after the pioneer times which is fully appropriated [71].
In the case of the latter, he argued, curtailments cannot be distributed without gross disparities based
on historical happenstances of priority dates.

The CVP and the rivers it draws from are fully appropriated and have been for decades, yet
shortages are managed largely based on deference to 19th-century water rights. Even though the
California water rights system contains riparian rights, the evidence presented above from the
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2012–2016 drought illustrates how the priority system underpins CVP allocations during drought,
supporting critiques of the fairness of seniority systems in fully allocated surface water bodies.

The critique of priority can be extended by drawing from Ingram et al.’s five principles to consider
how the evidence presented may amount to an inequitable situation. Like the Colorado River Compact,
the bedrock of CVP system operations is a complex set of different promises (water rights and permits
granted, agreements entered, contracts signed) which must be respected. However, if equity is
understood as a balancing exercise, the effects of enforcing these promises must be weighed against
other criteria. If satisfying one of the five principles causes an imbalance in the other constituent
principles, then it is safe to conclude that equity is not being satisfied.

In this case, one of the bigger balancing challenges is weighing the principles of honoring past
promises with reciprocity (a condition of fair sharing of distributive advantages and costs by all
members of the relevant community). The evidence presented above suggests that, overall, the
drought curtailment system is uneven enough as to fail this test. One element of reciprocity is that
those who use more water should expect to have to sacrifice more under conditions of scarcity [40].
In the San Joaquin basin, the Friant Division’s maximum allocation of Class 1 water is less than the
Exchange Contractors’ total water rights and on a per-acre basis is comparatively almost half as much,
yet during severe drought the Contractors are entitled to receive San Joaquin water to satisfy their
demands before the Friant growers receive anything. As discussed above, the USBR’s enforcement of
this rule was a point of formal conflict during the drought.

This raises a key question: at what point do conditions become sufficiently different from those
that existed when promises and contracts were originally made as to warrant renegotiation? In line
with Wiel’s argument, Ingram et al. [40] note that negative effects are generated when the priority
system is pushed to an extreme. In this case, the serious negative social and ecologic impacts that
resulted during the 2012–2016 drought stemmed in large part from the conditions Wiel described
almost a century ago (full allocation of surface water). This situation, combined with robust predictions
about the hydrologic impacts of climate change on the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers, amounts
to a sufficiently changed set of conditions relative to the mid-20th century as to justify a reordering
of water right priorities. However, any reordering should be done in balance with the other four
equity principles.

5.2. The Connection between CVP Allocations and the Intergenerational Inequity of Long-Term Central Valley
Groundwater Depletion

This analysis has focused so far on the fairness of drought allocations and their impacts, but
this is only one of potentially numerous factors that may be relevant to overhauling water rights and
allocations for CVP users. A small sample might include such things as the degradation of ecosystems
and extirpation of endemic species; injustices to indigenous tribes; the widely disproportionate
subsidies and costs of water between agricultural and M&I users; even the fraudulent acquisition of
land and water rights under both riparian and appropriation doctrines during the laissez faire era by
Miller & Lux and others.

In the case of the CVP, one of the important ripple effects of 5% or less water allocations is increased
groundwater pumping. Increasing groundwater pumping to make up for a lack of surface water during
a drought is a form of conjunctive use that can, under certain conditions, be a valuable adaptive strategy
to socioecological disturbances [76]. In the San Joaquin Valley, however, where natural replenishment
rates are often very slow and regional groundwater basins have been in continual decline for nearly
a century, using groundwater as a drought buffer exacerbates a longstanding problem [61], further
inhibiting the realization of the principle of intergenerational equity.

There is an important historical dimension to this problem. While drought impacts are most
severe in the Tulare Lake Basin, it is also true that groundwater depletion has continued overall and
has been concentrated in the same area [77]. Growers in the region who contracted for CVP supplies in
some cases used them to develop new lands instead of to replace groundwater pumping for watering
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existing acreage as was intended by the Project’s proponents [74] (pp. 277–278). All of the basins in
the area have been designated as being in critical overdraft since 1980, yet cumulative groundwater
depletion of the Central Valley aquifer has only increased as depletion has accelerated [61] and storage
capacity has decreased [78,79]. The additional storage created by the CVP and SWP ended up doing
relatively little to address the problem, which has only gotten worse with time.

The benefits of groundwater pumping during drought are mostly individual and short-term but
the aggregate costs are mostly socially distributed and deferred to future generations in the form of
permanently reduced aquifer storage capacity, land subsidence, and increased costs of pumping from
chasing the water table further and further down.

Adaptive solutions for the Central Valley overdraft problem are somewhat limited. Recharge can
be increased through water storage, but major new reservoirs are not usually considered politically
realistic. Depletion can be slowed by increasing irrigation efficiency instead of continuing to flood
irrigate, but this is also a problematic option because (a) inefficient irrigation replenishes streams and
aquifers to some extent and (b) saved water is often just used to irrigate more acreage or more high
value but water-intensive crops (as has happened with the proliferation of almonds and other thirsty
nut trees in parts of the Tulare Basin) [77]. Aquifer recharge by irrigation districts when floodwater is
available to capture may mitigate the overdraft problem to some extent in certain areas, but on its own
it seems unlikely to bring critically overdrafted basins into some state of long-term sustainable yield
without significant concomitant reductions in pumping.

Given this limited set of options, maintaining the status quo of rights and contracts in which 0%
surface allocations are highly likely for the most groundwater-reliant CVP customers seems likely to
generate the same outcomes over and over, worsening the overdraft problem. This raises considerable
questions about the ability of communities of junior CVP contractors in the San Joaquin Valley to adapt
to a changed climate characterized by reduced snowpack and runoff and more frequent and severe
drought episodes. The supply problem may only become more difficult if Groundwater Sustainability
Agencies pass meaningful pumping constraints under the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
of 2014 which reduce growers’ ability to continually rely on groundwater as a drought buffer when
they are cut off from surface supplies.

This raises some very difficult choices. The main options are to (1) reallocate some surface
water from senior users such as the Exchange Contractors to more evenly distribute the water that is
available in Millerton Lake during drought in order to help mitigate groundwater overdraft in the
Central Valley, or (2) substantially shrink the overall water footprint of agriculture in the San Joaquin
Valley in general to reduce the total demand for both groundwater and CVP water. With regard to
option (1), what degree of responsibility for resolving the problem can be placed on CVP contractors in
the San Joaquin Valley who used their surface water supplies to irrigate new land instead of using it to
reduce groundwater overdraft as was the original intent of the Project? This is also a potential point of
conflict, since addressing the groundwater problem may require making more surface water available
for recharge, at least some of which would likely come from the senior entitlements of other users.

At a minimum, in order to rebalance equity principles so that intergenerational equity is more
properly weighted, a 50–100 year planning horizon must be adopted [42]. Depending on how it
is implemented, the requirements of the 2014 Sustainable Groundwater Management Act may be
instrumental in eventually achieving such a long-term vision. Additionally, long-term declines would
have to be halted and eventually reversed through natural and artificial recharge. This would involve
more strictly operating the Friant Division as the conjunctive use project it was intended to be, such
that temporary withdrawals from groundwater reserves in dry years are later replenished instead of
contributing to continued net depletion.

I do not propose to answer the difficult questions raised by the need for equitable adaptation
to the hydrologic impacts of climate change. Instead, I argue that surface water allocations cannot
be understood as disconnected from groundwater usage, and thus any reordering of surface water
priorities within the CVP universe of contractors to reduce distributional inequities of socioeconomic
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suffering during drought must be balanced with the need to address the intergenerational inequity of
long-term groundwater mining.

As Gleeson et al. [41] (p. 379) point out, “the social and economic benefits of large aquifer
withdrawals may not compensate for the significant depletion of aquifers that are effectively
non-renewable on human timescales” (this applies also to alluvial unconfined aquifers and
groundwater quality [42]). The capital generated by industrialized agriculture in the Central Valley
cannot alone be used to justify current patterns of groundwater extraction on equity grounds if those
patterns substantially reduce the capacity of future generations to adapt to a climate with more frequent
and severe drought episodes and shrinking snowpack.

5.3. Equitable Apportionment as a Fairer Alternative to Priority

What legal doctrine might one apply if the system could be torn down and rebuilt in order to
strike a better balance between the five equity principles? I suggest equitable apportionment is one
hypothetical alternative to the current system which is more conducive than priority to a broadly fair
and sustainable water management regime.

The doctrine of equitable apportionment dates back to the first interstate surface water dispute
that resulted in Kansas v. Colorado (1907) and has since developed primarily within that subcategory
of water resource law [28,80]. In its decision for Nebraska v. Wyoming in 1945, the U.S. Supreme
Court affirmed that “[e]quitable apportionment among appropriation States does not require a literal
application of the priority rule” [81]. Further, the court identified several categories of relevant criteria
beyond priority, including

“ . . . physical and climatic conditions; the consumptive use of water in the several sections
of the river; the character and rate of return flows; the extent of established uses; the
availability of storage water; the practical effect of wasteful uses on downstream areas; the
damage to upstream areas as compared to the benefits to downstream areas if a limitation
is imposed on the former. The decree of equitable apportionment to be entered in this case
must deal with conditions as they exist at present and must be based on the dependable flow of the
river which is not greater than the average condition which has prevailed since 1930”. [81]
(emphasis added)

Although the development of equitable apportionment has happened primarily within interstate
water law, different forms of it have been applied at times in California for both groundwater and
surface water. For example, Dunning [38] has argued that under a strict priority rule, SWRCB should
have imposed Sacramento-San Joaquin Bay-Delta salinity control requirements disproportionately on
the junior appropriator, which would have placed the greater or perhaps sole burden of maintaining
outflows for salt flushing on the SWP and little or no responsibility on the CVP. Instead, a sharing
rule was adopted which “ . . . reflects a form of state equitable apportionment of water resources [38]
(p. 109),” a fairer arrangement in light of the total body of relevant facts and evidence than priority
would have dictated.

From an equity standpoint, then, one advantage equitable apportionment has over priority is that
it allows for a variety of non-priority criteria to be brought to bear on court decisions. Ruhl [82] (p. 52)
concluded that “ . . . equitable apportionment encompasses whatever seems relevant to a fair division
of the resource between the states. This means equitable apportionment is a flexible doctrine, able to
incorporate new knowledge not only about water demands and uses, but also about the ecology of
water in general.”

Further, because equitable apportionment allows for priority to be used as a guiding principle,
it does not require an equal apportionment. This is another reason why it would be appropriate for
overhauling CVP allocations and shortage provisions, which I submit are inequitable in certain ways
but not unjust. One key difference between justice and equity is that they correspond with different
kinds of remedies. In some cases equality is what is needed, e.g., uniform national water quality
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standards and equal protection from water-related hazards for all economic and ethnic groups [27]
(p. 80). Other cases such as fair access to water resources, compensation for injury, a minimum supply,
and procedural justice, may be more suited to an equity-driven approach that “may secure remedies
that are deemed fair by many but not equal for all” [27] (p. 76). This is the appropriate kind of remedy
needed in the case of the CVP.

5.4. Anticipated Opposition to Water Rights Reform for the CVP

In the case of the CVP, re-tooling the system to achieve a more even balance of equity principles
would likely entail revising water supply contracts and some reordering of priorities, along with
establishing a new shortage sharing system that goes beyond strict priority and contracts. At minimum,
all rights, including the pre-1914 unregulated rights, would need to be quantified [83]. Opposition to
quantification and regulation dates back to Miller & Lux’s fights against it in the courts in the 1800s
and would likely continue to be opposed by the holders of the most senior rights such as the Exchange
Contractors. To the extent that an overhaul (whether equitable apportionment by the courts or some
other way) would result in the reordering of priorities, reform can be expected to be opposed primarily
by those who benefit most from the status quo: senior rights holders who suffer the least from drought
and strongly support strict adherence by SWRCB to strict enforcement of the priority system [84].
Northern growers more generally can be expected to resist any rules that provide more exports from
the north to the Friant Division and the junior SOD water service contractors, especially if perceived as
a bailout of southern growers who rely heavily on mined groundwater.

Any overhaul of water rights involving modifications to, and reordering of, priorities can be
expected to generate conflict. This is not inherently a bad thing. However, it is also true that the current
priority system and its implementation by SWRCB is already plagued with conflict, which proliferated
during 2012–2016. I noted above just one instance, which pertained specifically to the CVP. However,
it is worth stating that a water governance system stymied by conflict cannot be an effective one, nor
can it be considered a well-adapted one. Without a larger political solution that resolves problems of
fairness, there is little reason to expect that future droughts will be markedly less conflict-laden than
the most recent one.

5.5. Equitable (Re)Apportionment Implementation Scenarios

This raises an important question: what kind of process might be used to apply equitable
apportionment to generate fairer drought outcomes? From an equity perspective, who applies equity
principles and how is very important. In one hypothetical scenario, a legal dispute could lead to
a court-supervised adjudication using equitable apportionment, as has been done in a number of
California groundwater basins. There is some indication from past decisions that the state courts
would not likely reject an equitable (re)apportionment of surface water rights as long as priority is not
completely ignored [38,85].

Some potential drawbacks associated with a judicial reapportionment are: the risk that the
courts could construe equity too narrowly; the transaction costs to stakeholders of time and legal fees
could be very great, especially if the legal proceedings last many years; significant costs may greatly
disadvantage the less powerful and/or well-heeled third-party interests most affected by past and
existing inequities.

A second, more preferable scenario might be a legislative one involving a statutory
reapportionment administered by the SWRCB according to its authority to alter and condition water
rights and permits on behalf of the public trust [86]. Brian Gray [87] (p. 237) has argued that Section
2 of Article X of the California Constitution [88] “ . . . confers broad authority on the state to modify
existing water rights to ensure that the current apportionment of California’s water resources serves
contemporary economic, social, and environmental goals in a reasonably efficient manner.” SWRCB
has at times exercised its authority under Section 2 and the Water Code to condition the exercise of
water rights and permits in response to environmental problems without following priority [38].
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Procedurally, an equitable reapportionment initiated and administered by SWRCB could take
any number of different forms. Unilateral action by SWRCB would likely result in a maximum of
political and legal conflict and be unlikely to generate a new arrangement that is accepted by the
affected communities of users if the process deprives them of collective agency. The equity principles
of value pluralism and the accommodation of multiple value claims in resource allocation decision
processes suggest a need for some amount of collective, participatory action so that the values of
water rights holders and third parties can be meaningfully included. A messier but more equitable
process than unilateral action could entail some type of sustained, mediated negotiations overseen
by SWRCB involving a broadly inclusive community of rights holders and third parties to articulate
what an equitable basic apportionment and a set of drought curtailment provisions would look
like. These could then be implemented in the form of revised permits and contracts by SWRCB and
USBR. Besides satisfying procedural equity criteria, another benefit is the possibility of identifying
nontraditional ways of responding to drought that increase both equity and adaptability such as
voluntary conservation arrangements [89].

However, if Hanemann and Dyckman [90] are correct in their analysis of CALFED’s failures,
purely voluntary negotiations would be likely to fail without strong oversight and direction from
the state, given that many of the same interest groups involved in CALFED would be involved in
an equitable apportionment for the CVP. In such a scenario, it would be important for legislators
and regulators to build from the positive procedural aspects of past stakeholder-driven efforts while
avoiding their critical flaws such as the marginalization of environmental justice interests [91] and the
lack of regulatory power and a hard statutory requirement to achieve a final resolution that hampered
CALFED [90,92–94]. California could perhaps look to more successful Endangered Species Act-driven
stakeholder negotiation processes in other states for ideas. For example, the Edwards Aquifer Recovery
Implementation Program in Texas demonstrated the importance of designing authorizing legislation
with clear deadlines and meaningful consequences for missing them for keeping all parties at the table
even when they are far apart on a particularly thorny issue [95].

6. Conclusions

As Stroshane [47] (p. 168) has stated, “drought reveals the tensions in governing a capitalist,
hydraulic society such as California, where competition over scarce water supplies drives conflict.”
A central vexing question for the state is how to deal with those tensions, knowing that there will
be winners and losers with each new round of drought. Like the Colorado River Compact, the CVP
is at bottom a set of promises in the form of its Settlement, Exchange, and water service contracts.
The promises were always unequal; some were promised greater security in the event of shortages
than others. However, also like the Colorado River and numerous other surface water bodies in the
West, the resource was over-promised from the beginning. USBR delivers on average far less water
than is contracted for.

In this analysis I have explored how these promises in the form of the priority system of water
rights underlying the CVP water supply contracts becomes highly important during drought in
determining the relative winners and losers of water distribution. I have demonstrated how this
system generates uneven socioeconomic outcomes for different communities of water users. I have
argued that the outcomes of CVP’s contracts and shortage provisions during the drought lend support
to critiques of the fairness of the priority system, and that equitable apportionment is an example
of how a complex water allocation and management system like the CVP could be overhauled to
incorporate and advance equity principles that currently are out of balance. Last, I have emphasized
the importance of intergenerational fairness (or lack thereof) of the Central Valley overdraft problem,
which, via its connection to CVP allocations, is worsened during drought.

As California and other Western states do the difficult work of increasing capacity to adapt to
major climatic disruptions such as drought, it is important to do so in ways that increase equity
among humans and non-humans and avoid exacerbating existing environmental and socioeconomic
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inequities. This will likely require a complex balancing process that may involve state management
and regulatory agencies, federal agencies, and state and federal courts, as well as communities of users
and third-party interests. Therefore, strong political leadership will be critical.
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Abstract: In 2017, the government of Ecuador established the minimum quantity of water required
to be provided for free by drinking water utilities. Ecuador recognized the access to water as
a fundamental human right because it guarantees the good living, known as “Sumak kawsay”,
an indigenous Andean concept, in the Ecuadorian Constitution. This represents a novel approach to
water rights in the world, as it is the first attempt to establish a minimum quantity of water under a
constitutional guarantee by legislation, rather than regulation or judicial decision. However, this novel
legislative approach raises the question of how this minimum amount of free water will impact the
most vulnerable members of the Ecuadorian community. This paper provides the results of the first
comprehensive research of the minimum required water provision in Ecuador. In order to measure
the impact on the income of households, we built a methodology integrating: doctrinaire analyses,
normative studies, and economic analyses. According to the Ecuadorian legislation, over-consumption
of raw water generates additional costs that must be paid by water companies to the central
government. In that regard, there is an inevitable relationship between the efficiency of the service and
those additional costs. Efficiency, on this case, is the capacity of water companies (public or private) to
provide water services at an adequate price, observing the following parameters: quantity, quality and
sufficiency. Our research found that with this legislation in three Ecuadorian local governments
(Cuenca, Gualaceo and Suscal), the most vulnerable households (i.e., low-income and/or indigenous
households) will be affected the most. This means that and those families will spend the most part of
their income on water services otherwise they would have to reduce their water consumption.

Keywords: drinking water; minimum vital of drinking water; human right to water; Ecuador;
family income; public services

1. Introduction

From a normative standpoint, the case of Ecuador presents a peculiarity in relation to water
management. Until 1960, water administration remained private; the State simply intervened to
resolve disputes and authorize usage. That year water was declared a national good, a principle
ensured in 1972 when all continental waters of the country were declared public domain. In 1993,
the process of State modernization affected the provision of public services, including water provision
and management which was delegated to the National Council of Water Resources (1994) [1]. In 2008
Ecuador’s new Constitution reconfirmed the State as primary authority for water management,
conservation, recovery, integrated management of water resources, watersheds and ecological flows
associated to the water cycle (Art. 411 and 412).

An important feature of the Ecuadorian case is that irrigation water regulations have been
prioritized over drinking water regulations due to the influence of 1970s Agrarian Reform,
which generated a policy of subsidies and debt write-offs in favor of indigenous and peasant groups.
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This has produced an important gap between water access, efficiency and quality in rural and urban
areas. With the new constitutional framework and the creation of the National Water Authority
(SENAGUA) in 2008, access to drinking water has been increased (from 69% in 2006 to 83.6% in 2016).
In the rural areas, however, the access to water through public connection is only 59%.

In May of 2017, SENAGUA signed the Ministerial Agreements No. 2017-1522 and 2017-1523,
which approved the formula to calculate the cost of raw water, as well as the minimum amount
of drinking water (200 L) guaranteed under the 2008 Ecuadorian Constitution. As positive as the
recognition of the right to water is, quantifying a vital minimum amount of water per person poses the
following complex questions: first, is the standardization made in Ecuador correct, since it doubles
the international average? Second, is the application of the vital minimum of water widening the
differences between subnational governments regarding the provision of water, quality of service,
financial capacity of the lending companies, and quality of life for families?

The purpose of this research is to determine the extent to which the application of these
Ministerial agreements increases (or reduces) the differences between local governments, in terms
water provision efficiency, and the economic capacity of the most vulnerable families to pay for
water exceeding the Constitutionally-guaranteed vital minimum amount. The study selected three
different municipalities in the austral area of Ecuador (See Figure 1): Cuenca the third largest city in the
country, with 591.996 inhabitants, recognized for its efficiency in the provision of public services [2,3],
Gualaceo and intermediate city with 47.411 inhabitants [3], and Suscal a small city of 5.998 inhabitants,
with an indigenous majority (data based on [3,4]). The working hypothesis is that the application of
the Minimum Amount of Raw Water (MARW) negatively affects the three subnational governments,
both suppliers and most vulnerable consumers. We expect a greater effect in municipalities that are
less efficient in the provision of potable water services and that have a socially and economically
vulnerable population.

 

Figure 1. Subnational governments studied and population in thousands of inhabitants. Source: Prepared
by the Authors based on population projections of INEC [4].
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2. Background

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), access to the vital minimum amount of
drinking water is directly related to hygiene and public health. Thus, ensuring a minimum access to
water is crucial.

The WHO states that there should be a minimum acceptable quantity of water to cover basic
needs, such as drink, food preparation and hygiene. In order to measure water requirements with
provision of water services and its impact on healthcare, the WHO establishes four service levels
(see Table 1): service without access, basic access, intermediate access and optimal access [5]. The first
level, service without access (less than 5 L per day), cannot guarantee minimum hygiene conditions and
entails a high risk for poor health. Basic access (20 L per day) guarantees basic hygiene (hand-washing),
although the risk for poor health remains high. Intermediate access (50 L per day) assures basic
personal and food hygiene and health. Finally, optimal access (100 L per day and more), satisfies all
hygiene needs.

Table 1. The vital minimum of drinking water (World Health Organization).

Service Level Access Level Level of Effect upon Health

Without access Less than 5 L per day Cannot guarantee minimum hygiene conditions and
entails a high risk for poor health.

Basic access 20 L per day Guarantees basic hygiene (hand-washing), although the
risk for poor health remains high.

Intermediate access 50 L per day Assures basic personal and food hygiene and health
risks are low.

Optimal access 100 L per day or more Satisfies all hygiene needs, with a very low risk to health.

Source: Prepared by the Authors based on [5].

Access to water for domestic consumption is defined by WHO as: “water used for all usual
domestic purposes including consumption, bathing and food preparation”, taking into account
the following categories: drinking water (for drinking and cooking); water for personal hygiene
(basic needs and personal care); and, water for domestic cleaning (car-washing, garden-watering, etc.) [5].
However, authors such as Thompson [6], suggest that a fourth category, “productive use”, should be
included. This category should be applied to households with depressed economies in developing
countries, in reference to the water that is used for small-scale agriculture and livestock, construction, etc.
(Falkenmark argues that 1369 L/c/d (500 m3/c/y) is the minimum required to run a modern society
living in semi-arid conditions, with 1095 L/y) required for irrigation, and 274 L/c/d (100 m3/c/y) for
domestic and industrial needs).

The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and World Health Organization (WHO), through their
Joint Monitoring Program, define reasonable access to water as “the availability of at least 20 L per person
per day from a source within one kilometer of the consumer’s home” [6]. However, this definition refers
to access, not to the quantity that is recommended in liters per capita per day (LPCPD). The discussion
regarding the minimum amount of water needed by an individual includes other variables such as the
type of activity that is performed, the temperature, the geographical conditions, etc. [7].

Regarding the protection of rights related to water resources, the 108th plenary meeting of the
General Assembly of United Nations (With 122 votes in favour, no votes against, and 41 abstentions),
held in 28 July 2010, recognized drinking water and sanitation as human rights. In this sense,
Ecuador was ahead of the region by innovatively recognizing water as a fundamental and inalienable
human right in the 12th article of the 2008 Constitution. Water is also considered a strategic
national heritage of public use, and above all, essential for life. Other countries that made the
same recognition prior to 2010 are South Africa (1997) (“Other countries have recognised the right to a
healthy environment in their constitutional texts. Whilst over 60 constitutions refer to environmental
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obligations, less than a half expressly refer to the right of the citizens to a healthy environment.
Only the South African Bill of Rights enshrines an explicit right to access to sufficient water” [8]),
Uruguay (2004), and Bolivia (2009) [9].

When applying human rights principles to water and sanitation, the following concepts should
be observed: non-discrimination and equality; access to information and transparency; participation;
accountability, and sustainability. It also should include: availability, physical accessibility, quality and
safety, affordability, acceptability, dignity, and privacy [10,11].

The Ecuadorian Constitution defines water as: (a) a human right; (b) a national heritage and
strategic sector; (c) a public service; and (d) an element to achieve food and energy sovereignty. As a
human right, it is the State’s primary duty to guarantee water (Art. 3, No. 1.) In fact, water is regarded
as a fundamental and inalienable human right protected under the right to well-being (Art. 12).
This implies that it cannot and should not be isolated but understood in interrelation with other rights,
by virtue of its interdependent and indivisible character (article 11, No. 6), especially in connection to
the right to health (article 32) and to a dignified life (Art. 66).

As a strategic national patrimony of public use, water is inalienable, inseparable, non-excludable,
and essential for life (Art. 12). Decision and control is the exclusive responsibility of the State,
which administers, regulates, controls, and manages water in accordance with the principles of
environmental sustainability, precaution, prevention, and efficiency (Art. 313). The Constitution
states that water is vital for nature and for the existence of human beings and, therefore, cannot be
privatized (Art. 318).

As a resource to achieve energy sovereignty, constitutional provisions establish that this
sovereignty shall not be reached in detriment of, or by compromising, water supplies. To this effect,
the State will promote, in the public and private sectors, the use of environmentally clean technologies,
and non-polluting and low-impact alternative energies (Art. 15). Similarly, water is a development
goal in Ecuador. The Constitution states that one of the goals is to recover and conserve nature in order
to maintain a healthy and sustainable environment, as means to provide people and communities an
equitable, permanent, and high quality access to water, air, and soil (article 276, No. 4).

Water and its preservation are also the responsibility of the State in order to achieve food
sovereignty. To ensure this, the State must promote redistributive policies, which give peasants
access to land, water, and other productive resources (Article 281 No. 4), bearing in mind that it is the
State’s obligation to avoid the monopolization or privatization of water and its sources. In addition,
the State shall regulate the use and management of irrigation water for food production, under the
principles of equity, efficiency, and environmental sustainability (Article 282).

Finally, the Ecuadorian Constitution considers water and its provision a public service (Art. 314.)
In fact, water sanitation, supply, and irrigation can only be provided by national or communal entities.
The State will encourage alliances between public and community sectors to provide water related
services (Art. 318). By means of a constitutional clause, municipal governments of Ecuador are
assigned the responsibility of providing potable water, sewage and wastewater treatment, and are
forbidden to suspend any of these services (Art. 264 No. 4; Art. 326 No. 15.) It is the obligation of
the State, at all the levels of government, to guarantee the uninterrupted provision of public drinking
water services (Art. 375 No.6).

3. State of the Art

On the 28 July 2010, the United Nations General Assembly recognized the right to water,
sanitation and hygiene (WASH). WASH was granted the status of an essential human right, since it
guarantees both the enjoyment of life, as well as other human rights. In its resolution 64/292,
the Assembly called upon the subjects of international law to provide resources, and technical and
technological assistance, especially for developing countries, so that their populations can access
drinking water and sanitation. Such access must be sustainable, since there is no point in having access
to water through platforms and infrastructure if this is not sustainable over time, due to low quality or
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high maintenance costs [10]. If this condition is not met individuals will become unprotected again
and, consequently, will lack access to water.

The Inter-American Human Rights System, through the Inter-American Court, Inter-American
Commission, and its case law, has developed two transcendental criteria in the field of drinking water.
The first deals with quantity and quality of water for the development of a dignified life, in the case of
the Xákmok Kásek Indigenous Community vs. Paraguay, of 24 August 2010. The second relates to the
minimum living conditions for persons deprived of their liberty, in in the cases Vélez Loor vs. Panama,
date 23 November 2010, and Pacheco Teruel et al. vs. Honduras, of 27 April 2012. This last criterion
establishes that the State must provide drinking water to all inmates to guarantee a dignified life.

In general, the application of the human right to drinking water and sanitation is progressive.
Each State must develop and expand its coverage so that all inhabitants can gradually have access
to these services, avoiding a setback for human rights in this area. However, as pointed out [10] in
the Special Rapporteur’s report on these rights: the main risks, especially in times of crisis, are the
budget cuts that affect the development of infrastructure and provision of public services. This directly
impacts human rights, such as the right to health, since people with fewer resources (“The cuts in
public spending particularly affect the poorest and most marginalized, whose income usually comes
mainly from social benefits, which depend heavily on public services and devote a greater part of their
income to basic services” [10]) are unable to access quality water or have their service interrupted due
to lack of payment. Given disproportionate increases in rates, the lack of income from unemployment
during such times leaves vulnerable groups without the resources to pay for essential services.

In 2007, Ecuador presented the “II National Report on the Millennium Development Goals”
(The report was prepared by the Millennium Social Research Center (CISMIL), composed of the United
Nations Development Program (UNDP), the Latin American Faculty of Social Sciences, FLACSO in
Ecuador, and the National Secretary for Planning and Development (SENPLADES)). In it, the National
Secretary of Planning and Development acknowledged that while progress had been made in access
to drinking water and sanitation, the territorial gaps (urban/rural, coast, highlands and Amazon
Region) are still considerable. Figure 2 shows the evolution of drinking water access in Ecuador
since 1995 when only 37% of Ecuadorian households had access to water through the public network.
This percentage grew to 67% in 2001 and to 71.98% 2010. Ecuador’s drinking water coverage has
improved in the last decade, from 69% (2006) to 83.6% (2016), thanks to the significant investment in
accessibility by the Local Governments, which have the capability to provide the service. According to
the statistics from the Joint Monitoring Program (JMP) of WHO and UNICEF in 2015, coverage levels
of drinking water services in Ecuador have increased to 92% at a national level, 97% in urban areas,
and 82% in the rural areas.

3.1. Analysis of International and National Case Law on the Vital Minimum Amount of Drinking Water

Regarding international case law, there are two cases concerning the determination of a vital
minimum of drinking water. The first, in South Africa, of Lindiwe Mazibuko and others against the
city of Johannesburg, in 2009, in which two issues were discussed: (a) if the basic free water supply,
that is, 6 kiloliters per month for each connection holder (or, 60 L per person per day), was in conflict
with the Constitution; and, (b) if the installation of prepaid water meters was legal, as they worked
with coins resembling parking meters, for the excess rate. The Constitutional Court considered that as
there were too many answers to the question of what constitutes a sufficient amount of water, therefore,
a specific vital minimum should not be determined, since that decision corresponded to the legislator
or the government as a matter of public policy.

The second case corresponds to the Constitutional Court of Colombia, in its Judgment T-740,
of 2011. The Sentence determined that the vital minimum of drinking water is 50 L per person per
day. The constitutional judge developed the fundamental right to water applying the Resolution
of the General Assembly of the United Nations as “soft law” for the legal system, obliging the
Operator to reconnect, restore the service, and review payment agreements so that the user could
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afford them. It also mandated the installation of a flow redactor which guarantees the minimum water
for consumption (50 L). Finally, it ordered the national government, through the local government,
to subsidize 50% of the costs, for the user to pay for the service.

Figure 2. Access to water in Ecuadorian households by type of source (1995–2010). Source: Prepared by
the Authors based on [12,13].

The Colombian decision is based on the following criterion: “... The deprivation of drinking
water entails a serious violation of the state obligations derived from the fundamental right to water,
specifically those of availability and accessibility, inasmuch as, first, it restricts the possibility that this
sector of the population, which is in a circumstance of manifest weakness, has access to the services and
facilities of water, and second, the availability of water for the satisfaction of personal and domestic
needs, such as the preparation of food, personal hygiene and household hygiene. Thus, in the event of
failure to pay more than two consecutive billing periods, the public water utility should, as has been
pointed out in this Corporation’s case law, report the credit situation of the user, and the procedure to
follow, so that she can keep up to date with her obligations ...” (Full sentence available in [14]).

In the Ecuadorian case, the Constitutional Court ruled on the management and administration of
strategic sectors, through decision No. 001-12-SIC-CC. This rule absolves the President’s consultation
on the content of the articles 313, 315 and 316 of the Constitution. The consultant, after stating
that during the 1990s there was a privatizing tendency from the State, manifests that the current
Constitution seeks to guarantee the satisfaction of collective needs through the priority intervention of
the State in the management of strategic sectors, as well as public services. Distinguishing between
the administration, regulation, and control of those sectors, which corresponds to the Central State
according to Art. 313 of the Constitution; and the management which corresponds to public companies,
as established in Art. 315 of the same legal body [15].

For this reason, two doubts arise regarding the application of the mentioned articles. The first
is that public companies, being part of the State, either enjoy or lack administrative, regulatory,
and control powers in strategic sectors and public services. The second refers if the rest of the state
organizations (such as any Ministry), have to create a public company, if they want to manage a
strategic sector.
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Regarding the first consultation, the Constitutional Court mentions Art. 313 of the Constitution,
which establishes the exclusive power of the State to manage, regulate, control and operate the strategic
sectors. Although these powers have been granted to the State, it is possible to distinguish between
the central State and public companies. The first is responsible for the administration, regulation,
and control through the competent public administration authorities, in accordance with the law.
In addition, the seconds, the public companies which are authorized only for the management of a
strategic sector, and in every case it is obligatory to obtain the authorization from the central State
(Regulatory and control organs) [15].

Article 316 establishes a priority order for the management of strategic sectors and the provision
of public services: State; joint ventures in which the state has a majority shareholding; private initiative
and popular and solidarity economy. We have, therefore, the State’s own management, and delegation,
which can appear in two cases. The first refers to the aforementioned joint ventures, and the second,
to private entities [15]. The latter is exceptional and only applies when it is necessary to satisfy the
general interest, and the State does not have sufficient technical or economic capacity, or when demand
cannot be met by public or mixed companies [16].

Therefore, the Court concludes that the power attributed to the State in Art. 313 manifests itself
through two concrete functions. The first is the authorization granted by the central State to public
companies, to manage strategic sectors and provide public services. The second is in the delegation
that the State can grant to non-public companies to perform such management [15].

Regarding the second consultation, the Court states that when State institutions, as a means to provide
public services inherent to their competence, need to manage strategic sectors, they will not need to
establish public companies for that purpose. It will only be necessary to have access to the corresponding
enabling titles granted by the regulatory and control authorities [15]. Thus, the Ministries, not being
public companies, can request such titles themselves.

3.2. The Vital Minimum Quantity of Drinking Water in the Ecuadorian Legislation

The Organic Law on Water Resources, Uses and Exploitation of Water, in defining the human
right to water, refers to its availability. According to the Law water should be clean, sufficient, healthy,
acceptable, accessible and affordable, for personal and domestic use. Then the vital or “vital minimum”
amount of water is important since no person can be deprived, excluded or stripped of this right. It can
be considered as the cornerstone on which the enforceability of the human right to water is based.
In this way, raw water destined to be processed within this range is free.

Article 18 defines the competence and attribution of the Single Water Authority to set the
rates to authorize the use of water. In this context, one day before the end of the last Presidential
term (23 May 2017), the Secretary of Water signed Ministerial Agreements No. 2017-1522 and
2017-1523. These agreements established the calculation formula to obtain the raw water referential rate,
fixing the minimum vital amount of water in 200 L per capita per day as a minimum amount unified
value). Later, the new Administration (2017–2021) amended Ministerial Agreement No. 2017-1522
through Agreement No. 2017-0010, dated 28 June 2017. It established a new administration for
SENAGUA—now presided by a former indigenous leader, linked to community water management,
which specifically reformed the rates to authorize the use of water.

The raw water referential rate is based on the formula of total costs of water sustainability, over the
authorized national volume of water, which has duration of 5 years. However, the most important
thing is the differentiation made in the rate according to the type of use and/or utilization, where those
who use less than 5 L per second for activities linked to food sovereignty are exempt from payment;
while rates are significantly taxing for productive irrigation, industrial use, tourism, hydroelectricity
and water bottling.

As for Agreement No. 2017-1523, it establishes the minimum vital amount of water in Ecuador
at an equivalent of 200 L of raw water per inhabitant per day. Therefore, the excess consumed above
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the vital minimum should be charged for. The charging entities are the providers of drinking water
services at a national level (Municipal Government or its Public Companies, and Drinking Water Boards).

4. Methodology

We developed our investigation according to the Ecuadorian Legal Framework. The article 59 of
the Organic Law on Water Resources, Uses and Exploitation of Water establishes that:

“The vital quantity of raw water destined for processing for human consumption is free
to guarantee the human right to water. When the established minimum vital amount is
exceeded, the corresponding rate will be applied.”

In this context, the agreement No. 2017-1523, issued by the National Water Authority, in its
article 3 indicates that: operators who exceed the minimum vital amount of raw water to supply
households, incur a cost of USD $0.0039 per m3.

We developed the following variables and indicators to determine the extent to which the
application of the minimum vital amount of drinking water established by the government affects
local governments, in terms of water provision efficiency, and the economic capacity of the most
vulnerable families.

4.1. Determination of the Minimum Vital Consumption

The value representing the minimum vital consumption follows the next scheme:
Consumption is distributed in categories which are called activities. According Table 2, the total

of activities amounts to 154 LPCPD, a quantity to which an additional amount of 46.2 LPCPD is added,
which represents a 30% of that total, up to 200 LPCPD. This 30% does not constitute a consumption
activity; it directly reflects the raw water linked to the operation of the system. In this sense, an operator
depending on its level of efficiency, exceed, match, or reduce that amount. When the amount is
exceeded, the excess over 200 LPCPD generates a cost of USD $0.0039 per cubic meter which must be
reverted to the State, according to the regulations, or charged to the household.

Table 2. Minimum vital amount of raw water. Based on [17].

Activity Consumption (L/h/d) Justification

Larger body hygiene (shower) 80 2 × 8 L/m × 5 min (expenditure 0.134 L/s)
Minor body hygiene (washing hands, teeth, etc.) 9 average referential value

Toilet 24 4 flushes × 6 L
Laundry 20 average referential value

Dish washing 9 average referential value
Consumption, cooking 12 average referential value

Sub Total 154
Increase due to operation of the system, trade,

industries and losses (30%) 46.2

Total 200.2

Vital Amount of Adopted Raw Water 200

4.1.1. MARW’s Impact on Service Providers

In order to measure the impact of Minimum Amount of Raw Water (MARW) on the providers of
drinking water, Formulas (1) and (2) apply to each local governments.

RWE (m3) = RW − MARW (1)

where Raw water excess RWE (m3): raw water excess in m3, measures the difference between the m3

of raw water that a local governments needs in order to satisfy the average present or typical drinking
water consumption of a household, and the minimum vital amount of raw water consumption in m3
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according to the regulations of the Secretary of Water. RW: raw water, refers to the quantity in m3 of
raw water that a local governments needs in order to satisfy the average current or typical drinking
water consumption monthly of a household. MARW: is the minimum vital amount of raw water
consumption monthly in m3 which a household needs on average.

RWE (USD) = RWE (m3) × 0.0039USD (2)

where RWE (USD): raw water excess in USD $, measures the cost of excessive consumption of raw
water in USD $ per household to be reverted to the State. This results from the product between
the excess consumption of raw water in m3 times the amount of m3 which exceeds the MARW of
200 LPCPD (USD $0.0039).

4.1.2. MARW’s Impact on Households Living in Extreme Poverty:

As mentioned, the excess, once monetized, must be reverted to the State. The operator of the service
in each local governments can cover such value without using the rate, or, alternatively, add that cost to
the value paid by the consumer, thus giving it the appearance of a cost to cover. When municipalities
index the costs of excess raw water over the rate to be paid by households, the impact of the vital
minimum consumption of raw water on the income of the households living in extreme poverty [6] is
determined by applying the Formulas (3)–(5).

TAC(% AI) = (TACPC(USD)
(AIPC(USD))

(3)

where TAC(% AI): Typically Average Consumption of drinking water (TAC) as percentage of average
income, measures the monthly consumption of drinking water per capita in monetary units as a
percentage of the average per capita monthly income of a household considered to be living in extreme
poverty. TACPC(USD): Typically Average Consumption Per Capita (TACPC), refers to the monetary
value of the average monthly consumption of drinking water in a household, divided by the average
number of people in a household. Average Income Per Capita (AIPC) (USD): is the average monthly
income per capita of a household living in extreme poverty.

TCPC(% AI) = (TACPC(USD) + RWEPC(USD))
(AIPC(USD))

(4)

where TCPC(% AI): is the total cost per capita of the average monthly consumption of drinking water
as a percentage of average income, and it measures the average monthly per capita consumption of
drinking water in the monetary units that a household pays to the potable water service operators,
plus the cost of the monthly excess of consumption of raw water in monetary units per capita under
the assumption that the household assumes the cost; divided by the average monthly income per
capita of a household considered to be poor. TACPC(USD): typically average consumption per capita,
refers to the monetary value of the average monthly consumption of drinking water in a household,
divided by the average number of people in a household. RWEPC(USD): Raw Water Excess Per Capita
(RWEPC) in USD $, measures the cost of excess consumption of raw water in monetary units per capita.
It results from the product between the excess consumption of raw water in m3 times the value of m3

which exceeds the MARW of 200 LPCPD (USD $0.0039), divided by the number of average people
per household.

IH = (TCPC(% AI) − TAC(% AI))
(TAC(% AI))

(5)

where IH: impact household, measures the impact on a household living in extreme poverty (According to
the National Institute of Statistics and Census of Ecuador, an individual is extremely poor by income,
when the total per capita income is below a minimum income to not be considered as extremely poor,
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that is, when it is below the extreme poverty line, which for December 2016 was $47.72 [18]), as well
as the growth rate represented by the additional cost that the household should pay for excess water
consumption. TCPC(% AI): as is the total per capita cost of the average monthly consumption of
drinking water as a percentage of average income, which includes the cost of excess water consumption.
TAC(% AI): typically average consumption of drinking water as percentage of average income.

4.2. Data

The methodology described in the previous section is applied with the information from Table 3.

Table 3. Data source.

Variable Description Unit of Measurement Data Source

RWE (m3) Raw Water Exccess (Formula (1)) m3 calculation

RW (m3)
Raw Water collected by the municipality:

(TAC(m3)) × (1 + percentage non
accounted for water losses)

m3 calculation

TAC (m3)

Typical Average monthly consumption of
drinking water of a household: It is

calculated through TAC(USD) and the
tariff specifications.

m3 calculation

TAC (USD) Typical Average monthly consumption of
drinking water in a household in USD $ USD $

National Survey of Employment
and Underemployment section
environment December 2016 in

Ecuador [16]

Tariff specifications Information on the tariff structure of the
drinking water service

USD $ per m3 in blocks
consumption

Available on the official pages of
each subnational governments (case
of Cuenca y Gualaceo), and ARCA a

(case of Suscal)

Percentage non
accounted for
water losses

Percentage not accounted for water losses
in the network Percentage Official information of ARCA

MARW

Minimum Amount of Raw Water monthly
per household: MARW monthly in m3 per

habitant × number of people
per household

m3 calculation

Number of people
per household Average people in a household People Population and Housing

Census 2010

MARW
per habitant

Minimum Vital Consumption monthly per
habitant in m3: (MARW daily per habitant

in L × 30 days)/1000
m3 calculation

MARW daily per
habitant in liters

Minimum Amount of Raw Water daily per
habitant in liters liters Memorando Nro.

SENAGUA-SAPYS.2-2016-0214-M

RWE(USD) Raw Water Exccess in USD $ (Formula (2)) USD $ calculation

TAC(% AI) Typical Average Consumption monthly of a
household (Formula (3)) Percentage calculation

TACPC(USD)
Typical Average Consumption per cápita:

TAC(USD)/number of people
per household

USD $ calculation

AIPC(USD) Average Income per capita:
AI(USD)/number of people per household USD $ calculation

AI(USD) Average income monthly of a household
living in extreme poverty USD $

National Survey of Employment
and Underemployment complete

section December 2016 in
Ecuador [16]

TCPC(%IP) Total cost per capita (Formula (4)) Percentage calculation

RWEPC(USD)
Raw Water Consumption Excess Per Capita:

RWE(USD)/number of people
per household

USD $ calculation

IH
Impact on household (Formula (5)): growth

monthly in payment for drinking water
monthly consumption

Percentage calculation

a Water regulation and control agency (ARCA by its initials in Spanish).
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4.3. MARW Impact Process: Conceptual Framework

Figure 3 shows the impact scheme. During the process by which raw water is collected by
service providers to convert it into drinking water for human consumption and its distribution to
households, operators face unaccounted-for water losses (Unaccounted-for water losses, according to
the Regulatory and Control Agency, are measured by dividing the average monthly commercialized
water, and the average monthly water distributed to the network). In this sense, the possible scenarios
are as follows: (1) scenario in which the operator does not exceed the value of wholesale and therefore
converts 100% of raw water into drinking water; (2) scenario where the operator has a percentage that
exceeds the value of increase, so that the operator needs more than 200 LPCPD to provide 200 LPCPD
of drinking water to a home. In this context, operators who exceed the minimum vital amount of raw
water to supply households, incur a cost of USD $0.0039 per m3, a cost that is not covered by those
who are efficient enough to not generate excess.

In the case of interest, in which excess cost is generated, the value can be assumed by the operator
without transferring it to the consumer, which increases the rate if the household maintains typical or
higher levels of consumption. Therefore, the following would occur.

4.3.1. Less Efficient Operators Who Assume the Cost of the Excess

Those water service providers who face high loss percentages, have higher operating costs;
therefore, if they assume the excess costs, the entity is affected in its solvency, which in turn affects its
investment capacity to make improvements in the system.

4.3.2. Less Efficient Operators Who Charge the Excess Cost through the Rate Paid by the Household

Operators with high percentages of losses that index the costs of excess into rates, cause an
increase in them. As a result, if a household chooses to maintain its typical consumption, it would
have to pay more for the liquid and its income would be affected. However, it may also choose not to
affect its income and would then be forced to reduce consumption levels which consequently affect
life quality (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. MARW impact.
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5. Results

5.1. Economic Analysis

5.1.1. Typical Consumption of Water by Local Governments

Local governments need raw water to transform it into drinking water. The level of raw water
required depends on the level of efficiency at all stages of service delivery. In this case, it is measured
by the percentage level of unaccounted-for water losses. Figure 4 shows the typical household
consumption of drinking water by local governments, and it also shows the raw water needed by a
local government to supply the consumption of drinking water to the household in question.

In this sense, in the city of Cuenca, a household consumes on average 27.06 m3 of drinking water
per month. However, the water service operator of the city needs an average of 34.82 m3 raw water
per month to supply the usual consumption of a home, due to a 28.66% of unaccounted water losses.
In the case of Gualaceo, the quantities of water needed to supply the current water consumption are
even higher (39.24 m3 of raw water to supply 25.85 m3 of drinking water as the average household
consumption), due to a higher percentage of losses (51.78%). In Suscal, the operator of this city needs
on average 62.93 m3 of raw water per month to supply 40.24 m3 of drinking water as the usual average
consumption of one household per month. The high consumption of this city’s households may be due
to the low prices paid by households (on average $3.7) and the likely use of water for other activities
not included in the MARW calculation formula.

 

Figure 4. Typical water consumption of a household by local governments.

Using Equation (1), the results indicate that the households that consume larger amounts of
drinking water require, in proportion, larger amounts of raw water; an amount which is also higher in
cantons where the percentage of losses is higher. In Cuenca (canton with a lower percentage of losses
compared to the rest of the cantons under study), RWE is 12.67 m3. In addition, RWE are even larger in
small and micro-sized cantons such as Gualaceo (16.70 m3) and Suscal (39.56 m3), which is evidently
due to the high average consumption of a household (as in Suscal) and the high percentages of losses
(see Figure 5a).

As a result, applying Equation (2), we obtain that the operators with lower rates of losses (Cuenca’s
case) would pay the state about $0.05 monthly per household, if Cuenca household maintains its usual
average monthly consumption levels of drinking water. The most affected operators are those with
the higher rates of losses and higher consumption per household. Therefore, if Gualaceo households
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continue with the usual average consumption, the operator should pay the state $0.06 monthly per
household, while Suscal must pay a value around $0.15 per month per household, which is about
3 times more than what a more efficient operator (such as Cuenca) should pay (see Figure 5b).

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. Excess use of raw water in m3 and USD, according to the percentage of unaccounted-for
water losses of a household with a typical level of consumption, per local governments. (a) Excess use
of raw water in cubic meters of a household according to the percentage of water losses not accounted-
for by local governments; (b) Excess use of raw water in monetary units of a household according to
percentage of water losses not accounted-for by local governments.

5.1.2. MARW Impact on Households Living in Extreme Poverty by Income

Formulas (3)–(5) were applied to measure the effects of the application of the vital minimum of
water consumption on households considered to be extremely poor by income. To do so, the average
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number of persons per household is considered, following the 2010 census of population and housing
in Ecuador, which is 3.69; 3.77 and 3.9 for the cantons of Cuenca, Gualaceo and Suscal, respectively.
This means that the minimum vital monthly amount of water for a household is 22.1; 22.6 and
23.4 cubic meters of drinking water for the same cantons, in that order.

Since there are different levels of unaccounted-for water losses, there is an excess of raw water
use compared to the average monthly water consumption of a household. If the excess MARW
rate (USD $0.0039) is applied to the excess MARW used, the monthly cost per household for excess
consumption is of $0.05; $0.06 and $0.15 per local governments respectively (see Table 4), when the
local governments rates the excess. If it does not, it ought to use other sources of income to revert
the payment to the State. In the cases in which the operators index the payment for the excess into
the rates, the household should pay for the excess. Consequently, those households living in poverty
would be mostly affected.

Table 4. Excess consumption of minimum vital raw water in a household in m3 and monetary units
per local governments.

Municipalities Size
Average Persons
Per Household

HC Monthly Average
(USD/Household)

RWE
(USD)

AIPC
(USD)

TAC
(% AI)

TCPC
(% AI)

IH

Cuenca large 3.69 $15.78 $0.05 $30.42 14.05% 14.10% 0.31%
Gualaceo small 3.77 $8.02 $0.06 $34.50 6.16% 6.21% 0.81%

Suscal micro 3.90 $3.70 $0.15 $27.97 3.40% 3.54% 4.17%

After applying the Formulas (3)–(5), the typical consumption per capita is obtained as a percentage
of the average monthly income per capita in households considered extremely poor. By including the
cost of excess MARW, the total cost to be paid by the household for the consumption of raw water
increases in relative terms. The generated variation represents the affectation to the home considered
in extreme poverty, thus, a home belonging to canton Suscal should pay an additional 4.17% (of their
average income). The results indicate that households with greater economic difficulties and also
those in cities with less efficient operators, experience a greater impact on their income (in the case
of households in Suscal) compared to households considered in extreme poverty living in cities with
more efficient water service providers (there are less losses in the case of Cuenca).

In sum, the application of the minimum vital water consumption has economic implications both for
service operators and the families that belong to these municipalities. The level of inefficiency (efficiency)
is a key factor in the final outcome of the implementation of the MARW. Thus, operators with less
water losses will face lower costs (or none, if their loss is within the increase value of the formula)
and therefore the households they serve can maintain their typical levels of consumption and do not
see their income affected. On the other side, operators that handle high levels of raw water loss will
assume higher costs to provide the service, while households face the dilemma of maintaining their
levels of consumption and pay more, if the operator charges the cost, or modifying their levels of
consumption with the subsequent effect on their quality of life.

Results show that, in fact, there is a correlation between the size of the local governments,
the efficiency of the operator, and the affectation to the income of the poorest families; which implies
that the application of the MARW adversely affects the smaller municipalities, the less efficient
operators, and the most economically vulnerable families.

6. Conclusions

The standardization of MARW in Ecuador does not consider differences in municipalizes’ size,
efficiency in service provision and income levels of their populations. Far from being a convergence
factor, it widens the differences between them. Regarding water services provision, the enforcement of
vital minimum amount of water regulation “punishes” least efficient operators. Therefore, to sustain
their finances, operators transfer to the cost to their clients, that is, the families which are provided
with the service. The families most affected by the application of the MARW are those settled in
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municipalities with lower incomes and a greater indigenous population. The possibilities for these
families are to pay more in order to maintain level of consumption or consume less in order not to
adversely affect the family finances, even if this means affecting their quality of life. These findings
suggest that the water authority should establish an MARW that captures the differences between the
Ecuadorian municipalities.
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Abstract: California is facing a critical water supply and water quality crisis, necessitating a clear
shift in the way water resources are managed. This study assesses the effectiveness of water law and
policy in the urban-agricultural interface, where the two discharge into common waterways but have
different regulatory requirements. A case study from one of California’s most productive agricultural
regions, the Salinas Valley, explores the complexities and inadequacies of current water law in the
interface, as well as promising integrated water management schemes. The article’s findings are based
on archival research, extensive document review and 15 in-depth interviews with key stakeholders.
Findings suggest that local, state and federal water policy is severely fragmented, providing little
incentive for the multitude of water entities to collaborate on multi-benefit projects and resulting
in unsuccessful water quality improvements. There is a strong need for a more integrated policy
approach that bridges different types of dischargers (agricultural and urban), water quality and water
quantity issues and also incorporates land uses into policy decision making.

Keywords: water law and policy; water resource management; urban-agricultural interface; California

1. Introduction

California is facing a critical water supply and water quality crisis, necessitating a clear shift in
the way water resources are managed. Clean water is vital to human health, ecosystem functions
and the economy and has never before been in such high demand. In California, water pollution
was exacerbated by the most severe drought on record followed by El Niño rains [1]. During the
unprecedented five-year dry spell, the state lost roughly 11 trillion gallons of water [2], resulting in
the literal sinking of land [3]. Of the limited water the state did have, the vast majority—90% of all
assessed waters—had some degree of contamination [4]. While the 2016–2017 winter, the wettest on
record, pulled the state out of the drought and ended the drought state of emergency across the entire
state, it aggravated water quality issues by increasing water runoff and accompanying contaminants.
Additionally, more frequent and severe weather events due to climate change will continue to have a
significant impact on water resources [5].

The brunt of health problems related to water pollution has fallen on the most vulnerable and
marginalized populations, with nitrates and pesticides being two primary health constituents of
concern in California. Over 2 million people in the state, mostly low-income, minority farmworkers,
are at risk of drinking nitrate-contaminated water due in large part to agricultural pollution [6]. Schools
in the Central Valley’s farmland have found such high concentrations of pollutants that they have
cut off their drinking fountains to students. Nitrate-contaminated drinking water from agricultural
fertilizers is a well-known risk factor for “blue baby syndrome,” a potentially fatal blood disorder
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resulting in reduced oxygen-carrying capacity of hemoglobin [7]. Because these communities are
among the poorest in California, many lack the resources or technical capacity to maintain safe
drinking water supplies [6,8], producing a startling water insecurity problem in the country’s richest
state. Inequitable distribution of agricultural water contamination and its consequences have become
top public policy concerns. Yet there is a dearth of studies that have addressed how the existing legal
water doctrines have failed to meet basic water quality standards and health protections.

One of the most suitable places to observe this water quality management challenge is in the state’s
expanding urban-agricultural interface, where exposure to agricultural water pollution is aggravated
by sheer proximity and where jurisdiction of common waterways overlap. Urban areas are not without
their pollution problems. However, urban runoff is regulated much more stringently than agricultural
runoff, creating a rich opportunity to compare and contrast urban and agricultural pollution control
management strategies and the emergence of alternative multi-level legal arrangements to clean
conjoint waters. These discrepancies create the conditions for a unique “natural experiment” to
examine the different and uneven institutional arrangements and implementation practices governing
water resources between urban and agricultural sectors. Additionally, the demand for improved
water quality in the urban-agricultural interface presents an opportunity to learn from emerging water
pollution governance strategies that may allocate benefits more equitably and modify existing legal
regimes to adapt to new contexts.

In the urban-agricultural interface, institutions charged with protecting the state’s water resources
are numerous and fragmented. Urban water quality is generally regarded as a municipal issue and
agricultural water pollution, a nonpoint source, is exempt from discharge permitting and shrugged off
as near- impossible to regulate due to its diffuse nature.

As the interface expands and pollution flows into different jurisdictions, municipalities, together
with agencies that regulate agricultural operators, are forced to devise management plans to comply
with federal and state water quality standards. While a variety of management options are available to
these newly formed partnerships, the task of selecting and implementing appropriate policies and laws
is challenging since the two sectors often have conflicting interests, priorities and socio-hydrologic
contexts. Even though California is often viewed as a pioneer in environmental policies, the state’s
multitude of stakeholders, including a powerful agricultural lobby, often makes California water
quality decision-making fraught with tension.

This research fills a much-needed gap of examining the barriers and opportunities for governing
water quality in some of California’s most vulnerable and politicized landscapes. This paper is
organized into five parts. After a brief description of research methodologies, the paper: (1) describes
three pollutants—nutrients, sediments and pesticides—and the harm they inflict on water bodies in
urban and agricultural waterways, especially when they accumulate; (2) reviews several key water
quality regulations in urban and agricultural land use areas, including three adaptive legislative
measures related to state water issues; (3) provides a case study that exemplifies the complexities
and inadequacies of current water law in the urban-agricultural interface, as well as promising
integrated water management schemes; and (4) concludes by recommending avenues for advancing
more coordinated and effective responses to water quality management.

2. Research Design and Methods

The article’s findings are based on archival research, extensive document review and 15 in-depth
interviews with water resource managers, engineers, city planners and officials, non-governmental
representatives and policymakers. Each key informant was personally or professionally involved
with and knowledgeable about historic and/or current water governance systems. Semi-structured
interviews included topics such as: What factors motivated the regional, state and federal authorities
to draft distinctly different rules for water pollution in urban and agricultural areas? What were the
goals when creating these protections, or exemptions? Have water quality governance structures
evolved and strengthened over time (through amendments, rulings or revisions) and why? Have there
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been any efforts to restructure ineffective, disjointed water management strategies and move toward a
more collaborative, multiparty approach to improving water quality in conjoint waters? Research was
also based on participant observation at conferences and workshops devoted to agricultural water
quality and storm water control, as well as review of policy documents and reports.

3. The Cumulative Toxic Brew in the Urban-Agriculture Interface

The water quality problems posed by nonpoint sources are numerous and diffuse in the
urban-agricultural interface. When multiple inputs from urban storm drains and runoff from
farms accumulate in a single waterbody, the impacts are magnified, causing cumulative effects [9].
Agricultural and urban storm water runoff are two of the top sources of waterbody impairments in the
state [4]. Approximately 26,261 miles of streams and rivers and 172,050 acres of lakes are impaired by
agriculture [4], while urban storm water likely contributes to 124,557 acres of impairments in lakes.
Construction, a predominantly urban activity, accounts for another 88,850 acres of impairments in
lakes and an additional 15,469 miles of impairments in California rivers and streams [4].

The three predominant agricultural nonpoint sources of pollution—nutrients from fertilizers,
pesticides and sediments from soil erosion—together are the chief impediments to achieving national
water quality objectives [10]. A UC Davis report commissioned by the California State Water Board
reveals high levels of nitrate contamination in the Tulare Lake Basin and Salinas Valley predominantly
from over-application of fertilizers in agricultural areas [6]. Pesticides are another agricultural
contaminant of concern due to their more obscure impact on human health and the environment
than their nutrient and sediment pollutant counterparts [11]. Pesticide use in California is known to
contribute to water column and sediment toxicity [12–14], as well as cause human health problems,
such as developmental delays in infants and children [15].

Urban storm water also contains an assortment of pollutants including nutrients and pesticides
from landscaping, siltation from development projects and chemicals, oily residue and salt from
impervious city surfaces [11]. Urbanization has compromised water quality through pollutant loading
and by increasing stream temperatures through reducing shade and converting natural vegetation to
impervious surfaces; these activities have negatively affected fish and invertebrate populations [16].
Conventional urban drainage systems often channel runoff directly to nearby waterways, thus
exacerbating pollutant inputs and ecological disturbance [17]. During rain events sewage treatment
systems can overflow, releasing raw sewage from the collection system before reaching the treatment
facility [18]. Trash pollution has long plagued urban water quality regulators and has recently come to
the forefront of urban pollution issues due to the 2015 adoption of statewide “Trash Amendments”,
which require all municipalities to install trash capture devices or control technologies in priority
outfalls throughout their jurisdictional boundaries. Because it is largely an unfunded mandate, city
managers are wondering how and where they will find the funds to implement the expensive new
infrastructure requirements.

Combining individual discharges from agriculture and those from urban areas can often make
a significant, adverse change to the water quality in the interface [9]. For example, if a farmer over
applies fertilizer on a crop and an urban landscaper did the same on a lawn within the same watershed,
the excess nutrients from each event could multiply, stressing the receiving waterways and/or putting
the ecosystem at risk of pollution [9].

4. Divergent Laws in Merging Waters

Policies that regulate discharges from cities are distinctly different than those that regulate
discharges from agriculture. While both urban and agricultural industries pollute to common waters,
the legal structures that manage those discharges are different. Because cities are considered point
source polluters and regulated by discharge limitation permits, municipal laws aimed at water pollution
are significantly more stringent and different from agricultural ones. Discharges from irrigated lands
(farms) are considered nonpoint sources and, in California, regulated through Conditional Agricultural
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Waivers. Water pollution control technologies, such as the implementation of Green Infrastructure
programs, are also highly variable between urban and agricultural areas. The following describes the
principal regulations affecting water quality in the urban and agricultural landscapes. Table 1 lists a
more comprehensive set of water quality policies on the local, state and federal level.

The 1972 U.S. Clean Water Act (CWA) was established to protect the waters of the United States.
The CWA regulates the discharge of pollutants into a local water body by setting uniform numeric
discharge limits. These effluent limits are calculated based on the type of industry that is discharging
as well as the beneficial use(s) (i.e., drinking, swimming, fishing, etc.) of the receiving water body.
Restrictions are enforced through National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits
and apply to all point source polluters. Point sources of discharge are defined in the legislation
as “any discernible, confined and discrete conveyance, including . . . any pipe, ditch and channel”
(CWA § 502). Besides Agricultural Feeding Operations (AFOs), this definition excludes agricultural
discharges, considering them a nonpoint source of pollution, thereby requiring states to develop ways
of controlling them.

The U.S. EPA delegates to most states, including California, the authority to administer and enforce
its own NPDES permits to point source dischargers. California’s comprehensive 1969 Porter-Cologne
Act established the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB), or “State Water Board” and gave
broad authority to nine Regional Water Quality Control Boards, or “Regional Boards,” to regulate
water quality at a local level. The Regional Board’s authority includes issuing and enforcing all
NPDES permits, as well as waiving those permits for certain polluting industries. All Regional Boards
have chosen to waive waste discharge requirements from agriculture by employing what is called
“Conditional Agricultural Waivers” or “Orders.”

Table 1. Federal and state water quality regulations and associated goals.

Scale of Governance Agency Goal

Federal

1972 Clean Water Act Regulates water pollution; adopts water quality standards

Safe Drinking Water Act Establishes drinking water standards for contaminants that may
cause health effects

Endangered Species Act Prevent extinction, recover imperiled species

State (California)

Porter Cologne Act Comprehensive program to protects water quality in California
and the beneficial uses of water

Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act * Established long-term, local groundwater management

Human Right to Water Act * Establishes the human right to safe, affordable, clean and
accessible water

Affordable Right to Water Bill
(Proposed) *

A Bill proposed to provide financial assistance to communities
that lack safe drinking water

Regional (within California)

Conditional Agricultural Waiver Water pollution control from irrigated lands

Basin Plan Acts as a master quality control planning document, setting
beneficial uses and water quality objectives

MS4 General Permits Water pollution control from municipal runoff

* Legislation that necessitates collaboration between urban and agricultural water quality agencies (described below).

This approach has not gone uncontested. The program requires Boards to attach conditions
to waivers and review them every five years. In a recent Central Coast Conditional Agricultural
renewal, scientists, the California Department of Public Health, environmental justice groups and
environmentalists called into question the effectiveness of this more lenient form of regulation in
protecting water quality. A particularly frustrated coalition of environmental groups, together with an
elderly woman who could not drink water from her tap due to agricultural contamination, filed and
won a lawsuit in Sacramento’s Superior Court challenging the legitimacy of the Central Coast Regional
Conditional Agricultural Waiver. The coalition claimed that the Ag Order was “so weak it did not
comply with state law” [18]. In his ruling on 11 August 2015, Superior Court Judge Frawley, agreed
that the Central Coast’s Conditional Agricultural Waiver was doing an inadequate job of protecting
regional water quality and needed to develop more stringent conditions [19].
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While agricultural nonpoint discharges are conditionally waived, urban sources of water
pollution, including urban storm water, are regulated as point sources through NPDES permits,
as described above. The 1987 amendments to the CWA broadened the definition of “point sources” to
include municipal and industrial storm water runoff, adding section 402(p) to the Clean Water Act.
In subsequent years, the EPA developed the municipal separate storm water systems (MS4) program in
two phases (Phase I: 1990; Phase II: 1999). The 1990 Phase I regulation required medium and large cities
or certain counties with populations of 100,000 or more to obtain MS4 NPDES permit coverage for their
storm water discharges. There are approximately 855 Phase I MS4s covered by 250 Individual Permits
across the country. In 1999, the Phase II regulation established storm water control mandates for small
cities with a population of fewer than 100,000. Rather than issue individual storm water permits
for every municipal discharger, the California State Water Resources Control Board, as authorized
by the Phase II rule, adopted a “General Permit” for all small the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4s), which include all storm drains that discharge into local waterbodies (Order No.
2003-0005-DWQ). As such, municipal storm water systems obtain coverage under the general permit
from their Regional Board.

There are several types of permits, which differ in their requirements. The requirements of the
MS4 general permit include developing and implementing a comprehensive Storm Water Management
Program (SWMP), outlining management practices to reduce pollutant discharges. An additional
requirement of the general permit is that local governments must also inspect construction sites
and industrial facilities for compliance with the industrial general NPDES permit (which includes
construction activities). The general permit has its own set of requirements, including a separate plan,
called the storm water pollution prevention plan (or “SWPPP”), detailing how and when the responsible
party will implement erosion and sediment control among other Best Management Practices (BMPs).
This involved set of requirements and permits means that urban storm water (sewers, construction sites,
commercial and industrial facilities, etc.) are regulated by the U.S. EPA, the California EPA, the Regional
Water Quality Board and local governments. Management of these complex water systems and laws can
be very challenging due to the multitude of separate entities without much coordination [20]. Table 2
lists the major agencies charged with water quality in California and their associated responsibilities.

Table 2. Major water agencies and their associated roles and responsibilities.

Scale of Governance Agency Responsibilities

Federal U.S. EPA Regulates water quality through the Clean Water Act, Safe
Drinking Water Act and other laws

State

Water Resources Control Board Implement CWA provisions; administers state water rights
Department of Water Resources Oversees state water planning

Department of Public Health Regulates drinking water
Department of Pesticide Regulation

Public Utilities Commission
Regulates statewide pesticide use

Regulates water rate structures for private utilities

Local

Regional Water Quality Control Boards Regulates water quality
Agricultural Commissioners Local administration of pesticide use enforcement

Offices Natural Resources Conservation Districts Local financial and technical assistance to farmers
County Environmental Health Department Local administration of domestic water systems

Municipal governments Local administration of MS4 General Permit

Note: List not exhaustive.

The discrepancies between urban and agricultural water quality regulations have not gone
unnoticed. Facing increasingly stringent urban storm water pollution control regulations, municipalities
have begun to question the fairness of waiving discharges from agriculture. Municipalities have voiced
their concerns about pollutants from agricultural areas being deposited into receiving waterbodies
within city boundaries. One former City Manager, Fred Meurer of Monterey, suggested that agricultural
industries and cities should be held to the same high water quality standards [21].

One mechanism California has employed to improve water quality conditions in complex
landscapes is through the proposal and passage of Legislative Bills aimed at particularly acute water
issues, such as the right to clean drinking water. While these bills do not directly address agriculture’s
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relatively lax water quality regulations or the fragmentation that exists between agricultural and urban
water agencies, they have forced more collaboration between agencies on these issue-based mandates.
The following section examines three legal protections—the Sustainable Groundwater Management
Act, the Human Right to Water Act and the Affordable Drinking Water Bill—all separate bills aimed at
addressing specific water quality issues in California.

5. Adaptive Legal Frameworks

In geographic areas where jurisdiction overlaps and health hazards are evident, new multi-level
institutional arrangements are being developed and implemented to address water quality
challenges [22]. Each of the following examples offers valuable insights in both the water pollution
issues (i.e., human health, affordability, access) and challenges (i.e., multitude of different actors, who
will pay) faced in the growing urban-agricultural interface.

5.1. Sustainable Groundwater Management Act

For the first time in state history, the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA)
established a framework for long-term, local groundwater management. Passed in 2014, this was
a multi-faceted three-bill package that makes progress in restricting groundwater over-extraction.
In the state’s high and medium-priority groundwater basins, which account for 96% of the state’s
groundwater use, local water districts are now required to bring their basins into balanced levels of
pumping and recharge. The Act identifies six categories of actions that could have an “undesirable
result” on sustainable groundwater management, including: persistent lowering of groundwater
levels, significant and unreasonable reductions in groundwater storage, significant and unreasonable
salt water intrusion, significant and unreasonable degradation of water quality, significant and
unreasonable land subsidence and surface water depletion having significant and unreasonable effects
on beneficial uses. While two goals focuses on water quality, because SGMA was a drought-driven
piece of legislation the prime focus has been on water supply/quantity. SGMA established the
formation of locally-controlled groundwater sustainability agencies (GSAs) to adopt management
plans tailored to their community’s circumstances and needs. The strategy of delegating control to
local agencies. However, some question whether these newly-founded GSAs will have sufficient
regulatory authority to be effective.

5.2. Human Right to Water Act

In 2012, California became the first state to legally recognize the human right to water [8].
The Human Right to Water Act recognizes that “every human being has the right to safe, clean,
affordable and accessible water adequate for human consumption, cooking and sanitary purposes”.
Under the new law, the California Water Code now requires all relevant agencies, specifically the
Department of Water Resources, the State Water Board and the California Department of Public Health,
to consider the human right to water when making policy decisions. The duty to consider includes
taking into account several substantive factors—quality, quantity, affordability and accessibility—that
may impact access to safe water.

California’s human right to water policy was born out of a devastating lack of clean drinking
water for numerous communities, the most pervasive of which are in disadvantaged rural areas with
agricultural runoff [8]. The State Water Board estimates that roughly 300 disadvantaged communities
in the State receive water from public systems that do not meet drinking water standards [8]. Because
the policy only provides guidance, the bill does not create a right of action for customers to demand
clean water. However, the “duty to consider” directive does create a legally binding mandate for
administrative state agencies to think about how their decisions might impact drinking water quality
and public water systems.
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5.3. Affordable Drinking Water Bill (Proposed)

Senate Bill 623 (As of 1 September 2017, the Bill remains active and under review by the Rules
Committee). addresses a gaping hole in the Human Right to Water Act—who will pay for clean water
in disadvantaged communities who lack access? Many of the State’s small public water systems with
polluted drinking water lack the technical, managerial and financial capacity to clean and deliver safe
water at affordable rates. The State has provided Proposition 1 Funds, which offers $7.5 billion to
fund watershed protection and water supply projects throughout the state, as well as Drinking Water
State Revolving Funds for assisting disadvantaged communities with paying for treatment systems.
However, these are short-term solutions and currently no such funding mechanisms are available for
longer-term operational improvements. If passed, the Bill would generate $2 billion over 15 years
for the Safe and Affordable Drinking Water Fund in the State Treasury. The Fund would provide
emergency water and longer-term system fixes for hundreds of communities whose tap water is not
in compliance with safe drinking water standards. While most agree with the Bill’s goal—assisting
disadvantaged communities that lack potable water, public water agencies strongly oppose the Bill’s
proposed funding mechanism: taxing local water bills (95 cents per month per water customer).
Another funding mechanism that would be employed is a fertilizer fee to address contamination from
farms. Interestingly and despite the cost to some farmers, agricultural and environmental groups have
come together in an unusual coalition to support this bill.

6. Case Study

California abounds with urban-agricultural interfaces that are well-suited for highlighting these
issues. A case study from one of California’s most productive agricultural regions, the Salinas Valley,
was carefully selected based on the presence of polluted water bodies in adjoining agricultural and
urban landscapes as well as the presence of a new joint initiatives aimed at addressing water quality.

Salinas, California

The Salinas Valley in California’s Central Coast Region is known as the “salad bowl of the world”
for its productive lettuce heads and mixed greens. Once a small agricultural community, the City
of Salinas is now the largest in the Central Coast, boasting a population of over 160,000 residents.
Within its approximately 14,400 acres, the City has become “a suburban community nestled in an
agricultural setting” [23], as depicted in their City logo (Figure 1) and land use patterns (Figure 2),
making it an ideal case study for this research.

Because the City is surrounded by agricultural land uses, it is closely linked to the agricultural
industry. Farmworkers reside in the City and commute to work in nearby agricultural operations and
agricultural products, like the Valley’s famous bagged salad greens, are transported into the City for
industrial processing. Additionally, farming occurs in the Carr Lake area located within City limits,
illustrated in the aqua-colored bulls-eye in the center of the City in Figure 2.

Figure 1. City of Salinas logo.
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Figure 2. Salinas, CA: A city engulfed by agriculture.

Numerous waterways run through the city limits and are part of two sub watersheds that are
pertinent to this case study: The Reclamation Ditch sub watershed and the Lower Salinas River
watershed. The Reclamation Ditch sub watershed drains to the Old Salinas River and contains
Tembladero Slough and its tributaries: The Reclamation Ditch, Espinosa Slough/Santa Rita Creek,
Gabilan Creek, Natividad Creek, Alisal Creek and Towne Creek. The Lower Salinas River sub
watershed drains to the Salinas River Lagoon and contains the Salinas River and its tributaries: Blanco
Drain, Toro Creek, Quail Creek and Chualar Creek [24]. Both of these sub watersheds empty into the
Monterey Bay. The Reclamation Ditch sub watershed, one of the most polluted systems in the region
(see Figures 3 and 4), flows, on an incoming tied, into the Elkhorn Slough, a Marine Protected Area and
National Estuarine Research Reserve. Nearly all of these waterways are impaired for one or a variety
of pollutant parameters including ammonia, fecal coliform, low dissolved oxygen, nitrate, chloride and
sodium. Figure 3 depicts a Water Quality Index calculated by the Surface Water Ambient Monitoring
Program (SWAMP) for federally defined Central Coast Region watersheds, with green being good,
yellow slightly impacted, red impacted and dark red severely impacted. Figure 4 shows data collected
from the Central Coast Ambient Monitoring Program (CCAMP) water quality monitoring program [25],
illustrating the water toxicity (based on invertebrate survival) in Salinas and nearby waterbodies.

As previously mentioned, larger cities are required to comply with a more rigorous Phase I MS4
NPDES permit. Salinas, with a population of over 100,000, is the only city in the Central Coast region
that is big enough to qualify as Phase I (all other municipalities are regulated as Phase II). In 2012,
the State Water Board and Central Coast Regional Board approved Salinas’ most recent MS4 Phase I
NPDES Permit (Order No. R3-2012-005), superseding the prior 1999 and 2004 orders. The 132-page
document contains a description of regulations and best management practices (BMPs) that the City
intends to employ to meet Permit requirements. When complying with its MS4 NPDES permit, the
City is responsible for reducing discharges to the maximum extent practicable (MEP).
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Figure 3. Water Quality in Central Coast. Source: [26].

Figure 4. Water Toxicity in Salinas. Source: [25].

One of the biggest challenges urban water quality regulators face is when water entering their
city is already polluted when they receive it, which, in Salinas, it usually is. Water entering into Salinas
often has very high sediment and pollutant loads. According to Salinas’ Stormwater Master Plan,
“water flowing into the City is as much a concern for Salinas as water flowing downstream from the
City. This is especially true for stakeholders furthest downstream who inherit the effects of the good,
as well as the poor watershed management practices of their upstream neighbors”. According to
City of Salinas staff, “the major existing drainage problems occur at the boundary of the City where
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runoff from adjacent agricultural fields flows into the City” [23]. An early report (1994) prepared by
the California Department of Fish and Game, Marine Pollution Lab and the Moss Landing Marine
Laboratory, found similar pollution causes: “Agricultural lands receive higher levels of known poisons
than any other landscape in the state. Year after year, farm chemicals drain into a ditch system that
empties directly into the Monterey Bay Marine Sanctuary. Urban runoff is less important in the
Salinas Valley than farm sources.” It should be noted that while urban runoff has been deemed less
of a pollution source than agriculture, it is not without its own problems, including trash, sediment,
nutrient and pesticide contamination.

Because the City is responsible for the quality of water leaving its boundaries, it begs the question:
is the City responsible for cleaning the polluted agricultural water it inherited from further upstream?
A statement from the Stormwater Management Plan Update (2013) explains the nuanced difference in
what it is and is not responsible for:

“As operator of the MS4, the Permittee cannot passively receive and discharge pollutants
from third parties. By providing free and open access to an MS4 that conveys discharges
to waters of the U.S., the Permittee essentially accepts responsibility for discharges into
the MS4 that it does not prohibit or control. These discharges may cause or contribute to a
condition of contamination or a violation of water quality standards. However, discharges
from agricultural lands that are comprised solely of return flows and/or storm water
are exempt from NPDES permitting. As such, the Permittee is not responsible for these
discharges that enter its MS4. The Permittee is responsible for other agricultural-related
discharges into its MS4.”

In summary, Salinas cannot passively receive upstream discharge pollutants, unless they are from
agriculture, in which case they can acquiescently allow agricultural contaminants to flow through their
city’s waterways. Lacking little to no control of the agricultural pollutants that come into the City’s
jurisdiction and little incentive or regulatory authority to clean them up, the situation leaves what
one water manager describes as “futile” (Personal Communication, 15 November 2017). The intricate
hydrologic structure in and out of the City further complicates the variance in urban and agricultural
regulatory systems. The following description depicts the convoluted physical flow of water and
tangled assemblage of urban and agricultural dischargers in Salinas’ waterways:

“Water that begins its journey in the relatively undisturbed Gabilan and Santa Lucia
Mountains drains farmlands and other cities and developed areas before entering Salinas.
Once in the City, water passes through municipal neighborhoods before re-entering
farmlands, then flows on to more urban uses. Water flows out of Salinas to re-enter more
farmland before draining ultimately to Monterey Bay. On its journey, water flows through
several different land uses, some more than once and often through several different
jurisdictions” [23].

If the City of Salinas is not required to clean up agricultural storm water but urban and agricultural
discharges mix into a complex stew of amalgamated pollutants, how do regulators know which
pollutants are from agricultural lands and which are from urban and other land uses? The short
answer is: they do not. Leaving the unknown sources of pollutants subject to the blame game of
different stakeholders pointing fingers at one another defending that the problem is not theirs to
clean up. However, with the emergence of several listings of impaired waterbodies in the area,
efforts are underway to tease out who polluted and how much. Recent 303(d) listing in the Salinas
River watershed include: chlorpyrifos and diazinon Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) (2011),
fecal coliform TMDL (2010), nutrient TMDL (2013), salts TMDL (in development), sediment toxicity
TMDL (in development) and turbidity TMDL (in development). While water quality agencies (in
the city, region and state) are ramping up monitoring efforts in these contaminated hotspots to
gain a better understanding of the major polluters, another key element to consider in the TMDL
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process is that it is not just the total amount of pollution reaching the water body but also the
amount of water present to “dilute” or to “assimilate” those waters [27]. Consequently, the TMDL
program “cannot work properly if water quality agencies limit pollutant discharges while the water
rights department simultaneously—and without coordination—allows more water withdrawals” [27],
making the chemicals in the waterbodies more concentrated.

An example from Salinas illustrates the increased need to couple water quality and water quantity
when designing policies and programs. Until very recently (before the adoption of the SGMA in 2014),
farmers in California have always had unlimited access to groundwater for irrigation. If they can drill
a well, they can use the groundwater. In Salinas, however, that all changed a few years earlier than
in the rest of the state when farmers begun sucking saltwater instead of freshwater out of their wells.
In a frenzy, farmers led the charge to improve groundwater quality so they could irrigate their crops.
With the dire need to mitigate saltwater intrusion (a water quality issue) and with fresh impetus from
the Groundwater Sustainability Management Act (a largely water quantity-driven piece of legislation),
Salinas rapidly developed more integrated approaches to connecting water quality and water quantity.
One particularly noteworthy project is “Pure Water Monterey”, which is a coordinated effort between
the City of Salinas, Castroville, the County of Monterey, the Monterey Peninsula Water Management
District and the Monterey Regional Water Pollution Control Agency (“Monterey One”). Pure Water
Monterey is intended to be a multi-benefit, integrated, regional solution that provides water recycling,
improved water quality and groundwater recharge [28]. The goals are manifold. Wastewater from
industrial processing in the City is diverted to a treatment facility, rather than being discharged into
local waterways and eventually into the Monterey Bay. Once the water is treated, it can be used to
help recharge the groundwater, preventing further saltwater intrusion and providing a more reliable
and clean groundwater source for irrigation. Additionally, future phases of the project, which were
recently funded by a $10 million Prop 1 grant, will divert very polluted water from the heavily polluted
Reclamation Ditch and Blanco Drain, treating it and recycling back into the groundwater. While the
integrated, multi-benefit project is laudable, some water managers wonder if it provides yet another
free pass to let agriculture pollute into these waterbodies, now knowing they will be cleaned up
further downstream.

Another more divisive event playing out in Salinas but one that could eventually lead to more
coordinated efforts between water quantity and water quality and possibly between different agencies
and stakeholders, is a lawsuit between an environmental organization, Monterey Coastkeeper and the
Monterey County Water Resources Agency. In 2011, Monterey Coastkeeper sued the Water Resources
Agency, claiming that the Agency was one of the major culprits of water pollution in Salinas but has
never been regulated as such. Monterey Coastkeeper defends that the Water Resource Agency should
be treated as a “waste discharger” because the Agency actively operates, withdraws and transports
polluted waterways, including the Reclamation Ditch and the Blanco Drain and has inadequately
managed the water quality under its jurisdiction. The Water Resources Agency, however, argues that
even though it might divert or transport water for flood or groundwater recharge purposes (i.e., water
quantity), it is not responsible for the pollution of that water (i.e., water quality). Instead water quality
should be the responsibility of the individual polluters, most of which are exempt from permitting and
under the umbrella of the Conditional Agricultural Waiver. After more than four years of litigation, in
March 2015, Monterey County Superior Court Judge Thomas Wills found that the Water Resources
Agency should indeed be considered a discharger. Soon after, the Agency filed a notice of intent to
appeal, extending the controversy. If, in the final ruling, the court rules again in favor of regulating the
County’s Water Resource Agency as a discharger, while there may be unresolved questions of fairness,
the decision would inevitably encourage more interagency collaboration since ultimately the County
would need to work with agriculture to clean up the water they manage.

An equally important piece of the water law and policy puzzle, especially in diverse landscapes, is
the set of laws and disparate agencies governing land use. Most land use activities present significant
potential to pollute nearby waterways. According to at least one regional water resource regulator,
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land use is a significantly overlooked harm to local waterways and the agencies that control and
manage land uses should be held more accountable. One of the most difficult challenges is that land
use policy is fragmented among numerous, disparate entities [27]. For example, in the Salinas area,
while the primary entity handling land use permits is the County of Monterey’s Resource Management
Agency, a variety of other entities and levels of government hold authority over planning, zoning and
development patterns. Land use policies usually give little consideration to water quality and water
quantity impacts.

One project on the horizon for the City of Salinas, which will test the effectiveness of transferring
land uses from agriculture to less polluting activities, such as conservation and parks/recreation, is
the Carr Lake project. In January 2017, The Big Sur Land Trust, a nonprofit conservation organization,
bought 73 acres of seasonally dry lakebed. For decades, three Japanese farming families have owned
the land that makes up Carr Lake and two continue to own and farm their parcels. The Big Sur
Land Trust has goals of using the land for parks and recreation community programs, environmental
initiatives and education. The City has long thought the land would be an ideal location for a “Central
Park”. In addition to the potential for possible water quality improvements, it also highlights the
important role that nongovernmental actors and partners can and have increasingly played in helping
solve a wide array of public problems, including water quality. Because public agencies are so
preoccupied with budgeting, completing lengthy regulatory paperwork and trapped specializing in
crucial operational functions, society becomes increasingly reliant on third party agencies to help
pursue public purposes ([29]).

7. Conclusions: From Fragmented to Joint Responsibilities

“It is difficult to imagine a legal and policy regime as fractured as that used to govern
water resources in the United States. Connected issues are addressed without coordination
and authority is divided among federal, state and local entities that have little incentive to
coordinate their interrelated actions.”

—Robert W. Adler, Professor of Law

As the Salinas case study illustrates, the compartmentalized laws separating water pollution control
policies in agricultural lands versus those in urban areas, as well as policies dividing water quality,
water quantity and land use, do not lend themselves to coordinated and collaborative efforts—although
the waterways themselves are inextricably connected. As Dr. Adler’s quote eludes to, this is not an
unusual case; rather it is a common phenomenon occurring throughout the United States. Managers
that administer municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) are using the limited resources
available to them to narrowly focus on complying with their own set of permits, while other dischargers
(e.g., growers) are each individually concerned with separate mandates.

While current water laws and policies tend to facilitate more divisive rather than cooperative
approaches, what do seem to be driving progress are issue-based mandates and local watershed
projects that occur as a result of dire circumstances. Unfortunately, these forced-collaborations are
the exception to the rule and are implemented as a result of devastating events—a historic drought
(SGMA), a lack of clean drinking water (Human Right to Water) and seawater intrusion (Pure Water
Monterey)—rather than as a preventative measure and as standard practice. However, because of the
legislative mandates’ strong directives, especially the “right to consider” clause in the Human Right
to Water and the SGMA landmark decision to finally regulate groundwater, each could likely set a
new precedence of more interagency cooperation within California’s water management network.
While the SGMA and Human Right to Water are not strong enough on their own to overhaul disparate
federal and state policy regimes, combined and with other local efforts, they may begin to elicit
incremental and vital change.

Addressing the root cause of the pollution problem—a political system that largely exempts
agriculture’s pollution—would be a logic place to begin in solving this water quality conundrum.
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The inadequacies of the current approach to agricultural nonpoint source pollution control in the U.S.
have been widely studied and discussed (see [30] for a review of the literature). Transitioning from
voluntary mechanisms to more effective and enforceable regulatory instruments based on measurable
water quality performance is paramount to cleaning U.S. waters.

In California, a shift to numeric performance standards for agriculture necessitates a major
overhaul of the state’s Conditional Agricultural Waiver program. The most effective, yet dramatic
change would be to remove the waste discharge exemption status for agriculture altogether and
transition the industry from a Waiver program to a permit system. This major reform could either
occur at the state or federal level. Two other nonpoint pollution sources that have successfully
undergone such a transition include: (1) Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) and (2) urban
storm water.

If the California State Water Board and Regional Boards continue to work within the confines
of the Conditional Agricultural Waiver program, several glaring issues need to be addressed. First,
the Agricultural Waivers need to work as intended: Agricultural Waivers need to become more
rigorous with every 5-year-update if water quality improvements are not being achieved and the
State Board needs to hold Regional Boards accountable to making progress. While Regional Boards
may have attached more provisions to their Waivers, in most regions water quality continues to
decline or remains in a dismal condition with only limited success stories (e.g., water column toxicity
decrease in the Central Coast region). Second, as the Superior Court Judge advised, Waivers need
to have “adequate performance standards and feedback mechanisms to assess the effectiveness of
implemented management practices in reducing pollution and preventing further degradation of water
quality” [20]. Even if Agricultural Waivers have added modest monitoring requirements to subsequent
iterations of their region’s Waiver program, many still fall short of verifying the effectiveness of
on-farm water quality management practices. Additionally, most programs, if not all, have insufficient
monitoring data to identify individual operations that cause impairments. This issue points to a third
and perhaps the most important problem within the Agricultural Waiver program: public disclosure
and information. The most effective means of identifying a polluter is to conduct individual discharge
monitoring at the edge of a discharger’s field where pollutants enter the water. Growers and the
California agricultural lobby have fought hard to keep monitoring as far away from their fields as
possible and to ensure that their names are not associated with monitoring data. Growers do not
want to be identified as a point source polluter and subsequently regulated under the NPDES permit
system. As one Regional Board staff member put it, growers “don’t want to deal with a government
agency managing their land and water and they don’t want to be called part of the problem”. This final
piece unveils the underlying impediment to agricultural water quality—as it currently functions, the
Waiver program allows the most egregious agricultural polluters to hide in the shadows of collective
monitoring and pollute into state waterways. Whether we transition to a permit system where
more rigorous monitoring is mandated and public disclosure is law (e.g., NPDES), or whether we
demand similar provisions in Agricultural Waivers, the public and policymakers must have access to
transparent, sound and ongoing water quality data at the edge-of-field in order to make decisions on
behalf of public health and the environment.

Another, separate agricultural-specific mandate would be to introduce a piece of legislation that
addresses groundwater pollution, especially nitrate contamination. As one staff member working
closely with the Salinas Valley SGMA reported, what is trying to be done with the SGMA is so colossal
that the water quality piece will likely take a back seat to the focus on water quantity. A policy that
would directly address nitrate contamination would be profound in many ways but perhaps one of the
most important impacts it could have is in bridging water quality (especially nitrate contamination),
water quantity (since water quality in groundwater is inextricably connected to groundwater levels)
and land use (the biggest culprit in California being agriculture). As one groundwater expert explained,
“there is no use in putting all the effort into balancing groundwater levels, if all the water is polluted
and unusable” (Personal Communication, 13 November 2017). One problem cannot be solved without
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addressing the other, necessitating what he called a “One Water” perspective. Additionally, due to the
nature of nitrogen transport pathways into groundwater, the simple process of initiating a groundwater
quality regulatory program could provoke a different way of thinking about environmental regulation.
This is due to the fact that regulators would need to begin monitoring and controlling the source of
nitrate pollution—fertilizers—if improvements were actually to be achieved. While reducing pollutants
at the point of entry might not sound revolutionary, such a policy tool has a lot of potential but is rarely
been employed. Most environmental policy tools employed in the U.S. occur at the end-of-pipe, after
the pollutant has already entered the environment.

The other key missing element to solving the water quality conundrum is sufficient funding.
Many of the public water pollution control systems are so poorly funded that even if there were
intentions to reach across jurisdictional boundaries to other dischargers, they may not have the time
nor resources for undertaking such an endeavor. California’s State Water Board and the Federal
EPA seem to be aware of the funding problem and do offer some financial support. The State
Revolving Fund, administered by the State Water Board, is one of the most common ways storm water
managers secure funds for capital improvement projects. The Fund is a loan program intended to
assist the following projects: nonpoint source pollution control programs, implementation of estuary
conservation programs and construction of wastewater treatment facilities. Other State related funding
mechanisms include Proposition 13: Safe Drinking Water Bond Act, Proposition 40: Water, Habitat, Air
and Park Projects, Proposition 50: Water Security, Drinking Water, Coastal and Beach Protection Act,
Federal Urban Creek Restoration Grants and State/Tribal Wetlands Program (see Salinas Stormwater
Management Plan for more details). Federal grants include Nonpoint Source Implementation Grant
and the Stream Restoration Mitigation Bank.

While the City of Salinas has the above grant and loan options at their disposal for special projects,
their year-to-year budget for the entire storm water and urban water quality program is reliant on
its portion from the General Fund. In a city plagued by high crime rates, the majority of the Salinas’
General Fund budget (usually over 70%) is dedicated to funding police, fire and other public safety
services, leaving the municipal storm water programs with limited staff and funding. The Public
Policy Institute of California estimates an annual funding gap of $500–$800 million for storm water
programs in cities throughout the state [1]. Because the State now mandates that cities comply with
more rigorous NPDES permits, not only for their wastewater treatment but also for urban storm water,
increased funding must follow.

Fortunately, despite the financial obstacles, Salinas has successfully complied with the most
rigorous municipal discharge permit in the Central Coast region and even found creative ways to
implement multi-benefit, integrated water quality and quantity projects, such as Pure Water Monterey.
Nongovernmental agencies have stepped in to play a role, such as the Big Sur Land Trusts endeavors
at Carr Lake, as well as third party monitoring groups aiding in assessing the regional water quality
problem (e.g., Coastal Watershed Council’s First Flush). Clearly, however, water quality efforts would
benefit most not from disparate efforts but from larger institutional change. Currently, different levels
of government are deemed as competing power structures [27]. As the urban-agricultural interface so
vividly illustrates, agencies charged with regulating urban water discharges are pitted against those
regulating agricultural pollution because they do not want to be responsible for each other’s waste
and similarly those managing water transport, flooding and recharge (e.g., Monterey County Water
Resource Agency) do not want any part of water pollution management. Perhaps if the agricultural
industry was held to the same high pollution standards with similar regulatory mechanisms as their
urban counterparts, not only would there be a better chance of improving water quality but water
resource management might have a chance of becoming integrated.
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Abstract: Recent California legislation has promised solutions to longstanding problems in
groundwater management through an emphasis on management of groundwater itself, rather than
on the rights of overlying property owners. In this short communication, I argue that the promises
of scientific management relies on property law and jurisdiction and therefore that scientific claims
about the water itself are less important than private property claims in the case of a Cadiz Inc.’s
proposed groundwater extraction project in Southeastern California. While private property in land
insulates Cadiz Inc. (Los Angeles, CA, USA) from political contestation, opposition to the project has
increasingly focused on the right to transport and transfer water through lands not held by Cadiz
Inc. This legal strategy points to how California groundwater law is still fundamentally ruled by
private property in land, which shifts the grounds of environmental politics from extraction itself to
the transport of extracted materials. This case serves as a good example of the intersection of political
ecology and legal geography.

Keywords: legal geography; groundwater; private property; political ecology; water rights;
right-of-way; scale

1. Introduction

California depends on groundwater: 50% of water used in the state comes from underground
stores. Despite its importance to water provision throughout the state, groundwater has remained
largely invisible to the general public. As a result, groundwater-related problems such as overdraft
and land subsidence plague the state [1].

The 2014 passage of the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) promises to solve
California’s recalcitrant groundwater problems by creating agencies to oversee groundwater that
correspond to groundwater basins. Prior to SGMA, California’s groundwater was determined on a
case-by-case basis as landowners overlying the same aquifer sued each other to adjudicate their rights
to extract water from the basin below [2]. The case-by-case adjudication resulted in a patchwork of
legal regulation around the state, which has been hailed by some as successful instances of polycentric
governance structures and disparaged by others as piecemeal policy [2,3]. The passage of SGMA
ensured groundwater plans would be made for medium- and high-priority basins where adjudication
had never occurred between overlying property owners.

Basin-scale management has long been the dream of California’s water managers, and the idea
of watershed-scale management dates back to John Wesley Powell’s explorations of the American
West in the mid-1800s [4,5]. Matching management scale to hydrologic scale promises to reshape
groundwater management from property boundaries to scientific ones rather than the politics of
overlying owners [5].

This short communication examines this central promise of SGMA—that groundwater itself can
be centered in debates about proposed extraction, rather than the property rights of overlying owners.
Through examining a legal contestation and public discourse around a proposed groundwater project
in Southeastern California, this short communication argues that California groundwater policy is
ruled by private property rights, not by scientific management practices. This fact shifts possibilities
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for legal contestation away from the project itself and toward the material infrastructure needed to
complete groundwater transfer. In the first section, I describe how the Cadiz Inc. project fits into
the history of California water and private property law pre-SGMA, introducing the key concepts
of “reasonable use” and “surplus water” as key ways of understanding the relationship between
water and property. In the second, I describe challenges to the Cadiz Inc. project in the form of
scientific questions about groundwater pumping rates and their lack of success in creating meaningful
debate around the project because jurisdictional issues raise the question not of whether the project
should happen but rather of how much they are allowed to pump. Finally, I discuss how groundwater
transport has become the primary site of contestation over the project, and the ways that this reinforces
private property regimes.

2. Background: The Cadiz Project under California Groundwater Law

Although Cadiz Inc. has often appeared to be an agricultural company, their 1987 SEC 10-K filing
indicates that the original incorporated company, Aridtech, was a “water exploration and development
company” meant to acquire underground water resources. In 1985, Aridtech incorporated the Cadiz
Valley Development Incorporation, and both of these organizations became the Cadiz Inc. Company
known today. Over time, Cadiz Inc. has added more land, and now they have approximately
40,000 acres in the Eastern Mojave around their project area, though the land is not contiguous [6].

In 1983, the company now known as Cadiz Inc., a water and natural resources company, acquired
about 14,000 acres of creosote scrub in the Eastern Mojave Desert on the assumption that the relatively
closed aquifer underneath it would yield profits once the water was moved and sold [6]. Like other
agricultural speculators after the 1977–1978 drought, they sought to take advantage of the property
tax benefits of Proposition 13 and low land prices to invest in the land market. This investment was
based on the idea that acquiring overlying land would grant rights to water that could appreciate in
value [7]. Later, the groundwater could be transferred to a new owner because of 1982 laws that eased
groundwater permit transfers to private and public water companies [8]. In the 1990s, the company
unsuccessfully proposed a groundwater storage project (similar to the Kern Valley Water Bank), and
today’s iteration of the project is to extract and transport it to coastal water districts. This project is
controversial, and almost universally derided by those living in the Mojave Desert, where the project
is located. In more than 20 interviews I conducted in the summer and fall of 2017 with residents of
the Morongo Basin, East Mojave Desert, and Barstow, most locals adhered to a similar narrative: they
oppose the project as a profitable “water grab” for Cadiz Inc. that would subsidize irresponsible water
use by coastal Californians to the detriment of a fragile desert ecology.

Though local opposition to the project is relatively high, the project has legal precedent in
California. Since no statewide oversight for groundwater existed until 2014 [9], groundwater before
that time was governed by a legal precedent known as “California correlative rights,” or “reasonable
use,” which is distinct from the laws governing surface water in the state. California’s correlative
rights doctrine came from the 1903 court case Katz v. Walkinshaw, which established that overlying
property owners had access to the water below and that such limits to the use of water could only
be proven if they extended beyond “reasonable use” [10,11]. Though these water rights are still use
rights rather than property rights, California’s system is only one step removed from treating water as
absolute private property, as in Texas [12].

“Reasonable use” creates an interesting problem in the relationship between water and land in
California groundwater law: though it is primarily used as a way to limit overlying users from using
too much water or wasting water, it makes possible the legal phenomenon of “surplus” water [8].
“Surplus” water is created when the overlying owners’ reasonable use is determined, but that the
combined amount of water needed by each user is less than the total water that can be safely extracted
each year [10]. This so-called surplus water can then be appropriated and conveyed to non-overlying
users through groundwater permitting schemes, largely because the California Constitution mandates
beneficial use of water by humans over in-stream uses for wildlife [13].
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For the Cadiz project, the creation of “surplus” water in the aquifer is central to their profit-making
strategy. Unlike many overdrafted aquifers throughout the state shared between private landowners,
the aquifer underlying the Cadiz, Fenner, and Bristol Valleys are shared largely between Cadiz Inc.
and the federal government. In this area, the federal government has not sued to adjudicate the
basin and seems to favor human use over in-stream uses for local flora and fauna [6,14]. As a result,
all appropriable groundwater can go to Cadiz Inc. even if their use extends beyond reasonable use
needed for their lands.

The California legal system has created a unique legal ecology in which projects like Cadiz can
thrive by basing access to groundwater on the private rights of overlying landowners. Like mineral
rights, these water rights are both connected to and alienable from the land under property law [15].
(On the limits of water-as-mineral, see Andrus v. Charlestone Stone Prods. Co., (436 U.S. 604, 1978),
a Supreme Court case heard in which a man tried to file a patent under the 1872 mining act for the
water underneath the land. In the decision, the Supreme Court determined that groundwater could
not be patented under the act because it was neither named in the act nor under the jurisdiction
of the federal government). The dual legal status of water rights also demonstrate how critical
legal geography—understanding the legal underpinnings of resource extraction—intersects with the
political ecology of extraction and profit [16–18]. In the following two sections, I focus on the ways
that environmental organizations and others have contested the Cadiz project through tracing legal
action surrounding the Cadiz project. Through following these legal questions, I argue that scientific
basin-wide claims about water have been legally unsuccessful, as claims about private property in
conveyance areas have had greater traction, revealing how property law rules water rights.

3. The Contested Science of the Groundwater Basin

Although groundwater is an extremely important component of water provision, it is known
to many managers as the “unseen” or “invisible” resource because it is hidden from sight and its
importance remains unrecognized by the general public [19]. While groundwater is increasingly
important in providing water to consumers (especially in times of drought), much remains uncertain
about the groundwater hydrology. In the Cadiz case, both Cadiz Inc. and environmentalist opposition
have used this uncertainty to make claims about the effects of the project during the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) process. Opposition to the project has proven unsuccessful at
challenging the hydrological basis and jurisdiction of the project, demonstrating how only the extent
of the project can be questioned, not its validity.

Two particularly contested issues are basin connectivity and recharge rates, both of which are
central to understanding the long-term effects of groundwater extraction, which include effects to
local water sources, saltwater intrusion in coastal areas, and land subsidence. Aquifers are most
often imagined as closed bowls containing water, an image that serves a utilitarian and political
purpose in delineating communities of interest [5,20]. Few aquifers fulfill this ideal. Subsurface
geology determines where the aquifer connects to other underground water sources (in California, this
has also appeared famously in debates about connectivity between surface water and groundwater,
in City of Los Angeles v. Pomeroy (1899)), or in what ways overdraft from that aquifer could affect
surrounding water sources. In the case of the Cadiz project, the limits of the aquifer are hotly contested:
environmental groups have claimed hydraulic connection between the Bonanza Spring, a year-round
water source for desert flora and fauna, and the Fenner and Orange Blossom aquifers, though the
company denies this connection. Even if such beneficial use of the water were proven, it would be
unlikely to hinder the project: indirect benefits of water to wildlife are typically understood to be less
important than direct beneficial use to people [14].

Calculating groundwater recharge rates is also notoriously complex, since it depends on the
collection of rainwater that percolates to the aquifer (and possibly other stream or river sources).
Recharge rates are also affected by discharge rates, including springs and dry lakebeds, both of which
are at issue for this aquifer [20]. Though these processes are simple in concept, they are difficult to
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measure practically, and many proposed recharge rates vary widely. In the case of the Cadiz project,
groundwater recharge rates range from a 2000 Maxey/Eakin study by USGS predicting 2550 to 11,200
acre-feet per year to a Cadiz-funded study in 2010 that gave a proposed recharge rate of 32,000 acre-feet
per year [6,21]. (Of note: The scientific analyses for the project propose that the water transferred to
SMWD would be otherwise lost to evaporation through dry lake beds, so the project “saves” water
from natural inefficiencies, using the same logic of the “wastefulness” of nature outlined in Gidwani
and Reddy’s (2011) analysis of the simultaneously moral and economic character of languages of water
use [22]). While these differences in estimates could be quite consequential, they are hard to assess
when the project is enacted, since many detrimental impacts of pumping are only seen long after the
pumping is completed [20].

Much of the science surrounding the Cadiz aquifer has been contested by environmental agencies
and by the federal government during the CEQA process, as attested above. Because so much of
CEQA is based on mitigating harms rather than eliminating them [22], these challenges have not
fundamentally questioned Cadiz Inc.’s right to draw so-called “surplus” water from the basin beneath
them and instead have only questioned the quantity of water available to Cadiz. The reason why
these legal challenges by environmentalists have failed is not because of the invalidity of scientific
questions, but because of jurisdiction and private property: California’s correlative rights doctrine
has insulated Cadiz Inc. from legal challenges about their right to move water beneath their land.
The question as framed under CEQA, like the technical solutions under SGMA, is one of how much
extraction is permissible, not whether such extraction should be allowed. As a result, the legal arena for
contestation about the Cadiz project has shifted to the actual conveyance of water to SMWD through
an old railroad right-of-way. This right-of-way, not the aquifer itself, has been the most fruitful site of
legal contestation over the project.

4. Pipeline Politics

Cadiz Inc. has long planned to transfer water away from their pumping stations through a pipeline
they would construct in the right-of-way on the Arizona and California railroad line that travels from
Cadiz to the Colorado River aqueduct. As much as the public discourse surrounding the water transfer
has generally played out along the ethics of selling and transporting water from the desert to coastal
Orange County (as seen in my interviews with members of the public, newspaper articles [23], and
op-eds [24,25]), the most concrete legal action has been about the property regimes of the transport
process, and whether Cadiz Inc. should be allowed to use old railroad right-of-ways without federal
review. The success of this legal strategy in opposing the project points to the underlying importance
of property in land in determining the fate of the project.

Built from 1905 to 1907, the Arizona–California line of the Santa Fe railroad traveled from
Cadiz (CA) to Parker (AZ), receiving a right-of-way from the federal government, as did many
transcontinental railroads of the time [26]. This grant, under the 1875 railroad right-of-way act,
is between an easement and an outright fee grant of the land, as had been determined by Great Northern
Railway Company v. United States (1942). The status of railroad right-of-ways had always been a moot
point, and was debated in myriad forms in Leo Sheep Co. v. United States (1979) and Home on the Range v.
AT&T Corporation (2005), which determined that (1) grants from the federal government are “construed
strictly against the grantees” and (2) that railway right-of-way easements were limited to that of a
railroad purpose following the narrow interpretation of the easement.

Under an Obama-era Department of the Interior solicitor’s decision (M-37025), Cadiz Inc. would
have to undergo federal review to build their pipeline on federal lands because the proposed pipe
did not further a railway purpose under Home on the Range and therefore did not fall within the grant
provided to the railway company, narrowly construed. This 2011 decision decided on the basis of
property law that Cadiz Inc.’s conveyance pipeline would have to undergo federal review (rather
than only CEQA, which had dictated the terms of their previous review). However, this decision was
rescinded and replaced with M-37048 by the Trump Administration’s Acting Solicitor Daniel Jorjani in
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September 2017. In this new decision, Jorjani argues against the Supreme Court’s decision in Home on
the Range, instead stating that railroad right-of-ways should be understood as a gross easement with
divisible bundles of rights that can be sold at a profit (as in property, cf. Kay [27]). Under his guidance,
the railroad maintains the right to divide up its right-of-way easement as long as the new right-of-way
use does interfere with railroad activities.

As a rejoinder to the Trump Administration’s efforts to have the project not receive further review,
the state of California has found that it owns lands underlying the railroad right-of-way and therefore
that the California State Lands Commission will have to review the proposed project conveyance for a
lease. At the time of writing, decisions are not final as to what the California State Lands Commission
will decide in their review process. However, what both of these cases show is how the politics of
groundwater are fought not through the water itself or the right to extract, but through the land above
it—in the latter case, the land through which the water must be conveyed. This points toward the
ways that questions of private property in land—even outside of the area properly understood as part
of the basin—come to determine groundwater politics.

What is so legally contested in the case of right-of-ways is exactly the discussion not being asked
in the case of overlying ownership of groundwater: what is the degree to which a right-of-way (a form
of use-right) conveys a right in property? This litigation reveals a re-working of legal scale to question
the boundaries of property and rights ownership [28] and to reconfigure the ways in which property
rights are important for understanding contemporary extractive projects.

5. Conclusion: Property in Water

Property law is both the central tool Cadiz Inc. has in protecting their groundwater extraction
plans and their chief enemy as they attempt to convey the water through the desert to the Colorado
River Aqueduct. The legal debates that have emerged from Cadiz Inc.’s proposed conveyance are in
exact opposition to those that SGMA conceptually relies on: rather than bringing parties to the table
to discuss aquifer recharge rates and the science of groundwater, the debate of the project is about
a distinction between property and right-of-way. The pipeline infrastructure becomes the means of
debating the entirety of the project, as in the case of debates over Keystone XL and Dakota Access
pipelines [29,30]. Unlike these fossil fuel pipelines, Cadiz’s proposed pipeline does not pose a danger
to people—in fact, Cadiz Inc. has attempted to permit the pipeline as necessary for railroad fire
suppression—but the underlying debate is about whether the project will harm wildlife by extracting
groundwater and whether it is appropriate to remove water from the desert for profit. The debates
over the right-of-way are a proxy for debates made impossible under the legal system: should water
be sold for profit? Do affected wildlife have rights?

The railroad debate combines aspects of the political economy of water extraction and legal
scale through revealing the private property rights that both promote water extraction and make
water conveyance difficult. In this intersection, the controversial groundwater project faces its most
potent opposition through the pipeline rather than through claims on the water rights of the overlying
property owners themselves, much like in cases of fossil fuel industries. The politics of the groundwater
project are not seen through the still-invisible aquifer, but instead through the visible pipeline that will
travel through the California desert.
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